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We believe the HPM-200
represents a new standard of
accuracy in loudspeakers. Its

dynamic range, transparency and
overall lifelike impact are without
precedent.
Ask your Pioneer dealer to
play the super amplifier of your
choice through speakers similar
to the ones you're now using.
Then ask him to play it through
HPM-200s.
We assure you, you'll hear
things you've never heard before.
M

HPM-200
itD

PIONEER®

U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.,
75 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, New Jersey 07074.
Check No. 22 on Reader Service Card
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INTRODUCING HPM-200. T
DESIGNED TO DELIVER ALL T
HIGH -POWER AMPLIFIERS C
Most speakers available today
were de signed at a time w nen
most of the powerful am-olifiers
you could buy produced under
100 watts a channel.
Which means if you have
invested in one of the new super
amplifiers, your speakers could
well be keeping you from
appreciating the full extent of
your investment.
Sc Pioneer has developed a
speaker system that can bring
you all the peak levels, all the

transients, every last bit cf
listening enjoyment your super
amplifier is capable of giving you.
It's called HPM' 200. "HPM"
stands for "High Polymer
Molecular' film, a material that
makes it possible to transform
electrical energy into
acoustical energy with
complete accuracy.
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IN THE LAST 24 MONTHS
COMPANIES
HAVE INTRODUCED
11

"SUPER AMPLIFIERS"
THAT YOU CAN'T FULLY
APPRECIATE UNTIL YOU
HEAR THEM THROUGH
THESE SPEAKERS.
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Can a speaker
be all things to all people?
-

Say music enthusiasts "I have to relisten to all my Pink Floyd and
Frank Zappa albums because I realize now I never really heard them before.
Freaks me right out!"LARRY ROGAK, N.Y.
About accuracy "Elton John sounds like Elton John and not Wayne
Newton with a sinus condition. All kinds of music sound great, from Percy
Faith to Led Zepplin."GRANT HOWES, MICHIGAN
You can play it loud "I once read it was not possible to have a rock
concert in your home, but with the B I C Venturi it is possible."

-

-

RICHARD KNES, ILLINOIS

-

Or play it low "I feel I must write... to thank someone that realizes there
are a few of us .who don't like our stereo and quad up blasting our eardrums.
These Formula 2 are great at any volume." MRS. GAIL McAULOF, CALIFORNIA
From professional users "I am a disc jockey and work with some of
the finest sound equipment available ... I purchased a set of your Formula 4's
after a year of shopping around ... In my opinion none sounded better at any

-

price." DAVID FOOR, FLORIDA

And audio engineers-"I am an audio engineer at (AM, FM, TV
broadcast station) ... An excellent speaker and a great design concept."
PHIL JONES, SOUTH CAROLINA

-

Even people who sell audio "You've really got the product ... my
recommendation 9 times out of 10 is B I C Venturi." DAVID WILLIAMS, TEXAS (DEALER)
And those who've lived with it "Nearly a year ago I purchased a
pair of Formula 6 ... the performance has substantiated my original beliefs."

-

JERRY GRETZINGER, MICHIGAN

-

So join this fellow who says "I could not be more pleased with the
performance of your product, nor with myself for having the good sense to
have chosen them!" RONALD BERTHEL, N.Y.
Because you can believe -"I was
somewhat skeptical about the claims in
your advertisements... I purchased
a pair of Formula 6...Your speakers
surpass all the claims made ...They are
fantastic!" RANDOLPH L. KRUMM, N.J.
WRITE FOR OUR 20 PAGE CONSUMER GUIDE TO LOUDSPEAKER
PERFORMANCE: B -I CVENTURI, WESTBURY,N.Y.11590.
Check No. 6 on Reader Service Card

BRITISH INDUSTRIES CO.. A DIVISION OF AVNET INC. C 1971
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3 GOOD
REASONS
FOR
BUYING AN
EMPIRE
CARTRIDGE
1

YOUR RECORDS WILL LAST
LONGER. Unlike ordinary

magnetic cartridges, Empire's variable reluctance cartridges have a
diamond stylus that floats free of its
magnets. This imposes much less
weight on the record surface and
insures much longer record life.

2

YOUR RECORDS WILL
SOUND BETTER. Empire
sound is spectacular. Distortion at
standard groove velocity does not
exceed .05%. Instruments don't
waver; channel separation is razor
sharp.

3

MORE CARTRIDGE FOR
YOUR MONEY. We use 4
poles, 4 coils and three magnets in
our cartridge (more than any other
brand). Each cartridge must pass

rigid tests before shipment.
For more good reasons to buy an
Empire cartridge write for your free
catalogue:
EMPIRE SCIENTIFIC CORP.,
Garden City, N Y. 11530
.

Mfd. U.S.A.
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Joseph Giovanelli
CD -4 Disc Playing Time
Q. What are the recent developments concerning CD -4 albums in regard to playing time? It is well known
that one of the original drawbacks of
discrete discs was the shorter amount
of time they would play on each side
relative to conventional stereo discs.
Recently, however, I purchased some
CD -4 albums, which I already owned
in the stereo version. The CD -4 versions apparently took up less of the
disc side than the stereo counterparts.
Is this due to the improvements in the
CD -4 process or is bass information
being severely compressed?-Walter
C.

McKinnon, Ft. Worth, Texas
A. Any conventional LP disc tends

to suffer from distortion when playing
the inner grooves, and the nature of
this distortion is such that the carrier
on CD -4 discs will not reproduce
properly if the diameter of the groove
is too small. It has, therefore, been the
practice, when cutting CD -4 records,
to close out the side at a diameter
larger than is usually called for with a
regular stereo disc. Early on, the way
this was done was to cut the CD -4 disc

with either reduced bass information
(for narrower grooves) or to use
shorter material time. However, so
much attention has been paid to this
problem over the past few years that it
is now possible for the CD -4 recording engineers to put the same information onto a disc with larger inner
diameter than is standard practice
with stereo discs.
Judging from your letter, would
say that what you see on your CD -4
discs is a case of the record cutting engineer being as careful as possible to
have a large inner diameter, rather
than limiting the bass.
I

Eight-Ohm Speaker Wire?
Q. While working in my fix -it shop,
somebody asked me for "eight -Ohm
wire" so he could hook up some
speakers to his receiver. I offered him
16 -gauge zip cord, saying that it

would do the job, but he insisted on
"eight -Ohm wire," explaining that
television receivers needed 300 Ohm
lead-in to interconnect the antenna to
the input terminals of the tuner.
Does wire actually have an impedance? Is there "eight -Ohm wire?" If
so, why doesn't anyone talk about it?
Or is TV lead-in only 300 Ohms at TV
frequencies as a result of capacitive
properties, but not at audio frequencies?-John Shelton, Chagrin
Falls, Ohio
A. Problems encountered at radio
frequencies in.terms of requirements
of the interconnecting cables between the antenna and the tuner input are quite different from those
problems at audio frequencies with
speaker connection wire. In radio frequency work, it is essential to have an
impedance match between the antenna and the transmission line, as well as

between the transmission line and the
input of the equipment being fed.

When considering the electrical
properties of wire, it does not have
just d.c. resistance; it also possesses
inductance and, in the case of a pair
of wires, capacitance. At audio frequencies the inductance and capacitance of speaker wire are of too small
a value to be much of a factor in the
performance of the system. At radio
frequencies, however, these properties, together with the d.c. resistance
of the wire, combine to make up an
impedance which must be taken into
account.
Transmitting audio power from an
amplifier to a loudspeaker should be
done with as little a loss of power as
possible. The interconnecting cable,
therefore, must have as low a d.c. resistance as possible, and thus you
were right in offering a fairly heavy
wire, such as 16 gauge.
to,
If you have a problem or question on audio, write
to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli, at AUDIO, 401 North
Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. All letters are
answered. Please enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.

AUDIO
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OnlyTechnics gives you the
world's most precise drive system,
any way you want it.
Direct -drive precision. Now you can have it any way you want it. Because Technics
uses direct drive in more kinds of turntables than anyone else. You can get it
for under $200 in the SL -1500. One of four manuals. Or for about $500 you can
have our professional turntable, the SP -10. There's a fully automatic single play
model, the SL-1300. And the world's first direct -drive changer, the SL -150.
And all these turntables share the Technics direct -drive system A system
so superior that FM stations have been using our direct -drive tur-itables for
years. Here's why. In our direct -drive system, the platter is an ext?nsiorl of
the motor shaft There are no belts or idlers to produce variations in speed.
So all our turntables have less than 0.03% wow and flutter (WRMS) (0.C11%
for the SL-1350).
You won't hear any rumble either. Because we use an
electronically controlled DC motor tha- spins at exactly
33 or 45 rpm. And, unlike rumble-procccinghighspeed motors, our motor introduces sc little vibration
into the system that any rumble rer-tains inaudible
Direct Drive
(-70dB DIN B).
System
And every Technics direct -drive turntable has
variable pitch controls. A built-in stroboscope. And CD-4 phono
cables. And for those that include a tone arm you also get viscous
damped cueing. Anti -skating. Feedback insulated legs. Even a
dust cover and an integral base.
But we don't have to tell you how good these t-arntab.es
are. Read some of the reviews*. And see for yourself.
The concept is simple. The execution is precise.The
performance is outstanding. The name is Technics.
-Audio, 8/71; Stereo Review, 9/71; Audio,11Z1/73.3,74.
SL-1100A-Stereo Review, 7/73; High Fidelity, 9/73.
SL-1200-Radio Electronics, 7/74; Audio, 7/74; Stereo, Fa'i'74.
SL-1300- FM Guide, 9/74; Stereo Review, 2/75.

*S1'-10

FOR YOUR TECHNICS DEALER, CALL TOLL FREE 800447-1700.
IN ILLINOIS. 800 322-440C

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Tape Guide
Herman Burstein
Static Sparks
Q. During fast wind on my Ampex
2160,1 have frequently noticed a spark
jump from the axle to the tape spool
or from the spool to the tape or from
the surface of the deck to the spool.
This appears to me to be an electrostatic spark, and it is accompanied
by a characteristic "snap" sound. Is
this a common phenomenon during
dry winter months and will such a
spark degrade recorded material on
the tape?-K. W. Dickman, Urbana,

width of 0.246 inches plus or minus
0.0002 inch. Otherwise you will run
into problems of sticking in the tape
guides, skewing, etc., and this would
account for your fading of signal.
Without some specific information
on this tape, cannot give you definite
information on response but you can
probably expect somewhat elevated
treble and perhaps very low output.
It's rather doubtful that computer
tape would be rougher on your tape
heads than regular audio tape, how-

III.

ever, this may be the very reason the
tape wound up in the salvage yard.

phenomenon you describe
is, believe, rather uncommon, and it
may well be cured by grounding the
machine. If this doesn't help, try writing Ampex. doubt that the spark will
affect recorded materia, however,
you are in a much better position than
to answer this question.
A. The

I

I

Using Computer Tape
Q. I recently picked up a number of
reels of 1/2 -in. computer tape from
the local salvage yard. More out of curiosity than necessity, I attempted to
slit the tape to 1/4 -in. width for use
with my home recorder. Unfortunately, I could not obtain a uniform
cut, and the tape wanders over the
heads and will not reproduce accurately. The signal occasionally fades
out on one channel or the other.
What kind of frequency response
could I expect from this rape, assuming I can slit it accurately? Could
there be a lubrication problem with
consequent head wear?-George B.
Moore, Ar., APO, Seattle, Wash.
A. If wide tape is to be s'it, this must
be done very accurately to a nominal

About The Cover: There are so
many good phono cartridges on
the market now that you don't
need the persistence and luck
of a gum ball wizard to get a
prize cartridge; all you really
need to do is read the test reports, like those in Audio. Gum
ball machine courtesy The Nut
Vender, 611 West Ave., Jenkintown, Penna. 19046.

Q. Can the erase head be peaked
for maximum efficiency? I noticed
that my recorder has a small capacitor

in series with the erase head and was
curious about whether the unit had,
in fact, been peaked.
A friend of mine suggests that as the
tape moves over the heads, capstan,
and guides, static electricity is generated. I agree with him, but he further
contends that this charge is d.c. and
results in noisy tapes and magnetized
heads. His conclusion is that the machine should be well grounded. What

your opinion?-Vincent Mogalero,
Woodside, N.Y.
A. The erase head can be peaked
with a series capacitor. Often the oscillator provides more than enough
current to drive the erase head, so
that the objective is to limit this current by an appropriate resistor or capacitor. However, when dealing with
very high oscillator frequencies, peaking may become desirable because
head inductance may be a barrier to
sufficient current flow through the
is

I

I

Peaking an Erase Head

Demag of Cassette Heads
Q. My problem concerns the de-

magnetizing of

a

cassette -type

record/playback head in a General
Electric Model M8350Á. The external
shell of the head is magnetized, and
even replacement heads seem to be
premagnetized. Demagnetizing with
a Robins TD -3 head demagnetizer
fails to remove the flux in the head.
The external shell attracts a steel object. Does some type of head have a
built-in magnet that is not intended to
be demagnetized? Would a cassette type demagnetizer be more suitable
than my Robins unit?-E. L. Freeland,
Indianapolis, Ind.
A. To my knowledge, heads are not
intended to be magnetized, because
magnetization is a source of noise and
treble loss due to the erasing effect of
the magnetized head. It may be that
you can achieve adequate demagnetization of your cassette head
by using a bulk eraser with a suf-

ficiently powerful magnetic field
when brought up within a few inches
of the head. can't comment on the
adequacy of the cassette -type demagnetizers as they vary and haven't
a great deal of experience with them.
suggest that you also address your
query to the manufacturer of the cassette machine.
If you use a bulk eraser and your
equipment has a VU meter, be careful
not to bring the eraser within about
six inches of the meter for the eraser's
strong field might damage the meter.
I

I

I

head.
What your friend may be referring
to is that audio signals (a.c.) are asymmetrical. This asymmetery represents a d.c. component, which tends
to magnetize the heads. Magnetized
heads and other components contacted by the tape tend to produce
noise on the tape and to erase the
very high frequencies.
doubt that
grounding the machine will take care
of the problem. The solution is to subject the heads, guides, etc. to adequate demagnetization on a regular
basis, though this doesn't have to be
done as often as head cleaning. Consult the machine's manufacturer for
information on how often this should
be done and with what strength demagnetizer if this is not in your owner's manual.
I

a problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 401
North Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.

If you have

AUDIO
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them, you get rid of most of the noise.)
So what you're left with is sound so rich
and clear, you don't just hear it. The music
happens.
Which really isn't that surprising. After all,
BASF invented audio tape in the first place.
We sound like the original
because we are the original.

BASF sound is so clear, it's like the
musicians are right there.

What you experience with BASF tape is
simply this: the music. Pure and clear.
Why this extraordinary clarity? BASF
polishes the tape. Literally. Getting rid of most
of the thousands of tiny surface bumps that can
cause background noise. (Get rid of most of

BAS

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

TEAC

Atereo Cassette

Deck

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

A lOO
The 450 redefined the cassette deck as
a true high fidelity component. That
remarkable transport design generated
a new found measure of respectability

for the cassette format.
Our engineers then
determined that a vertical
transport was best

suited for a front load application. In
terms of overall design integrity and
mechanical stability. So rather than
adapt one transport design to fit
another need, we produced a
completely new, highly streamlined
mechanism. From the inside out.
It's called the A-400.
Twin rotary levers control the
transport functions with smooth,
positive cam action. Which means
unnecessary mechanical linkages have
been eliminated. You get peace of
mind instead, because fewer moving
parts assure greater reliability and
long term dependability.
Since the cassette loads vertically
into the A-400, the adverse effect of

gravity on the cassette package itself
is eliminated. So tape jams are
prevented and smooth, even tape
packs are predictable.
If new design concepts superbly
executed appeal to you, put an
A-400 through its paces. Just call
(800) 4474700* toll free for the name
and location of your nearest TEAC
retailer. You'll find that the A-400
delivers definitive TEAC performance
with the added convenience of a front
load component. All by design.
*In Illinois, call (800) 322-4400.

T E AC.
The

leader.

Always has been.

TEAC CORPORATION OF AMERICA 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, Calif. 90640
©TEAC 1975
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What's New in Audio
Primo Microphone

ADS Speaker

The Model 200 speaker system is a
miniature, precision, two-way unit in
a solid metal housing. Unlike the ADS
2001, this model has no equal-

ization/amplification and is a passive
speaker, with built-in crossover network, to be used with amplifiers having from 10 to 50 watts continuous
output. The Model 200 is rated at 30
watts under the DIN 45500 specification. Frequency response is specified
at 70 Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB. Components are a one -inch, soft -dome
tweeter and a four -inch, long ex-

The DM -1525 omni-directional dynamic microphone features a flat frequency response with uniform off axis response. The mike has a shock mounted and wind -protected cartridge, a die-cast aluminum case with a
nickel -plated finish, and a heavy-duty
plated windscreen. It has a 200 -ohm
balanced output impedance and is
supplied with a standard 3 -pin Switch craft connector. Response is uniform
from 50 to 15,000 Hz, and the output
level is -76 dBV. It is 6.8 in. long and
1.6 in. maximum diameter. The DM 1525 is supplied complete with cable,
stand adapter, and vinyl carrying case.

J

Auratone Speaker

The 5C Super -Sound -Cube has a useable response from 50 to 15,000 Hz
and is specified as flat within ±3 1/2 dB
in the 200 Hz to 12.5 kHz range. The
61/2 in. H.x61in. W.x54 in. D.cube
has a 4 1 in. driver capable of handling a continuous 150 Hz sine wave
signal input of 30 watts with peaks up
to 60 watts.
Check No. 84 on Reader Service Card

Vu -data DMM-Counter-Scope

Check No. 82 on Reader Service Card

cursion, high complance woofer.
Size: 6-5/8 in. by 4V4 in. by 41/4 in.
Weight: 41/2 lbs. Price: $100.00 in silver or black brushed anodized alu-

White Sound Analyzer

minum.
Check No. 80 on Reader Service Card

Nuclear Disc Cleaner
Model 142 Sound Analyzer, is designed primarily as a monitor for program material and incorporates a 28 x
11 LED matrix display of the 27 onethird -octave channels from 40 Hz to
16 kHz, plus one broadband channel
for overall indication of level. A front
panel switch selects display ranges of
through 30 dB. Input is calibrated
in 10 dB steps from -30 to +10 dBm.
Decay time can be varied from 0.1 to
2.0 seconds. Model 142 is 3 1/2 in. H. x 8
in D. on a standard rack panel.
Weight, 10 lbs. Fifteen watts is required for either 115 or 230 V a.c.
power. Price, $3,200.00.
10

Staticmaster 3C500

is a

natural bristle

cleaning brush using a Polonium 210
active element that emits alpha particles which ionize the air to remove
static from a record's surface. Price,
$14.95.
Check No. 81 on Reader Service Card

Check No. 83 on Reader Service Card

A digital multimeter, frequency
counter, and oscilloscope are packaged here in a single unit with all
three measuring devices having their
own displays. Model PS195 mini scope is a 20 -MHz bandwidth, triggered sweep, single -trace oscilloscope. Vertical sensitivity is 10mV/

div. The fastest sweep rate is 100
nSec/div which can be increased
to 20 nSec by a 5x magnifier. Unit also
has external trigger and external
X-axis input capability. CRT viewing
area is 6 x 10 major divisions, each 1/4
in. Model 975 DMM-Counter has a
31/2 -digit, auto -ranging digital multi meter, and a 4 -digit 20MHz frequency counter. Combined, Model PS915/
975 is 6 in. H. x 81/2 W. x 121/2 D.
Weight, 10 lbs. Price, $1,250.00.
Check No. 85 on Reader Service Card

AUDIO
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STEREO PHONO CARTRIDGE

suddenly there is
the definition
you have never been
able to get before!

AH! DEFINITION-That elusive quality of
clearness and accuracy never quite attainable
before. (If you can't extract it at the point of
contact with the record, the rest of your equipment won't deliver it to you.)
The design philosophy of the SONUS cartridge is
to use the latest refinements in material and
techniques to convert the motion of the record groove
into a precise electrical replica, thus assuring the highest possible sonic accuracy and definition.
The electromagnetic structure of the cartridge is
exceptionally efficient and has been arranged in such a
way that the point of transduction is placed as close as
possible to the record surface. This enables the distance from the stylus tip to the energized armature to
be kept extremely short, thereby minimizing the
chances of the motion being significantly changed,
and/or extraneous resonances introduced. It further
enables the moving element to be kept exceedingly
light and rigid. Indeed, we believe the total moving
structure to be lighter than that of any other magnetic
cartridge of which we are aware.
Great care has been taken with the cartridge
geometry, not only to minimize vertical tracking error
but also to ensure accurate transmission of the stylus
motion to the generating armature. This has been

achieved by (among other things) positioning the
stylus tip on the same axis as the armature so that none
of the stylus motion is lost in rotation or affected by
any possible rotational resonances.
The stylus pivot is located at the dynamic center of
rotation of the moving system and is fabricated from
material having optimum elastomeric properties, providing an extremely linear and highly compliant suspension.
In sum, we have a transducer system characterized by reproduction of exceptional accuracy, clarity and definition, and capable of perfect tracking and
tracing at very low stylus forces.
Write to SONUS customer service for full line
catalog and the name of the franchised dealer nearest
you.
Your franchised dealer will be happy to demonstrate the superior qualities of this cartridge.

Manufacturer's suggested retail price for
models-$70.00-$130.00.

SONIC RESEARCH INC.
27 Sugar Hollow Rd., Danbury, Ct. 06810

Represented in Canada by:
PACO Ltd. 45 Stinson St.
Montreal, Quebec
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Behind The Scenes
Bert
LAST MONTH, at the conclusion of my report on the

Audio Engineering Society
Convention in New York, I reported
that banquet guest speaker Avery
Fisher had revealed some of the plans
for the reconstruction of Avery Fisher
Hall (formerly Philharmonic Hall). Mr.
Fisher noted that Dr. Cyril Harris, of
Columbia Univ., would be the acoustician for the redesign of the hall, and
I mentioned that Dr. Harris had been
the acoustician for the new Orchestra
Hall of the Minnesota Symphony Orchestra in Minneapolis, and I had a
story to tell you in regard to all this.
Actually, there are two tales to tell,
and I would be most remiss if I didn't
give equal weight to these stories. It
all began with an invitation from Dick
Ziff, ace public relations man for the
3M Company in New York, to join an
audio press junket to the 3M Magnetic Products Division laboratories in St.
Paul. Dick assured me that this would
not be the usual "how-de-doo,"
hand -shaking, "quick run through"
type of PR visit, but would include an
in-depth, "nitty gritty" evaluation and
survey of current magnetic tape technology and test procedures. 3M always does things with great style, and
thus it was that yours truly, and such
audio journalists as Julian Hirsch, Len
Feldman, Larry Zide, John Woram,
Martin Clifford, and Craig Stark, along
with Frank Barr and Bob Finger of CBS
Technology Center (they do the testing for High

Fidelity)

(formerly with

and Ed Foster

now
tech.ed. of Stereo), boarded a 3M executive jet -prop at La Guardia. We
were soon winging our way to St.
Paul, and needless to say, sustained by
heaping platters of Dungeness crab
and shrimp, with liberal dollops of
"spirituous beverages," there was
much camaraderie and lively bull sessions on board. In St. Paul, Clark Duffey, PR supervisor for the tape division, shepherded us to a cocktail party
and reception, where we met the executives of the division and the technical personnel with whom we would
be associating in the laboratories.
CBS TC and

Whyte

The next morning, we were duly
impressed with the scale and scope of
the Magnetic Products Division laboratories. Housed in a very functional
modern building, there are superbly

equipped laboratories dealing with
every aspect of magnetic tape technology. There are environmental testing chambers to subject tape to every
climatic condition from tropical to
arctic. In some rooms are banks of
dozens of 8 -track players, constantly
recycling for "life testing" of cartridges. Labs are filled with oscilloscopes, third -octave analyzers,
and frequency spectrum analyzers.
There is one totally fascinating lab
with an electron microscope, which
can magnify magnetic oxide particles
some 5 million times! It goes on and
on, lab after lab.
We were then taken to our training
classroom, which was heavily instrumented with 'scopes, meters, a new
General Radio frequency spectrum
analyzer with chart recorder graphic
read-out, plus representative hi-fi
equipment including cassette, cartridge, and open -reel recorders from
3M's own Wollensak units, to units
from Teac, Nakamichi, etc. Our training instructor was Mr. Del Eilers,
Technical Service Specialist, a most
erudite man in matters magnetic, who
must be commended for the thoroughness of his presentation and for
his patience and indulgence in fielding the often far-out questions from
our press group.

Technical Seminar
Like some of those "crash" language -study courses, Mr. Eilers completely "immersed" us in the subject
of magnetic tape and took us right
back to the basics, starting with the
electro -magnetic characteristics of
magnetic tape and covering parameters like sensitivity, maximum undistorted output, peak bias, and tape
noise. Then on to recording system
properties such as frequency response and signal-to-noise ratio. Next
came recorder properties ... wow,
flutter, speed accuracy, crosstalk, etc.

We evaluated tape for coating uniformity, surface uniformity, physical
distortions, slitting quality, wind quality with and without the special 3M
Posi-trak back coating. Then we delved deeper into the intrinsic magnetic properties of tape-coercivity, remanence, retentivity. Much attention
was paid to the effects of differing bias
settings and its influence on short and
long wave length, maximum undistorted output, third harmonic distortion at various levels, and weighted
and unweighted tape noise levels. All
of these subjects were covered with
actual demonstrations and comparisons of different tape oxides, with
chart recorder read-outs permitting
curve overlays and making eval-

uations relatively simple.
Near the end of our day, we enjoyed a lecture by Dr. John Holm,
who is head of research on magnetic
oxides and pigments. Dr. Holm discussed the differences between various forms of gamma ferric oxides, including modified oxides using cobalt.
Chromium dioxide was discussed at
some length, and finally Dr. Holm told
us about 3M research in metal particle
coating for tapes. These are of the
same type as the tape Philips demonstrated to me in the summer of 1974.
Dr. Holm verified that it would be indeed possible to gain 6-8 dB better
S/N ratio with this kind of tape, noting
however that there were difficulties to
be overcome in its use, such as proper
erasure and that such finely divided
iron powder is pyrophoric i.e. can
burst into flames in spontaneous combustion! When pressed for more details, Dr. Holm stated that these problems can probably be solved, but that
commercial introduction of a metal
particle tape was at least several years
in the future.
Thus, our day -long seminar at the
3M magnetic tape labs ended. We all
learned a great deal about tape and
tape testing, and I am sure I voice the
opinion of all of the members of the
audio press corps present, that we
much appreciated the candor and
openness of the presentation and the
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THE END OF
THE DOUBLE STANDARD.
OUR LEAST EXPENSIVE RECEIVER HAS THE SAME
LOW DISTORTION AS OUR MOST EXPENSIVE RECEIVER.
At Yamaha, we make all our

stereo receivers to

a single

standard of excellence.

consistently low inter modulation distortion of just
A

0.1%!
A figure you

might expect
only from separate components. Maybe even from our
$850 receiver, the CR -1000.
But a figure you'll surely be
surprised to find in our $330
receiver, the CR -400.
So what's the catch?
There is no catch. Simply a

different philosophy. Where
high quality is spelled low

IM Distortion Comparison
Brand "A" Brand "B"
YAMAHA
.15%
.1%
CR-1000 .1%
.3%
.3%
CR -800 .1%
.5%
.5%
CR -600 .1%

CR -400

.1%

1.0%

You'll find Yamaha's single-

fying when compared to the
amount of distortion other

manufacturers will tolerate

throughout their product lines.
(See chart.)
Particularly gratifying and

on less and less distortion.

Particularly intermodulation (IM) distortion, the most
irritating to your ears. By virtually eliminating IM's brittle
dissonance, we've given back
to music what it's been missing.
A clear natural richness and

brilliant tonality that numbers
alone cannot describe. A new
purity in sound reproduction.
A musical heritage.
Our seeming preoccupation
with low distortion, in general,
and the resulting low IM distortion, in particular, stems

from Yamaha's own unique
musical heritage.

irritates you most.
While other manufacturers
are mostly concerned with

Since 1887, Yamaha has been
making some of the finest musical instruments in the world.
Pianos, organs, guitars, woodwinds, and brass.
You might say we're music
people first.

Yamaha's engineers have

ments, we've defined the

easily explained.

Less of what

more and more power,

.3%
.5%
.8%
1.0%

.9%

With most manufacturers, price determines quality. However, in
he above chart, you can see how Yamaha alone offers the same
quality (low distortion) throughout our entire line, regardless of
price.

distortion.
mindedness particularly grati-

Brand "C"

With our musical instru-

standard in the production of

fine sound. And now, with our

entire line

of

receivers and

other stereo components,

we've defined the standard of
its reproduction.

Four different receivers,
built to one standard.

Between our $330 CR -400
and our $850 CR -1000, we have
two other models.
The $460 CR-600 and the
$580 CR -800.
Since all are built with the

same high quality and the same
low distortion, you're probably
asking what's the difference.

The difference is, with

Yamaha, you only pay for the
power and features that you
need.
Unless you have the largest,
most inefficient speakers, plus
a second pair of the same playing simultaneously in the next
room, you probably won't need
the ahun(Iant power of our

concentrated

YAMAHA

International Corp., P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, Calif. 90620
Check No. 37 on Reader Service Card
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top -of -the -line receivers.
Unless you're a true audiophile, some of the features on
our top-of -the -line receivers
might seem abit like gilding the
lily. Selectable turnover tone
controls, variable FM muting,
two -position filters, even a special five-position tape monitor
selector.
However, you don't have to
pick one of Yamaha's most expensive receivers to get a full
complement of functional features as well as our own exclusive Auto Touch tuning and
ten-position variable loudness
control.

The End of the
Double Standard.
Just keep in mind that all
Yamaha stereo receivers, from
the most expensive to the least
expensive, have the same high
quality, the same low distor-

tion, the same superlative

tonality.
It's a demonstration of product integrity that no other
manufacturer can make. And,
an audio experience your local
Yamaha dealer will be delighted to introduce you to.

Minnesota Orchestra Hall

lation and detail," and the "phenomenal bass response." Bill Anderson,
Editor of Stereo Review, was equally
fulsome in his praise for the acoustics
of Orchestra Hall, as were many oth-

The technical part of our visit to 3M
concluded, our hosts took us to Min-

ers. Now, almost exactly a year since
the hall opened, I would have a

neapolis for

chance to judge this acoustic marvel.
As noted, Dr. Cyril Harris was the
acoustician for this new hall. Dr. Harris is a man with formidable talents
and an impressive list of accomplishments. He is Professor of Architecture and Electrical Engineering at
Columbia University, a Fellow and
Honorary Member of the Audio Engineering Society, Fellow and Past President of the Acoustical Society of
America, and in 1975 was elected to
the National Academy of Engineers,
the highest tribute that can be paid to
an American engineer. Dr. Harris was
the acoustical consultant on the Metropolitan Opera House, Powell Hall in
St. Louis, and the complex of auditoriums in the Kennedy Center in
Washington, all of which are consid-

rare opportunity for a behind the
scenes experience with this important
subject.

an

excellent dinner.

Then, with typical 3M hospitality, we
were taken to the fabled new Orchestra Hall for a concert by the Minnesota Orchestra conducted by Stanislaw Skrowaczewski. With all due
apologies to the 3M technical people,
I must confess that for me at least this
was the highpoint of the 3M visit.
had been eagerly anticipating a visit to
the new Orchestra Hall ever since it
opened in October of 1974, with rave
reviews for its acoustic excellence.
The hall has been widely heralded as
one of the finest concert halls in the
world. Harold Schonberg, music critic
of the New York Times, waxed rhapsodic about "acoustics that are almost
too good to be true," and praised the
"power and projection," the "articuI

ered to be acoustically successful. Dr.
Harris is a traditionalist in his approach to the design of concert halls.
He opts for the rectangular shapes of
the old halls in Europe, like the Musikvereinsaal in Vienna or the Gewandhaus in Liepzig, with two or
three balconies arrayed along the
sides and the rear of the hall, and with
many irregular shapes on the ceiling,
walls, and balconies for proper diffusion of sound throughout the hall.
Orchestra Hall in Minneapolis is essentially a modern expression of those
old halls, with all the help available
from the measurement data and scientific disciplines of acoustical engineering. The hall is a rectangle with
three balconies, giving a seating capacity of 2,573. The hall itself is made
of concrete and red brick, with a
unique noise -attenuating feature in
that the entire hall is actually separated by a one -inch gap from the supporting structure of steel, aluminum,
and glass. There are splayed panels of
inch -thick, cross -braced, solid white
oak along the sides and rear wall of
the hall, disposed so there are a minimum of parallel plane surfaces.
Wood is also used for the stage and
hall flooring and for the backs of the
hall seats. There are irregularly tilted
surfaces on the undersides of the balconies. In the old European halls, the
walls and the ceilings and the balconies were heavily plastered with

ornate baroque ornamentations
.scrolls, bas relief, cherubs...
the gingerbread that broke up the
sound and gave reasonably uniform
diffusion in the hall. Such florid sculpturing isn't used anymore, but nonetheless the use of heavy plaster is
retained in what is probably the most
striking (and controversial) feature of
Orchestra Hall. The entire ceiling is
composed of a random pattern of
huge plaster cubes, and it gradually
slopes down over the audience and
continues unbroken to the back of
the stage. Thus, there is no shell or
proscenium as such, similar to the situation in the original unmodified Orchestra Hall in Chicago. These huge
cubes give hundreds of reflecting angles, so there is no reflective reinforcement of sound and diffusion is
quite uniform. The great rigidity of
the walls of the hall, with solid oak
paneling over concrete, gives negligible flexure of the walls and thus
avoids sound absorbtion and aids in
the clarity and brilliance of the sound.
Since the stage is not the "room within a room" typical of most concert
halls and since there is no shell, the
continuation of the ceiling to the back
of stage acts like a giant horn and all
the sound on the stage is projected
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Introducing
the small speaker with`big'ideas

Celestion UL6
Compact Shape
16 x 8'/. in. to be precise;
How small?
these measurements are the only "small' thing
about UL6.
11 Y2 x

Expansive Sound
UL gives expansive, open, natural sound only
Celestion have truly conquered the technical
problems which have previously been held to be

irsurmountable.
An intensive three year development programme
has crystalized a life times know -12W if
speaker design and given birth t. JL.

Superior Performance
Inside the beautiful exterior are the new
'acoustic motor units' which make these designs
possible. New soft dome 'tweeters' of impeccable
design to give smooth sweet treble sounds;
bass units built on to diecast chassis, with small
ultra -low distortion bextrene diaphragm,extra
large voice coil (1%, in. l and magnet for high
accuracy and ability to handle wide dynamic
range and high peak music levels when required.
The third diaphragm is Celestions auxi iary bass
radiator ABR' which comes into its own on the
extreme low notes of instruments

hit

maw

such as organ and double bass.
UL means ultra linear; UL also represents
unlimited quality of sound; Csiesttion experience
makes possible a prestige product at an ordinary
cost.
The UL6 speaker has precise and beautiful
balance both aurally and visually.

Celestion

fa ems

mow

moo

Hear the full range speak for itself:
Please send me full details of
UL813 UL103 and inform me of my
UL6

nearest franchised demonstration centre.
Name
Address

3

ROCELCO INC. 160 Ronald Dr. Montrealti Canada H4X 1M6 Phone;514) 489-6842
Los Angeles: (213) 985-5707 Chicago: (312) 381-4559 New York: (516) 938-4057

Check No. 10 on Reader Service Card
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into the hall. would note however,
that the stage is on the small side for
such a hall; with the chorus for the
Beethoven 9th Symphony added to
the orchestra, things might be a bit
crowded.
The foregoing is an abbreviated description of Orchestra Hall in Minneapolis and cannot do full justice to
the many clever aspects of the design.
What Dr. Harris had accomplished
was a concert hall designed to simulate the traditional qualities of the fine
old European halls, bolstered by all
the resources of modern acoustical
engineering, and using traditional
materials, such as wood and plaster, in
new ways. Now, on with the concert!
I

Reaction to the Acoustics
John Woram and
sat together in
the middle section about the 12th
row, while the rest of the audio press
I

corps and the 3M people were seated
in the balconies. Orchestra Hall was
just about filled to capacity, a good
test for the acoustics.
The program began with Handel's
Royal Fireworks Music. Most immediately notable were the good internal
balances and the superb string quality, which combined a lovely luminous
tone with good clarity and articulation. Woodwinds were very smooth,
yet well focused. The overall hall
sound was quite live, but oddly
enough, at the end of phrases, the reverberation seemed to decay fairly
rapidly. The music moved along nicely, with good ensemble playing, and
when Mr. Handel gave us some big
tutti with the fortissimo brass and percussion, all hell broke loose! Gawdalmighty, what projection! This huge
sound just completely swamped the
strings. There were the musicians sawing vigorously on their instruments,
and all we could hear was the all -pervasive brass and percussion. When
the orchestra returned to moderate
levels, the balances were restored.
Along came another fortissimo passage for brass and percussion, and the
strings were completely covered. And
so it went to the conclusion of the
piece. John and
were shocked!
Could this be happening in the
vaunted acoustics of this hall?
Next on the program was pianist
John Ogden performing a work he
had composed for piano and orchestra. Here was a pianist pounding out
great chords from a Steinway concert
grand piano, and what we heard was a
I

rather thin tone, not very well

projected. Here too, when the big
fortissimo passages came along, the
strings and, to some extent, the woodwinds were covered.
At intermission, John and went up
I

to the first balcony. The last work on
the program was Schumann's 2nd
Symphony. While the same problems
prevailed in the more athletic passages, the overall sound was marginally better. We did notice poor projection and lack of bass from the contrabassi, which were strung along the
back wall of the stage, rather than in
the usual right side of the orchestra in
front -to -rear configuration.
At the end of the concert we all assembled at the front left of the stage,
as we were to visit the broadcast
booth upstairs, where station KSJN
had been doing an SQ quadracast of
the concert. The audio press corps
turned to me and in virtually one
voice said to me, "Well, what do you
think?" told them was stunned and
disappointed and that couldn't quite
believe what
had heard after the
acoustics of the hall had been so highly touted. Everyone of my colleagues
agreed quite vociferously, that something was amiss. No matter what their
seat location, all had heard the imbalances and the swamping of the
strings. As we were standing there,
the hall had just about emptied and
we immediately noted, and a few
handclaps and whistles verified, the
considerable increase in the reverberation period. That explained how
my friend Marc Aubort got such an
excellent spacious sound on the Ravel
recordings he made in Orchestra Hall
for Vox Records, which have been
much acclaimed by the critics. In the
empty hall with fairly close mike
placement, he got the advantage of
the fine reverberation, while maintaining orchestral definition, and that
close to the stage avoided the brass
and percussion imbalances. Our
handclapping also verified the bit of
low frequency slapback you can hear
in the hall. Up in the broadcasting
booth, Mike Shields, the very knowledgeable chief engineer of KSJN, was
explaining their transmission practices, mike pickups, and SQ set-up.
I

I

I

I

He acknowledged that there had
been some experimenting with instrumental positioning to clear up the
imbalances, but didn't shed much
light on the subject. I went to the
Green Room to see Maestro Skrowaczewski. In 1960, when was recording
William Steinberg and the Pittsburgh
Symphony, Dr. Steinberg was on the
selection committee which was to
choose a new conductor for the Minneapolis Symphony. I met Maestro
Skrowaczewski at that time, and he
won the audition and the position
I

with a splendid performance of the
Shostakovich 5th Symphony.
had a
most pleasant conversation with the
Maestro, and asked him about the
I

placement of the contrabassi at the
back of the orchestra. He said he was
trying to get more projection and a
fuller tone from the instruments and
had tried other experiments to improve balances.

Either/Or
From the foregoing, it is obvious we
have an odd situation on our hands.

On one side we have the distinguished critic of the New York
Times, as well as other well-known
critics, who have given lavish praise to
the acoustics of the new Orchestra
Hall in Minneapolis. We know the
hall is the work of Dr. Cyril Harris, an
acoustician with impeccable credentials. On the other hand, all of us who
are members of the audio press are
trained listeners. We know what we
heard, and we concur absolutely and
unanimously that there were gross
imbalances in the sound we heard in
Orchestra Hall. Who is right? Who is
wrong? If we are right, are there remedial steps that can solve this problem? Some critics have suggested that
after such a long tenure in the acoustically unsatisfactory Northrup Auditorium, where the Minnesota Orchestra players had to play mightily to
achieve a fortissimo, that they are not
yet used to Orchestra Hall and are still
forcing their tone. Well, perhaps, but
after a year in the new hall this doesn't
seem likely.
Of course, we heard just one concert. Maybe it was some sort of fluke
or temporary abberation, though
doubt it. In the best of all possible
worlds, would like our group and all
the critics and Dr. Harris to have the
opportunity to hear together a dozen
widely varied concerts in Orchestra
Hall and then have a little symposium
on what we all heard. Anyone like to
pick up the tab for this? 3M? Pioneer?
Howard Hughes?
The reason behind these stories is
simple. Avery Fisher Hall, as of May
1976, will have all of its interior removed leaving only the steel and concrete shell of the building intact. It
will then be rebuilt as a new concert
hall. Considering the original hall and
the two "band -aid" modifications,
this will be the fourth time around,
and think this time we must come up
with a really good concert hall. think
Dr. Harris is a brilliant man, for whom
have the highest respect. Although it
may be presumptuous of me, happen to agree wholeheartedly with the
"traditionalist" ideas of Dr. Harris.
do respectfully suggest that whatever
acoustic anomaly our audio press
group encountered in Orchestra Hall
be investigated and the problem resolved.
I

I

I

I

I

I

o
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GO FOUR AND MULTIPLY DOKORDER 8140
need
Four channel recording with ove -dub, sound -on -sound, electronic echo...everything you
to help translate what you feel into what others will feel.

5430 Rosecrans Avenue Lawndale, California 90260
Check No. 9 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Dear Editor:
Motional Feedback
Dear Sir:
A number of letters have been received from readers who want to
know where they can get copies of
the NASA circuit I referred to in my
August article on motional feedback.
Here is the address: Technology Uitilization Office, NASA, Code KT,
Washington, D.C. 20546. The number
of the Tech Brief is: B72-10059.

G.W. Tillett
Contributing Editor

International Record Exchange
Dear Sir:

high fidelity and record enthusiast. Country & Western and
American Pop music are my favorites,
especially Johnny Cash, Marty Robbins, Buck Owens and Hank Snow. In
Czechoslovakia, I cannot buy these
records anywhere. I would like to correspond and exchange records with
someone in the United States. can
offer pop and classical records from
Czechoslovakia and other socialist
countries.
Pavel Ruml
am

a

I

170 00 Praha 7

Argentinska c. 8
Czechoslovakia

AM Sound Revisited
Dear Sir:
I

would like to comment on Mr.

Paul Shwartzendruber's letter on AM
radio fidelity in the January 1976 issue

of Audio, and refer your readers to
my letter on this subject in the February 1975 issue of High Fidelity, a brief
synopsis of which follows.
Virtually all AM transmitters in use
today are capable of transmitting full fidelity sound. Assuming the transmitter is fed a clean, high-fidelity audio signal and looks into a reasonable
flat antenna or common -point impedance over a carrier bandwidth of ±10
to 15 kHz or so, there is no reason why
a properly maintained AM transmitter
cannot broadcast a high -quality, low distortion signal, flat from 30 to 15,000
I

Hz.
FCC rules define an AM channel as
being 10 kHz wide. A few engineers
misinterpret this rule and think that

they are not allowed to broadcast any
audio frequency over 5 kHz. To this
end, they install low-pass filters in
their audio consoles with cutoff frequencies of 5 kHz. Fortunately, only a
few engineers continue to do this.
There is no FCC rule that requires
broadcasters to limit their high end to
5 kHz except in the case of adjacent
channel interference, which is a rather rare occurance in most installations. The rule simply states that an
AM channel is 10 kHz wide, nothing
else.
The problem of AM fidelity has almost always been at the receiving
end. AM tuners, even with high-

priced, luxury AM -MF tuners and receivers, range in quality from barely
adequate to miserable, not only having limited high -end response, but

generating distressing amounts of
THD and IM distortion. This leads
many listeners to wrongly blame the
station for the bad sound. Since they
paid a high price for the receiver, they
naturally expect (and rightly so) to get
a high -quality AM section also, but
most manufacturers couldn't care less
about the AM section, if they even
put one in the receiver at all.
If you look at it from the manufacturer's stand point, you really can't
blame them. AM radio has been
wrongly accused over the years of
being a low -fidelity medium to the
point where people actually believe
it. Interest in serious AM listening
subsided with the appearance of FM,
and it became an unnecessary expense for manufacturers to design
and build a good AM section into
their receivers. Thus, the poor quality
of available receivers seems to sup-

port the myth of AM's inherent low fidelity.
Interest in AM is reviving, however,
with the appearance of the McKayDymek AM -3 and, more recently, the
AM -5 tuners. These units are true
high-fidelity instruments. The AM -5
has a multi -pushbutton selection of
i.f. bandwidth to ±10 kHz, excellent
sensitivity, and extremely low distortion and noise. To my knowledge,
it is the only true high-fidelity AM
tuner on the market. However, I am

J

told that the AM section of the Dy naco AF -6 tuner is no slouch on per-

formance, but I have never heard one
perform.
It is interesting to note that the revived interest in AM seems in part to
have been sparked by the default on
the part of FM stations to maintain
their engineering standards to the
state of the art. There are FM stations
all across the country whose sound is
less than exciting and many whose
sound is inexcusably bad. I worked for
one of those once. It was an AM -FM
outlet that had to be, without a doubt,
the worst sounding radio station had
ever heard. I am proud to say, though,
that when I left, its sound, technically,
was the standard for all the other stations in the area to shoot for. I have
noted, happily, upon visiting that they
have maintained the engineering
standards I established and even improved a few.
Only when demand by listeners increases for good quality AM receivers
will manufacturers respond with better receiving equipment. With AM
stereo right around the corner, maybe
this will help to create the demand.
Robert I. MacDonald
Engineering Div.
WRDU Television
Durham, N.C.
Editor's Note: The Dynaco AF -6 has a
variable bandwidth selector switch,
which trades off some selectivity for
increased response for use with stations having extended bandwidth and
relatively little interference.
I

AM Air Checks
Dear Sir:
I
have run many AM proofs and
know any good AM station is capable
of flat audio out to 10 kHz and beyond. However, if receivers were
made available with wide bandwidth,

many stations would sound excessively bright because many records
and spots are processed at the recording studios to have a mid -range and
high -end boost so they can cut
through and stand out on a typically
junky AM radio.

Anyone who doubts the quality of
AM radio should visit a good station
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Creation of the new Calibration Standard
filled a need...the acceptance of
Stantores 681 TRIPLE-E is unprecedented!

It was no

accident!

The Recording Industry needed a new calibration standard
because it had been cutting discs with higher accuracy to achieve
greater definition and sound quality.
So, the engineers turned to Stanton for a cartridge of excellence
to serve as a primary calibration standard in recording system

check-outs.
The result: the new calibration standard, The Stanton 681
TRIPLE -E.
The rest is history!
Major recording studios adopted it ... as did many of the
smaller producers. Radio stations across the world put the 681
TRIPLE -E on all of their turntables, both for on -the -air broadcasting and for disc -to-tape transfer.
And, audiophiles by their purchases have voted it the outstanding stereo cartridge available.
The Stanton 681 TRIPLE -E offers improved tracking at al fre-

quendes. It achieves perfectly flat frequency response beyond
20 kHz. Its ultra miniaturized stylus assembly has substantially
less mass than previously, yet it possesses even treater durability
than had been previously thought possible to achieve.
Each 681 TRIPLE -E is guaranteed to meet its specifications
within exacting limits and each one boasts the most meaningful
warra'ty possible. An individually calibrated test result is packed
with each unit.
As Julian D. Hirsch of Hirsch -Houck Labs wrote in Popular
Electronics Magazine in April, 1975: "When we
used the cartridge to play the best records we
had through the best speaker systems at our
disposal, the results were spectacular"
Whether your usage involves recording,
broadcasting, or home entertainment, your
choice should be the choice of the professionals
... the STANTON 681 TRIPLE -E.

For further information, write: Stanton Magnetics, Inc. Terminal Drive, Plainview, N. Y. 11803.
Check No. 31 on.Reeder Service Card
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their area and listen to the air monitor. If the monitor is derived from the
station modulation monitor, they will
be very surprised with what they hear.
Noel M. Moss
Chief Engineer

level of quality in their broadcast signal, when it is largely unappreciated
by virtue of the fact that AM receiving
equipment is on the whole only mediocre? Sure, there are minimum performance parameters set up by the
FCC but they are just that-minimum.
Our own proof of performance reveals that we, like WTON, have far
more than bare minimum; in fact, we
run from 50 Hz to 9 kHz ±2 dB and to
15 kHz at 31/2 dB! But is anybody listening? doubt it. With our Easy Listening MOR format, I doubt that my
show is heard over anything more so -

in

KEZK-FM
St. Louis,

Mo.

Why Do It?
Dear Sir:
Does it make sense for a station to
spend much time, effort, and money
in producing and maintaining a high

I

THE PERFECT PRE -AMP

phisticated than your average car or
kitchen table radios, with maybe an
occasional compact in the group.
So why not cut corners in engineering and tailor the signal down in quality? Because that same reasoning can
be used in other departments too.
Why not skimp on the quality and variety of music on your playlist because
most people don't know the difference anyway? And why not hire
cheaper, less experienced air people
or let the overall quality of your programming go-just to make a bigger
buck?
The answer, of course, must come
from the listening public. The listening public must want to be able to
hear the quality that many AM broadcasters pride themselves on putting
out. However, the years of aural con-

ditioning to which the listening public
has been subjected leads me

FOR THE GREAT NEW

to believe that any change in listener demand for the better may be nothing
more than wishful thinking on my
part.
I'm sure that there will always be a
market for certain high -quality ancillary equipment we see marketed by
a few manufacturers, but they will always be in the minority. To these pioneers, say "Bravo!" and encourage
others to make even their bottom -of the-line kitchen table radio deliver
laudable sound.

SUPER-P0WER AMPS!

I

For a SUPER -SYSTEM, match the 2217 with any of these TRUE "State-of -the -Art" amps-
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SPECIAL FEATURES
ALL PLEHBUTTONS INTERLOCKED to prevent inadvertent program destruction
DIS
CRETE-OQIWE EQUALIZATION CONTROL of ten octaves on each channel, ± 12db each
octave
FULL-SPECTRUM LEVEL CONTROL for each channel AUTOMATIC CONTINUOUS
MONITORING by light -emitting diodes for visual warning of overload in output circuits
VISUAL ZERO -GAIN EQUALIZATION BALANCING on music, white noise or pink noise SELECTION OF TEST LITES on or off TAPE DUBBING BETWEEN TWO MACHINES, with optional
simultaneous equalizing and monitoring
DOUBLE -DUBBING into two recorders simultaneously
SEPARATE SYSTEM-SELECTION enables full use of all other functions during
the dubbilrig operation
LINE OR TAPE equalization selector
AUTOMATIC EQUALIZERDEFEAT when line or tape equalizer is not in use FRONT PANEL TAPE input-output jacks
for easy and and 3rd tape recorder hookup access TAPE MONITORING of either tape at
any time TWO stereo headphone jacks MONO SELECTOR for left, right or both channels
to both outputs REVERSE -STEREO mode TWO low-level phono inputs FOUR independent
phono preamps SIX A/C outlets, 4 switched, 2 unswitched ELECTRO -PLATED FERROUS
CHASSIS-(eight sections)
provides optimum shielding to minimize magnetic field
coupling SINGLE -POINT system ground connector minimizes ground -loops TWO REGULATED power supplies
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NOW YOU CAN MAKE YOUR SYSTEM SOUND EXACTLY THE WAY YOU WANT IT TO SOUND
into:., YOU can accurately -tune the frequency response of YOUR stereo system and mom environment toe
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includes cabinet or rack mounts.

PE2217

- $499.50

FREE!
THE "WHY'S
OF

AND HOW'S

EQUALIZATION,"

to understand explanation of the relationship
of acoustics to your environment. This 6 page booklet
also contains many unique
Ideas on "How the Soundcraftsmen Equalizer can
measurably enhance your listening pleasures." 'Roo
typical room problems are eliminated by Equalization
and a "ICI point self.raled Equalization Eva!
an easy

GUARANTEED to enhance and improve
any fine system!
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Check No. 30 on Reader Service Card
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Mullins

WGSM
Long Island, N.Y.

BGW

What Comes First?
Dear Sir:

Most AM receivers that I have seen
compromise between a narrow bandwidth, where selectivity is desired,
and a wider bandwidth for greater selectivity. This situation is satisfactory
for the average listener who always
listens to the local station and doesn't
know whether he's hearing 20 Hz to
20 kHz or 200 Hz to 3 kHz. Unfortunately, most AM broadcast engineers
know this and think that all the critics
are listening to FM anyway, so their
audio is not given much consideration. They're satisfied if they know
that their audio is as good as necessary
for the average receiver. But feel
very strongly that any AM engineer
who thinks of r.f. first and audio second is not a credit to this profession.
Achieving a good, bright, dense,
high-fidelity sound with an AM transmitter is quite a trick because of the
obvious limitations that we face but it
can be done.
H. Edgar Cole II
Chief Engineer, WSIR
Winter Haven, Fla.
I
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LISTEN TO OUR DIRECT-DRIVE
TURNTABLEI

WONT ONLY NEAR NOW ACCURATE R

I.

YOU'LL SEE IT.

sitio MIME

Your valuable record collection deserves to be heard on the best equipment. And that includes
the best turntable.
The Toshiba deluxe Model SR -355 turntable has a built-in stroboscope that lets you see
just how accurate it is.
The SR -355 is a totally manual, direct drive unit. It's equipped with a DC servo-motor, an
S-shaped static -balanced tonearm with damped arm elevator, stylus force adjustment, and anti -skate
adjusting knob. The screw -in cartridge shell fits a universal mount. And the platter is made
of die-cast aluminum.
Its wow/flutter measurement is .04% and the two operating speeds
(331/3 and 45) have a 2% adjustment.
Sit back and enjoy your music on the Toshiba SR -355 _umtable.
It may be the first time you really hear it.
The stroboscope offers
2% adjustment of the two operating speeds.

TOSHIBA
Toshiba America, Inc.

280 Park Ave., New York, N.Y 10017
Cartridge not included.

3727 West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90019
Check No. 35 on Reader Service Card
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3225 East Carpenter Freeway, Irving,

Texas

75060

A New

Suspension System
For Phono Styli
Dipl. Ing. Werner Fidi*
DISCUSSIONS about phono -cartridge design often
center around the pros and cons of various tranducer types. However, regardless of the electrical generating principle used in a phono cartridge (moving
magnet, moving coil, variable reluctance, etc.), all designs
have in common the need for a mechanical moving system
or stylus assemble.
Serving to couple the movement of the stylus tip to the
generating element, the moving system is at the very heart
of a cartridge's "personality." Any flaws or non-linearities in
this system or its transfer characteristics become part of the

cartridge's final output. No matter how good the design of
the generating system (or any other part of the listening system), it cannot correct or remove any ill effects of the moving -system's design and construction.
Although choice of generating principle has secondary
effects upon the parameters of the moving system, we will
limit discussion in this paper to the design considerations
directly involving the moving system.
One of the first and best known goals is a moving system
with a minimum of equivalent mass. Choice of generating
principle (moving -iron) was made with this and numerous
other considerations in mind. However, minimum equivalent mass, alone, is far from the complete design concept for
a moving system of high quality.

The Traditional Moving System
The construction of a typical stylus assembly is illustrated
in Fig. 1. It consists of a diamond stylus (a), an aluminum
cantilever tube (typically 5 to 6 mm long, and 1 mm in
diameter) (b), and an iron tube (c). These three elements are
rigidly connected to each other, forming the stylus assembly
which, in turn, is elastically suspended at an appropriate
point. Conventional stylus suspensions are fabricated by
connecting a thin wire (d) near the pivot point of the stylus,
fixed to the suspension carrier at the other end (e). For purposes of damping, some type of rubber element (f) is usually
used. Result: The moving system.
In stereo recordings, each wall of the record groove

is

*Director, Research and Development,

1-Typical stylus assemply; a is diamond stylus, b aluminum caltileaver tube, c iron tube, d wire suspension, e carrier, and f rubber damping element.
Fig.

AKG, Vienna;
With English text by Geoffrey M. Langdon,
Technical Manager, AKG,
Philips Audio Video Systems Corp.,
Mahwah, N.J.
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modulated independently, at 45 degrees to the vertical axis
of symmetry. This modulation applies signal -dependent
forces to the stylus tip which can lead to transverse motion
in any direction. It is important that the translation of this
modulation into electrical signals remain even and independent of direction of stylus motion over the full audio spectrum. In other words, the moving system should be capable
of omnidirectional response without introducing frequency -dependent amplitude or phase distortion. This is a necessary requirement if correct and stable stereo imaging is to be
maintained.
Analysis of the moving forces acting on the stylus assembly, as well as of all elastic and frictional moments (Fig. 2), reveals an interesting phenomenon: the pivot point of the
stylus assembly actually shifts along the axis of the cantilever
at higher audio frequencies. This results from the fact that,

Fig.

at these frequencies, the inertial forces of the moving system significantly counteract the forces of the suspension
system. Uneven frequency response, insufficient channel
separation, unstable stereo imaging, and poor tracking ability result from this "wandering" pivot point.
The following points evolved as requirements for an optimal suspension design:
1. Universal symmetry with respect to transverse (side -to side) movements.
2. A single -point bearing (pivot point).
3. Maintenance of control parameters by all frictional and
elastic moments in all directions of transverse excitation.
4. Suppression of torsional and axial moments.
5. Resonance -free suspension and proper damping of the

stylus assembly.
6. Components with extra strength and resistance to aging, and with superior stability under varying climatic conditions.
7. Ease of production and uniformity from unit to unit.

The Transversal Suspension
The solution to the pivot problem is relatively simple: a
single -suspension element comprises both the spring (suspension and restoring force) and frictional (damping) functions. This results in a pivot point "drift zone" which is limited to a small, practical dimension. The tracking force of the
cartridge is transferred to the stylus tip through torque
forces created at the suspension element. To be more specific, as the stylus tip rests in the record groove, the cantilever will swing up at the stylus end until the torque -generated force reaches equilibrium with the tracking force. By
minimizing the length of the lever over which this torque is

2-Analysis of moving forces of stylus assembly.

What have Quad been up to recently?

Current Dumping that's what
Current Dumping is the name given to a totally new power
amplifier circuit developed by QUAD.
A current dumping amplifer basically consists of a low
power amplifier of very high quality, which controls the
loudspeaker at all times and a high powered heavy duty
amplifier which provides most of the muscle.

amplifier, which because of its low power, can be made very
good indeed.
The QUAD 405 is the first amplifier to incorporate current

dumping.
There are no internal adjustments, so nothing to go out of

alignment.

There are no crossover distortion problems and performance
The small amplifier is so arranged it carries an error signal is unaffected by thermal tracking.
that provided the heavy duty transistors (the dumpers) stay
The QUAD 405 offers impeccable performance, reliably
within the target area of the required output current, it will fill and predictably.
in the remainder accurately and completely.
Send postcard for illustrated leaflet to Acoustical ManuThe reproduced quality is solely dependent on the baby facturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambs., PE18 7DB, England.

-

-

QUAD
for the closest approach to the original sound
QUAD is a Registered Trade Mark
Check No.

1

on Reader Service Card
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Your experience has taught you
the things that make a FINE microphone.
Now treat yourself to a
test experience with the FINEST.

ASTATIC 800 SERIES
CARDIOID AND OMNIDIRECTIONAL

MICROPHONES
Ask your nearest Astatic Distributor or

write direct for

a

trial installation.

THE BIGGEST NAME IN
PHONO CARTRIDGES, NEEDLES, MICROPHONES

"21á THE ASTATIC CORPORATION / Conneaut, Ohio 44030 U.S.A.

In Canada: Canadian Astatic Ltd., Scarborough, Metro Toronto, Ontario
Expbrt Sales: Morhan Exporting Corp., 270 Newton Road, Plainview, New York 11803, U.S.A.

Check No.

2

on Reader Service Card
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CENTER OF GRAVITY

Fig.

PIVOT POINT

3-Construction of AKG Transversal Suspension
1

System.

R,D

KNIFE-EDGE
TRANSVERSAL
SUSPENSION

CONVENTIONAL
SUSPENSION

PIVOT POINT
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I.0 0.8 0.6 04 0.2
SECTION OF
CANTI LEVER .WITHIN RUBBER

ELEMENT

u
4-Distribution of restoring and damping forces versus
distance from the pivot point for a conventional moving
system and AKG Transversal Suspension System.
Fig.

generated, the chance of dynamic shifting of the pivot point
is greatly reduced. Further, placing the plane of the suspension force perpendicular to the cantilever axis and directly
through the pivot point concentrates all forces essentially at
one point. In conventional designs, the plane of the suspension force (wire) is parallel to the antilever, and therefore,
not clearly defined as a single -point force.
Figure 3 illustrates the construction of the Transversal Suspension System. The cantilever is centered symmetrically in
a small hole in a very thin, gold-plated metal plate (a). The
hole is only marginally larger in diameter than is the cantilever assembly. The plate and the gold-plated cantilever
assembly are connected to each other by a newly developed
rubber element (b) which is vulcanized to both metal parts
via a special process. The guage of the suspension plate is
quite small in comparison to the diameter of the cantilever
assembly. The result is a knife-edge bearing of incredibly
small size. When transverse force is applied to the stylus, the
cantilever assembly "rolls" back and forth over the knifeedge. Due to the design's complete symmetry, the same mechanical conditions exist for transverse excitation in all directions. Essentially attributable to the extremely small distance between the cantilever assembly and the edge of the
hole, the knife-edge effect virtually eliminates dynamic
shifting of the pivot point. Variation of the shape of the rubber element allows control of the dynamic forces and
torque distribution free from any effects on the pivot point.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of restoring (R) and damping
(D) forces versus distance from the pivot point for both a
conventional moving system and the Transversal System. A
distinct advantage of the Transversal System is that the effect
of the rubber element upon restoring force (compliance)
decreases quite rapidly with distance from the pivot point,
while a definite contribution to its effect upon damping is to
be found at extended distances. Independent control of
these two forces may thus be accomplished. By tailoring the
shape of the rubber element, or by combining two rubber
elements, it is possible to control the damping. If two rubber
elements are used, a hard rubber may be used in the vicinity
of the pivot point (where forces are large) while a softer rubber may be used at greater distances for damping control.
This has the advantage of maintaining the desired firm,
small, fixed pivot point. It also provides the softer material
necessary for damping at a position which prevents any
negative effects on the critical pivot and support functions,
and where it is free from large static suspension forces. This
eliminates one of the basic reasons for inclusion of the support or tie-back wire characteristic of traditional designs:
hysteresis or sagging of the soft rubber element due to the
large static suspension (tracking) forces.
In Summary
The moving system operates "omnidirectionally" in the
transverse plane as a result of symmetrical construction and
the "knife-edge" technique. Damping is controlled independently of other functions, greatly casing a traditional
compromise situation and providing resonance -free performance without sacrificing other parameters. Torsional
and axial pulling forces and thrusts are controlled by the
minute distance between the suspension plate and the
stylus cantilever, and by using a harder rubber suspension
element than previously possible. The harder element also
ensures robustness, thermal stability, and a high resistance
to aging and hysteresis (permanent deformation) effects. All
these contribute to a new standard of performance accuracy
for stereophonic and matrix -quadraphonic image deliniation and stability.
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We've been around this business a long

time. Making a name for ourselves. A strong
name. Akai. Worldwide, one of the strongest
names going in tape equipment.
And now we're stronger than ever.
Introducing the Akai 1000 Series. Our
powerful new line of Stereo and Quad receivers. We put this line together with one
purpose in mind: to turn out the best line
of receivers, for the money, in the business.
As far as we're concerned that's exactly what
we've done.
The strength of the 1000 Series starts
with its engineering. It's every bit as strong
as the quality that made our tape equipment
famous.
Next, strong performance
characteristics and features.
We honestly don't know

where you'd find, for the price, a line of
receivers that comes on with better sound
and more versatility than ours. If that sounds
like a strong statement, a visit to your Akai
dealer may convince you it's not strong
enough.
As for styling, look for yourself. Look
again. It's brushed aluminum. Clean. Handsome. Superb. Everything styling ought to
be. Period.

As for value, we couldn't make it
stronger. A high to low price range to fit
the needs of just about anyone.
The Akai 1000 Series.. With power output from 14 to 80 watts per channel, it's got
the quality, performance, looks,
value. And with a receiver line
like that, you've got to know
TM
were coman on...stronge

K
I
COMIN' ON

STRONG!

Akai 1000 Series receivers from $300 to $900 suggested retail value.
For more information write Akai America Ltd., 2139 Del Amo Boulevard, Compton, California 90220
AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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Introducing Sound Guard.
The first product ever

over this new product.
Along with audio
experts who've tested
it, we believe Sound
Guard is the
long-awaited
breakthrough
in sound

that protects records
against wear,

without resulting

loss
in frequency response

or fidelity.
Every time you play
a record you destroy some of
its sound. The culprit is friction.
An inevitable result of a hard,
diamond stylus tracking soft, vinyl
grooves.
Under 200X magnification
you can see the damage occur.
Tiny shavings of vinyl curl off the
record like metal off a lathe.
You literally see sound being
worn away. After repeated
playings your ears begin to confirm
what your eyes have seen.
Until now, no product could
protect records against wear without interfering with sound fidelity.
An answer

from outer space
From Ball Corporation
research into dry lubricants for
NASA's Orbiting Solar Observatories came a breakthrough
in micro -coatings that can function
for long periods under extreme
conditions.
One derivative of this new
technology is a microscopically
thin, dry film that molecularly
binds itself to vinyl. Developed into a record preservative this
product is now known as Sound
Guard.*
How

Sound Guard works

Just spray Sound Guard on
(it has a non -aerosol pump
sprayer). Then buff it with the soft,
durable velvet buffing pad
provided in the kit.
Sound Guard puts an ultra -thin,
dry film on the groove surfaces to
substantially reduce wear. (It's selflimiting and may be applied
repeatedly without buildup. The
film thickness is less than
0.000005".) One bottle will protect
about 20 LP's.
Sound Guard is dry-not wet

RecorC
PreservafRve

"re"'ar"

and sticky like silicone-type
products-so dust or dirt won't
accumulate on the stylus or
in the grooves. And since it has
an anti -stat built in, Sound Guard
actually prevents records from
attracting dust.
But does Sound Guard adversely affect frequency response
or fidelity? For conclusive proof,
we asked the most respected
of the independent audio laboratories for an exhaustive
evaluation. Their results were
astounding!
Test results
1. The application of Sound
Guard to a stereophonic or CD -4
quadraphonic disc does not
in any way degrade audible frequency response.
2. Sound Guard increases the
life of the records by significantly
reducing record wear.
3. Sound Guard significantly
retards increases in random noise
content (surface noise) and total
harmonic distortion caused by
repeated playing.
4. Records treated with
Sound Guard do not attract dust
as readily as untreated discs.
(Complete test results will be
mailed with every order.)
Like it or your money back
We're understandably excited
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

fidelity protection.
As of now, the only way you
can buy Sound Guard is by ordering direct. Just fill in the coupon
(or write: Sound Guard,
P.O. Box 3300, Muncie, IN 47302)
and enclose your check or money
order payable to Sound Guard.
$5.99 for one Sound Guard kit plus
$1.00 for postage and handling.
For two or more kits, pay $5.99
each and we'll pay postage
and handling. If not satisfied return the unused portion and we'll
refund your money or replace
the product at your option.
Sound Guard keeps your good
sounds sounding good.

r Sound Guard

P.O. Box 3300, Muncie, IN 47302
Yes, I'm interested in Sound Guard.
Please send me one Sound Guard
kit. I am enclosing a check or money

order for $6.99 ($5.99 plus $1.00
for postage and handling).
Please send me
Sound
Guard kits. I am enclosing a check or
money order for
($5.99 each
kit -postage and handling free).
Make check or money order payable
to Sound Guard.
Name

Address
City

State
(please print clearly)

Zip
AU -3

''Sound Guard is Ball Corporation's
trademark for its record preservative.
Copyright ©Ball Corporation, 1976.

HEARING LOSS
OF ROCK MUSICIANS
Dr. David M. Lipscomb

CONSIDERABLE CONCERN has

been expressed about the
possible damage caused to the
ears and hearing of young persons as
a result of their exposure to loud mu About the author. Dr. David M. Lipscomb
is Professor in the Department of
Audiology and Speech Pathology at the
University of Tennessee lo Knoxville,
directing the department's Noise
Research Laboratory. Author of
numerous professional articles and frequent lecturer, Dr. Lipscomishas recently
published a lay -oriented book: Noise
The Unwanted Sounds (Nelson -Hall,

-

Chicago, 1974).

sic. Interesting research observations
have led to a confounding situation in
which it has been noted that rock mu-

sicians have suffered surprisingly little
hearing loss. It is the purpose of this

article to review the information gathered to date and then to speculate on
a possible explanation of this seemingly contradictory situation.

Hearing Loss
Most people have had at least one

hearing test in which

tone

a

presented to the ear. If the tone is
heard, the person responds. The test
is continued until "thresholds" for

70-

x

60

50

60.7

-

ometric data as can be seen in Fig. 1.
In a series of tests, it was observed that
the prevalence of high frequency
hearing impairment (HFI) increased
dramatically. It is axiomatic that the
first indication of noise -induced hearing loss is a reduction in hearing sensitivity for those frequencies above 2000
Hz.
In the Spring of 1968, three studies
were undertaken in city schools. In
each study, a total of 1000 students at
three grade levels were given modified hearing screening tests in order

to determine the prevalence of
screening failures for those pure

40

30

is

hearing are found for several frequencies ranging from 250 Hz to 8000
Hz. These thresholds are the presentation levels of tones at which one can
just hear the sound. In testing young
persons, it is anticipated that their
hearing responses will be within the
normal range according to standards
which have been established by the
American National Standards Institute. A rather disconcerting trend
has been noticed in some of our audi-

.
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1-Results of hearing tests of 7129
students. See text for discussion of this
data.
Fig.

tones above 2000 Hz. Of the sixth
graders tested, only 3.8% of the students failed the criterion for normalcy. This figure rose to 11.0% for the
ninth grade population and held at
approximately the same level for the
high school seniors (10.6%). This apparent trend to greater HEI failure
rates caused us to conduct a similar
survey of college students.
In the Fall of 1968, a total of 2769 incoming freshmen between the ages of
16 and 21 years were given the same
modified screening test used earlier in
the public schools. The staff was concerned to note that 32.9% of the students fell into the HFI category. To
confirm that striking finding, a portion of the incoming class (1410 students) was screened for hearing in the
Fall of 1969. Rather than there being a
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Interlocking
Grooves

Wall Mounting

Bracket

Titte Strip
Spring -Loaded
Cassette Tray

Pushbutton Tray Opener

m
If you've ever lost a musette,
laid one down where ire been
ruined, you'll really appreciate
new C -Boxy It's a convenient
way to store your cassettés. And it's
available only with Scotch
brand cassettes.
At the touch of a butt, a tray
pops out of the C -Box, etposing
your cassette. And one Cox interlocks on top of any othc r C -Box.
So you can stack them de you add
cassettes to your collec:kon.

Seätet Gas,rettes.

They just might outliw you.
Check No. 34 on Reader Service Caird
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al even add a carrying handle
mounting bracket.
Of course, a Scotch cassette can
live a long life even without a C -Box.
Because there s a Posi-Trak ° backing
to help prey( nt jamming, a plastic
cassette shell that can withstand
150°F heat, and a tough magnetic
coating that can deliver great
sound qualit even after hundreds
of replays and re -recordings.
No "that we've got the new C -Box,
is there no stopping us?

decrease in the prevalence of HFI, the
reverse was true; the survey yielded
an incidence indication of 60.7%.
These data offer evidence, based on

considered potentially to have a distinct effect on the auditory sensitivity
of young persons.

measured hearing
young persons age 21
trend toward loss of
hearing of serious

Laboratory Data
We have found, with the

levels of 7179
or younger, of a
high frequency

proportions.

It

must be emphasized that nearly all of
the students did not manifest serious
hearing impairments, in fact, most of
those who were found to have HFI
were unaware of any loss of hearing.
The point remains, however, that persons in the age range tested should
have better hearing than we found.
It is interesting to point out that all
of the hearing defects we saw were
seen much more often in the young
men than in the girls. This sex difference in the susceptibility to ear damage in response to high level sound
stimulation is an observed! fact. There
are many studies which support that
condition. We have speculated as to
why this is the case, but it is not fully
understood why the females, as a
group, have "tougher" ears than
males.
We have never attributed the rise in
prevalence of HFI singularly to noise
exposure. It is reasonable, however,
to suggest that the popullarity of high
intensity recreational sound sources,
such as live rock music, sport shooting, motorcycling and sport racing,
coupled with the apparent rise in
community noise levels should be

use of experimental animals, that high intensity
sound is capable of causing widespread destruction to the irreplaceable sensory cells in the inner ear
(cochlea). A comparison of sensory
cell tissue removed from a guinea pig
appears in Fig. 2. Arrows point to sensory cells which were irreversibly destroyed by exposure to intense rock
music. This animal was subjected to a
total of slightly over 88 hours of music
in 27 different listening periods over a
58 day period. Some days, the exposure would be for 30 minutes; other days, the stimulation would last for
nearly four hours. Some days, there
would be no exposure at all. This
schedule was selected as an attempt
to duplicate the type of intense sound
exposure many young persons experience in listening to live rock music. It
is not possible however, to generalize
these results to human response for
many good reasons.

Implications
It has appeared to us that there is an
unfortunate paradox in our modern
acoustic environment. Industry is becoming more aware of the need for
hearing conservation among its per -

sonnel, and this interest was heightened by Federal regulations forcing
compliance. Yet, on the other hand,
the non -occupational and recrea-

tional environment

is becoming
glutted with high intensity sounds

which are hazardous to the delicate
structures of the auditory mechanism.
Thus, it is entirely possible that an industrial worker might be protected
from damaging noise in his work environment only to go into his non -occupational surroundings and suffer
ear damage from a multitude of intense sound -producing items.
Among all the available high intensity sound sources in the recreational environment, we have considered live rock music to be the single
most oto -hazardous in terms of the
amplitude of the sound, the broad
spectrum of sound energy, the impulsive character of the music, the duration of exposure to the sound by individuals and the number of persons
who are exposed to the sound source.
We have extended the above statement to include earphones. Numerous commercially available stereo receiver sets used in conjunction with
high efficiency stereo earphones are
capable of providing sound levels
which hover in the 135 to 140 dBA
range for extensive periods of time
when driven by contemporary rock
music tapes.

Rock Musicians
From all of the above information, it
would seem reasonable to assume
that rock musicians would suffer great
hearing deficits. To the contrary, they
have been found to have an inordinately small degree of hearing
loss when compared with other
young persons who are engaged in
high noise pursuits (industrial workers, etc.).

Fig. 2-A composite illustration of
guinea pig ear tissue. The left half
shows normal cells removed from an
ear which had no noise exposure. On

the right, two arrows point out damaged sensory cells, the result of high
level noise exposure.

One of the first studies which emphasized this was conducted at Michigan State University by Dr. William
Rintelmann and Judith Borus. They
reported that of 42 musicians actively
engaged in rock and roll combos,
only two (5%) were found to have
hearing thresholds outside the normal
range. In reviewing their data, they
observed that rock music was intermittent, with an on -time of about
three minutes and a one minute off time. They postulated that this offtime, brief as it was, is apparently sufficient to allow at least partial recovery from auditory fatigue. Although it
was not a popular concept among
their colleagues, Rintelmann and
Borus suggested that rock music does
not appear to pose any particular
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ll'nd only to the III.
The new Shure M95ED phono cartridge combines an ultra -flat 20-20,000 Hz
frequency response and extraordinary trackability with an utterly affordable
price tag! To achieve this remarkable feat, the same hi-fi engineering team
that perfected the incomparable Shure V-15 Type Ill cartridge spent five
GUIIE years developing a revolutionary all -new interior pole piece structure for
reducing magnetic losses. The trackability of the M95ED is second only to
the Shure V-15 Type Ill. In fact, it is the new "Number 2" cartridge in all
respects and surpasses much higher priced units that were considered
"state of the art" only a few years ago. Where a temporary austerity budget
is a pressing and practical consideration, the M95ED can deliver more
performance per dollar than anything you've heard to date.

SIM NEI

BUM

Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada: A. C.

Simmonds & Sons Limited

PA

5HURE

FREE! 1976 Stereo Directory & Buying Guide with the purchase of a Shure V-15 Type It!, or the M95 series, M75 Type II or M91 series of cartridges. Simply send
us your warranty card with the nctation "Send Free Buying Guide." Hurry-offer subject to supply.
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Stravinsky

threat to the ears of rock musicians.
Perhaps, to a certain extent, they were
right.

madedoit.

A Possible Reason
There may be an interesting "pro-

tective" mechanism which modified
the damage potential of loud sound.
But, before it

is discussed, it is necessary to review some of the possible
mechanisms for causing ear damage

Stravinsky ... and every
composer who has ever written
music with the range, power and
majesty of "Rites of Spring" ..
music that demands far more
than any stereo can deliver
without adequate amplifier power.
The Phase Linear 700B Power
Amplifier faithfully reproduces the
most difficult passages of the
most demanding recorded music.
It lets all of the music through at
realistic volume levels. You never
have to reach for your volume or
tone controls to prevent clipping.
The 700B has the highest
power, widest frequency
response and lowest distortion of
any stereo amplifier in the world.
Take Stravinsky to your dealer
and listen to what we mean.
.

,Yitcf/Je

Wneevi
7oo-,0A
THE POWERFUL DIFFERENCE

PHASE LINEAR CORPORATION,
P.

O. BOX 1335,

after exposure to intense sound.
1. Physical force. High intensity
sound creates quite a stir in the fluids
and tissues of the inner ear. These tiny
and delicate membranes may yield to
the force exerted by the sound so that
damage occurs as a gradual weakening of the tissues from continuous
bombardment by sound pulses.
2. Structural damage. Just as a hurricane will uproot trees and smash
houses, sudden blasts of acoustic energy may tear and dislodge the tiny
components in the inner ear.
3. Lack of blood. Veins and arteries
constrict in the presence of high-level
noise. Blockage of the delivery capacity of the oxygen -bearing blood cells
may play a role in damaging the inner
ear.

All of these factors in various combinations may ultimately be found to
contribute to noise-induced hearing
loss. There is, of course, the possibility
that none of these are as important as
some yet -to -be -discovered factor.
In addition to there being a distinct
effect in the ear, high level noise stimulation can give rise to numerous
physiological reactions in the body.
Perhaps the most significant of these
is the vaso -constrictive reaction mentioned above. It is interesting to ponder the interrelationships which may
exist between stress reaction and ear
damage. It certainly is not wise to state
that there is a direct cause/effect situation where ear damage will occur
each time a person becomes upset.
There is more than a simple chance
correlation between the two aspects,
however.
As indicated earlier, there are some
confusing findings regarding the
hearing status of some individuals
who engage in extremely noisy occupations. Although their exposure conditions would lead us to believe that
they should have remarkable hearing
deficits, they do not.
At this point, it is mere speculation,
but eventually, it may be discovered
that the less stressful a sound is considered to be, the less prone the recipient of the acoustic signal will be to
cause auditory damage. As an ex -

LYNNWOOD, WASHINGTON 98036
Check No.

21 on

Reader Service Card

ample, two men working side -by -side
in an industry are exposed to the same
amount of noise. The hypothesis just
advanced would suggest that if one of
these men enjoyed his job and accepted the noise as part of it, he
would suffer less ear damage. The
other man would likely consider the
noise to be just another part of that
@ h&& It &@ job. With that attitude,
the combination effect of the noise
beating on the delicate ear tissues and
the lessening of blood supply because
of his anger and stress reaction could
create havoc in his ear.
In the case of rock musicians, that
sound (called noise by some) is their
baby. They created it. It is the product
of their planning and teamwork. They
have nurtured and produced the
sound which possesses "that certain
quality." The pulsing, throbbing,
screeching expression of their innermost being comes back to their
ears as if it were a balm (not bomb). If
there is any bodily stress, it is most

likely from unadulterated ecstacy.
Lest be misunderstood, must emphasize the probability that some ear
damage is occurring. But absent are
the additive effects promoted by incurring extreme internal distress resulting in a reduction of blood supply.
Consequently, since the musicians are
not unduly stressed, their ears may
not be placed in the same double
jeopardy as would be the case if they
were forced to endure a sound they
could not tolerate. If this theory is ultimately borne out, it will be another
great insight into the forethought
which must have been applied in the
creation of the human body. This
pleasure principle simply adds another dimension to the already crowded
list of factors which have a bearing on
the human response to sound and the
prospects of ear damage from immersion into high intensity sound.
I believe it was the great philosopher A. N. Whitehead who advised us
but not to trust it.
to seek simplicity
The material in this review has been
simplified to make it interesting and
readable. Concepts treated in this
presentation are extremely complex
because we are dealing with human
response. The theory set forth should
in no way be interpreted as license to
overexpose oneself to noise. It is,
rather, an attempt to explain to an interested audience some seemingly
baffling observations. In our laboratory, we are currently undertaking a
series of experiments to shed more
light on this subject. Perhaps a sequel
on this will appear in the not -too-distant future.
I

I

-
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NOW... an AUDIO exclusive::
This timely SOUND ADVICE
suggestion: A Comprehensive
Guide to the Music/ Record
Business ..
.

fie
REFERENCE

DIRECTORY

If you're music business "career

minded"

..

.

Hear the facts for yourselfin taped
interviews straght from tie '/pras"
Compiled from Recording Institute of America's interviews with key executives and "hit makers", plus Reference Directory and Dialogue Viewpoints of industry "stars".
Listen to the industry "pros" describe the
workings of the Music Business. Hear the
most respected attorneys of the entertainment field define and discuss the legal
terminology of Recording Contracts, Songwriter Contracts, Professional
Management
Contracts. Over 31/2 hours of professional
reference
could be the most important
200 minutes of your life!

...

...

RIA Reference Directory, including
songwriter affiliation forms, sample
artist contracts, writer contracts, etc., in
addition to a Directory of Record Manufacturers, Music Publishers, Personal Managers,
Producers and Booking Agents. Also Record
World's "Dialogues" with over 50 candid
interviews from Record World magazine, and
a cross-section of "star" personality interviews.

Plus
sample

You get all the above (regularly $49.95) for only $39.95 for Audio readers.
*Interviews include:
Pete Bennett

Promotion, Apple Records

Sid Bernstein

Personal Manager and Promoter

Rick Blackburn

Dir. of Sales, Columbia Records

Terry Cashman

Pres., Cashwest Productions, Inc.

Bob Cato

V.P., Creative Services, United Artists
V.P., A&R, A&M Records

Kip Cohen
Al Coury
Al De Marino

Tom Draper

Kenny Gamble

V.P., Production, Capitol Records
V.P., Music Department, CMA
Dir., R&B, RCA Records

David Glew

Pres. & Producer, Phila. Int. Rec. Co.
V.P., Marketing, Atlantic Records

Barbara Harris

Dir., Artist Relations, Atlantic Records

Emil LaViola

Prof. Mgt.. Chappell Publishers

Michael Martineau

Booking Agent, Premier Talent

Mark Meyerson

A&R, Atlantic Records

Barry Oslander

West Coast Prof. Dir., Jobete Music Co.

Richard H. Roemer

Law Firm of Roemer & Nadler

Alvin Teller

V.P. Merchandising Marketing,

10 DAYS FREE

APPROVAL-MAIL TODAY

Book and Learning Systems Division
NORTH AMERICAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
401 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108
Send me the complete "MUSIC INDUSTRY CASSETTE LIBRARY." If
decide to keep this after 10 days examination will remit the purchase
price plus postage and handling, or return it for cancellation of all
charges.
I
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Signature
Firm or Inst.
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Columbia Records
Peter Thall

Law Firm of Casper & Thall, P.C.

Ron Weisner

V.P., Artist Relations. Buddah Records

...

and many others

City,State,Zip
SAVE MONEY. My payment is enclosed. Publisher pays all postage and handling. Same money-back
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ill Distortion
In Speaker
Systems
Richard C. Heyser

IF A

MUSICAL tone

is

altered

in its properties by the presence of a second tone, this is

described

as

intermodulation. When

we listen to natural sound, separate
musical voices are usually due to separate instruments. When we reproduce a signal through amplifiers and
loudspeakers, these otherwise separate voices must share the same channel. The mere presence of one voice
may then modify the other if there is

not enough "shoulder room" for
both. This jostling may take the form
of an alteration of the dynamic level
of each or even a slight modulation of
the pitch. Timbre and dynamics are
most noticeably affected, and the subjective image of what should be a
completely separate instrument modifying, by its presence, another completely separate instrument can be
quite unnatural.

Test Procedure
In order a provide a measurement
of this distortion, Audio uses two pure
musical tones mixed in equal level.
There are many classes of inter modulation, but one that is readily
identifiable is due to the woofer
which is called upon to reproduce the
lowest bass as well as a major piece of
the musical spectrum containing fundamentals.

Audio has settled on a low bass tone
Ei, which is 41.2 Hz, and the tone of
Aa, which is 440 Hz, as a standard for
this particular test. If the speaker
of

which reproduces

E
is not called
upon to pass Aa, then we choose a
musical tone about a half octave within the band which it is suppose to
handle.
E, and A4 are mixed at equal voltage
level into the speaker, and A a is our
primary concern in the reproduced
signal. We want to know how A a is
modulated by the presence of E1.
Both a spectrum analyzer and special coherent filter are used for this
test. The output from the test microphone is measured on a spectrum analyzer to determine the power spectral density of sidebands about 440 Hz
due to the 41 Hz. The bandwidth of
this analyzer can be made as narrow
as 2 Hz, and the exact frequency under test is measured by a frequency
counter. The total power in the side bands about 440 Hz is measured as a
percentage of the power in the un modulated 440 Hz. This is the percentage value of IM which we plot as
a function of drive power. The power
level in watts on this plot is average
power expressed as the square of a
measured voltage divided by the resistor equal to the stated loudspeaker
impedance, usually 8 ohms. The voltage is the peak value of the composite
440 Hz and 41 Hz presented to the
speaker divided by the square root of
two. This is done to be consistent with
amplifier standards. On the curve we
supply, the peak power is thus twice
the indicated "average" power, just as
though it were a single sine wave.
1

The IM is calculated on the basis of
power where each component adds
quadratically. From a voltage standpoint, this is the square root of the
sum of the squares of the components. It is a one -number measurement which can be used as a relative
measure between speakers. Furthermore, a perfect speaker will have no
IM distortion.

That's fine, but there are many researchers who believe that this number and fifty cents will buy a cup of
coffee in most restaurants. Audio supplies this measurement because we
believe intermodulation distortion is a
very real thing and somebody should
pioneer the making of such a measurement, rather than sit around and
haggle about whether the measurement should be made. We deliberately use a power spectrum basis because that is conventional in testing
cartridges and amplifiers. You can
thus use this measurement for speakers exactly as you would for amplifiers.
We don't stop there, however. Besides the spectrum analyzer, we use

two specially developed coherent filters to view the intermodulation on a
oscilloscope. We coherently multiply
the microphone output against the
exact 440 -Hz signal in order to know
precise amplitude and phase relationships of the acoustic tone. We first up convert to 225 kHz where a precision
goniometer/phase shifter is available.
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If not, you need a Dua

ual 1225

If you were to replace any of your present
components. would you know exactly what its successor
would be? And then buy it without further consideration?
Perhaps. But we think it more likely that you would look
for more information, either in a music/equipment
magazine o.- from a knowledgeable friend. Probably
from both.
Which brings us to turntables ...and Dual.
Each year we hear from a sampling of Dual
owners in response to a lengthy questionnaire. A high
percentage tell us they're now on their second Dual. An
ven higher percentage formerly owned manual
urntables. And nearly all rate their Duals as either
excellent" or "good:'
Although there are other fine turntables, few
atch Duals reputation for quality performance end
reliability, and none match Dual's operational versatility.
For example, if you want to be able to play records in
equence, you have four single-play/multi-play Duals
choose from. If you simply want fully automatic
onvenierce in a single -play -only turntable, you have
o to choose from. And there is now a semiutomatic Dual.
The way a tonearm is moved to and from the
record is not critical. Nor is the type of drive system.
What is critical is how faithfully the tonearm permits the
tylus to follow the contours of the groove and how
accurately and quietly the platter rotates. To compromise
ith quality in these respects can risk damage to your
precious records and produce sounds which were
never recorded.
Eve -y Dual, from the 1225 to the CS701, provides
more precision than you may ever need. Which is why
more component owners-audio experts, hifi editors,
record reviewers and readers of the music/equipment
magazines-own Duals than any other turntable.
There's no better recommendation we can offer
ou. Or that you can offer to your best friend. Unless you
appen to own a Dual yourself.
Dual 1225. Fully automatic, single-play/multi-play. Viscous damped
cue -control, pitch -control. 10%' platter. Less than $140, less base.
Dual 1226, with cast platter, rotating single-play spindle, less than
$170. Dual 1228, with gimballed tonearm, synchronous motor,
illuminated strobe, variable tracking angle. Less than $200.
Dual 1249. Fully automatic, single-play/multi-play. Belt drive.
12" dynamically -balanced platter. Less than $280, less base.
Full size bell -drive models include: Dual 510, semi -automatic,
less than $200; Dual 601, fully automatic, less than $250.
(Dual CS601. with base and cover, less than $270.)
Dual CS701. Fully automatic, single-play. D.C. brushless, electronic
direct drive -rotor; tuned anti -resonance filters. Less than $400,
including base. and cover.

ual 1249

Dual CS701

Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10553
United Audio Products, 120 So. Columbus Ave.,
Exclusive U.S Distribution Agency for Duol
Check No.
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Then, the signal is coherently down converted to zero frequency into an
in -phase and a quadrature component. The original 440 -Hz sine wave
is now two d.c. voltages. These are
viewed on an X -Y oscilloscope. A second filter using quadrature integrate
and dump circuits is also available for
oscilloscope view.
When the 41 Hz modulates the 440
Hz, we can independently measure
both the angle modulation and amplitude modulation on the 440 Hz. In addition, we can measure the precise
shift in static phase due to the 41 Hz

and the exact change in average power.
Now we have a different ball game.
Not only can we measure Doppler
versus amplitude, but we can spot
static cone displacement due to heavy

drive in a nonlinear magnetic structure. This lets us describe the IM plot
in a much more meaningful manner
than had we depended upon a power
spectrum measurement.
If the nature of the distortion above
a certain power level is different than
that at lower levels and can give rise to
a different sonic effect, we state this

A new high performance

additive for your can
The all -new Jensen stereo speaker
kits won't help your car co faster. Or
run better. What they will do is
maximize the performance of your
radio or 8-track in a way you never
thought possible.
The next best thing to
home speaker sound.
When our engineers designed these
new Jensens, they incorporated all the
things we know about making home
speakers. That's why inside you'll find
features like FlexaiC woofer
suspension and powerful Syntox-6®
ceramic magnets. They combine to
provide rich sound reprcduction you
won't find in any comparably priced
car speaker.
Another Jensen first-true coaxial car
speakers in 4", 51/4" and 6' x 9" sizes.
Jensen is the only company that
offers a true coaxial speaker in three

compact sizes. Sweeter," our new
space -saving solid state tweeter, is
one of the reasons why. It allowed us
to develop two revolutionary new
models-the Jensen 4" and 51/4"
coaxials. Together with our 6" x 9"
model, they now make it possible for
anyone to obtain home speaker sound
quality in his car.
Ask your local Jensen dealer for
a demonstration.
You won't know what you're missing
until you hear these new Jensen car
speakers perform for you.
For a free catalog, write Jensen
Sound Laboratories, 4310 Trans World
Road, Schiller Park, Illinois 60176.

JENSEN

SOI V I/ LABORATORIES
I

n

Inc

Schiller Park III,,

fact in the review. This means the IM
curve is now more valuable in its comparative ranking.
The IM test that is printed is, of
course, a test of only the woofer. To
test the tweeter, two tones of equal
level are again used but they lie in the
frequency range covered by that
speaker. The spectrum analyzer is
used to check the intermodulation
fragments for this case. This data is
only reported if it discloses something
significant.

Interpretation
One of the first things which is evident in the intermodulation distortion
of speakers is the magnitude of distortion. An audio afficienado who
would not consider buying an amplifier with more than one tenth of one
per cent distortion at any level must
as incredulous that "good
sounding" speaker which runs a neat
three per cent at his normal listening

view

levels. Rest assured this is not unusual,
and the speaker may "listen" very
well at this level of distortion.
Just as in amplifiers, a lower distortion on a power spectrum basis
may not mean a cleaner reproduc-

tion. However, the distortion should
rise smoothly from a low level at low
power. Sudden changes in curvature
are undesirable because they may signify a change in form of the inter modulation.
Distortion levels above 5 per cent
generally indicate noticeable subjective modification of the sound. The
type of intermodulation enters into
this. There is a sonic difference between tremolo and vibrato as a modulation of one musical note by another.
Compare the harmonic and inter modulation distortion measurements
for each speaker as some measure of
how it may sound. Remember, that in
order to keep the peak power the
same value, the average 440 -Hz power
level in the IM measurement is 6 dB
(one fourth) less than the average 440
Hz power level in the harmonic distortion. Read the harmonic distortion
curve at 1 watt and the IM curve at 4
watts to get those measurements corresponding to the same loudness of
440 Hz. How loud the 440 Hz is in your
listening environment can be obtained from the one -meter SPL reading
on the harmonic distortion plot.
The IM test, plus the supporting
narrative Audio supplies, can give a
fair idea how low bass can modulate
other musical components, whether
this is due to a thundering classic organ or a chest -thumping kick drum.',
40
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The Garrard 990B.
And the argument ends.
There are almost no limits to what
you can spend for a turntable. Nor to the
refinements that can be built in.
The argument has been whether you
can find a turntable at a sensible price, that

really performs-giving away nothing

important. Now with the belt -driven 990B,
the argument is over. The 990B gives nothing away in any vital area, yet is priced to
make it eminently accessible.
We believe the 990B is the best value
Garrard has ever offered in its quarter century of designing and manufacturing high
fidelity turntables.
The 990B is a single-play/multipleplay turntable and is fully automatic in
both modes. That is, its arm indexes, returns to its rest and shuts off automatically.
All of which is more dependable than a
hand ... that can be shaky or careless. And
the mechanism that does all of this is disengaged during play. You get the gentlest
handling of records plus convenience.

But more. In the multiple -play mode,
your records rest on a two point support.
You don't have to balance them on a single
center support. And pray.
And still more. A precision anti skating device eliminates distortion and
record wear caused when the stylus is
forced against the inner wall of the groove
by rotation of a record. Even cueing is viscous damped in both directions.
All well and good. But what about
performance?
A glimpse at some specifications tells
the story. Rumble: -64dB. Wow: 0.06%.
Flutter: 0.04%. These are possible because
your records are cushioned on a full size, 5
lb., die-cast, dynamically balanced platter
-belt driven by a motor that combines an
induction rotor for starting power and
a synchronous section for constant speed.
You can even solve the problem of off pitch recordings with the variable speed
control monitored by a strobe disc.
One final word. The S-shaped, lightweight, aluminum tonearm boasts low mass
and low friction. But here's the thing. The
990B's tonearm can track as lightly as 1/a
gram. Protection and performance indeed.
There are other turntables in the price
range of the 990B that offer some of these
features and specifications. The 990B has
them all and at a price that's sensibleunder $170!
Which clinches the argument.

For a copy of the Garrard Guide,
write: Garrard, Div. of Plessey Consumer
Products, Dept. C, 100 Commercial St.,
Plainview, New York 11803.
á
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The attitude is consistent.
High fidelity engineering, to
justify its name, has one goal: to
reproduce music in the listening
room with unqualified accuracy.
Undistorted. Undiminished.
Al Harman Kardon, we explore
new technical directions not solely
for their inherent challenge, but as
methods of predicting and improving music quality.
Specifications are supposed to
serve the function of predicting
performance. Yet two competitive
instruments with exactly the same
set of conventional specifications
often sound vastly different. Obviously, the reasons for this difference lie elsewhere. Conventional
specifications are necessary.
Necessary, but not sufficient.
Our 730 receiver meets specifications equalling or surpassing
those of the finest individual component units. Yet it achieves a

quality of transcendent realism
which these specifications alone
cannot explain.
To predict musical accuracy,
we have found it necessary to go
beyond conventional specifications. We test, rigidly, for square
wave response. We monitor,
strictly, slew rate and rise time.
These tests account for the sound
quality of the 730-not in place
of conventional specifications,
but beyond them.
The 730 goes beyond the
conventional in other ways. It is
driven by two complete, discretely separate power supplies, one
for each channel. Even when
music is extraordinarily dynamic,
the energy drawn by one channel
will in no way affect the other. The
music surges full. Unconstrained.
Any fine tuner measures signal
strength. The 730 incorporates a

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

patented system which measures
not strength, but signal-to-noise
ratio. As a result, it can be tuned to
the precise point where the signal
is purest for listening or recording.
Equally important, the twin powered 730 has all the basic design elements that identify it as a
Harman Kardon instrument: wide
bandwidth, phase linearity, ease
of operation and a wide range of
input and output elections.
All of this suggests further discussion. If you are interested in
such an exploration, please write
us (directly, since we imagine
you are impatient with coupons
and "reader service" cards, and
so are we). We'll certainly write
back, enclosing a brochure also
unconventional in its detail.
Just address: The 730 People,
Harman Kardon, 55 Ames Court,
Plainview, New York 11803.

The expression is new.
SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output

Power Bandwidth

Preamp Output Impedance
40 Watts Min. RMS per
channel both channels
driven into 8 ohms
from 20Hz to 20kHz,
with e 0.1% THD.
From 10Hz to 40kHz at
< 0.1/ THD into B ohms,
both channels driven
Simultaneously at

¿Owens per channel.

Frequency Response
System Rise Time
System Square Wave Tilt
Total Harmonic Distortion

20-20 kHz ±0.5 dB
1

5µsec

<5%
<0.1% from 250 milli-

watts to 40 watts RMS.
both channels driven
simultaneously into
8 ohms, 20Hz to 20kHz.

Intermodulation Distortion

<0.12%

intermodulation Distortion

<0. 15%

(40 watts-SMPTE)
(1

watt-SMPTE)

System Hum and Noise

Damping Factor (1 kHz @ 1 watt)
Power Amplifier Input Sensitivity

>30

Power Amplifier input Impedance
Power Amplifier S/N (40 watts)

33 kilohms

Power Amplifier
Square Wave Rise Time
Preamp Input Sensitivity
a. Aux
b. Tape Mon.
c. Phono

Preamp Input mpedance
a.I Aux
b. Tape Mon.
.

Phono

Preamp Input SW
a. Aux
b. Tape Mon.
c. Phono

>90 dB
<1.5µsec
<150 mV
<150 mV
<2.5 mV
30 kilohms
30 kilohms
47 kilohms

>-75dB
>-75dB
>

-67

dB

<0.15%

a.

Crosstalk
Aux

- 47 dB

c.

Pho

ha rman/ kardon

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

x 1.0 dB

Tone Control Action
a. 50Hz

±1286

b.10kHz

±12 dB

Contour Effect (50Hz)
High Cut Filter (10kHz)
Low Cut Filter (50Hz)

+10 dB

FM Sensitivity
a. IHF

-10

-6

dB

dB

1.9µV

b.-50 dB (mono)

3.5µV

c.

35µV

-50 dB (stereo)
Ultimate S/N

Capture Ratio
Image Rejection

Spurious Response Rejection
IF Rejection
Alternate Channel Selectivity
Multiplex Separation (1kHz)

-70
2

dB

dB

-80 dB
-80 dB
-90 dB
-60 dB
80 dB
40 dB

FM Harmonic Distortion (1kHz)

<1 2V

Preamp Harmonic Distortion
b. Tapeno
Mon.

>95 mV

RIAA Equalization

AM Rejection

Better than 60 dB below
rated output (unweighted)

600 ohms

Phono Overload

-47 dB
-37 dB

Mono
Stereo
Pilot Suppression
a.
b.

04%

-55

dB

De -Emphasis

75µsec

Mute Level

Variable

Mute Suppression

Stereo Indicator Threshold

-65

"off"
"on"

<3%
>6%

Audio Output

0.5V

(Pilot signal expresseo a.
as % of base band.) b.

AM Sensitivity
AM Signal for

0.3%

1

watt Output

dB

>250µV/r
<150µV/r

AM Selectivity

35 dB

Alternate Channel Selectivity

55 dB

image Rejection
IF

Rejection
Hum

-75 dB
-60 dB
-40dß

Equipment Profiles
Tand berg Model TR -2075
Stereo AM/FM Receiver

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
FM Tuner Section
IHF Sensitivity: Mono, 1.8 µV (10.3 dBf). 50 -dB Quieting:
Mono, 3µV (14.8 dBf); Stereo, 40µV (37.3 dBf). S/N: Mono,
78 dB; Stereo, 75 dB. Muting Threshold: 6µV (20.8 dBf). Stereo Threshold: 15 µV (28.8 dBf). THD at 50 -dB quieting: 0.3%
THD at 65 dBf: Mono, 0.2%, Stereo, 0.3%. Capture Ratio: 0.9
dB. Selectivity: Alternate channel, 80 dB; Adjacent channel,
10 dB. Spurious Rejection: Better than 95 dB. I.F. Rejection:
Better than 95 dB. Image Rejection: 70 dB. AM Suppression:
70 dB. Frequency Response;; 30 Hz to 15,000 Hz, +1, -2 dB.
Stereo Separation: 40 dB from 60 Hz to 10 kHz. Sub-carrier

Rejection: 60 dB.
AM Section
IHF Sensitivity: 20 µV, external antenna; 250 µV/M, internal
antenna. Selectivity: 45 dB. I.F. Rejection: 80 dB. Image Rejection: 90 dB. THD: 0.8% re: 30% modulation.
Amplifier and Preamplifier Section
Power Output: 75 watts continuous power per channel, 20
Hz to 20 kHz, 8 ohm loads (100 watts at 4 ohms). THD: No
more than 0.15% (0.2% for 4 ohm power rating). IM Distortion: Less than 0.15%. Damping Factor: 60 at 8 ohms.
Overall Frequency Response: 6 to 80,000 Hz, -1.5 dB. S/N:
Phono 1 re: 4.4 mV input, 70 dB; Phono 2 re: 3 mV input, 68
dB; Tape 1 and 2, 82 dB. Input Sensitivity: Tape 1 and 2, 150
to 600 mV; Phono 1, 2.2 to 10 mV; Phono 2, 3 mV. Maximum
Phono Input at 1 kHz: Phono 1, 150 mV; Phono 2, 50 mV.
Bass Control Range: ±15 dB e 50 Hz. Treble Control Range:
±15 dB @ 10 kHz. Mid -Range Control Range: ±7 dB @ 1
kHz. Low Filter: -3 dB at 70 Hz, 12 dB/octave. High Filter 1:
-3 dB @ 8 kHz, 12dB/octave. High Filter 2: -3 dB @ 8 kHz, 6

General Specifications
Dimensions: 20-1/8 in. W x 6 in. H x 13-7/8 in. D. Weight:
27.1 lbs. Price: $1,100.00.
Before even considering the features and performance of
Tandberg's most powerful and most complete receiver,
we'd like to comment on the fact that this is the first receiver we've tested that is accompanied by fully spelled out FM
specifications, listed in accordance with the newly approved
IHF/IEEE FM Measurements Standards issued in mid -1975.
Besides being a "first" for that well -respected Scandinavian
company, it tends to tell us something about their design
philosophy and marketing approach: Tandberg is proud of
its products and has nothing to hide. Those familiar with
Tandberg's earlier receiver efforts will note that this time the
low, sleek front panel format has been retained, but without
the hinged door which covered less -often used controls on
the less powerful models. Tand berg evidently felt that they
wanted prospective customers to see all the flexibility and
control features at first glance-and they are certainly
plentiful and well organized.
The upper section of the panel is devoted to a carefully
calibrated FM dial scale (with calibration marks every 500
kHz), and AM scale, signal -strength and center -of -channel
tuning meters at the left, and a tuning knob at the right
coupled to one of the smoothest acting flywheel arrangements we have yet encountered. To the right of the tuning
knob are four tiny push buttons which select mono FM operation, FM interstation muting, choice of 25 or 75 microsecond de -emphasis (the former required for proper listening to Dolby FM broadcasts), and offer a choice of panel
lighting brightness.
The lighter colored center section of the panel is equipped with seven square pushbuttons which are easily activated by a light touch of a finger. The leftmost button turns
on power, while the remaining six choose program sources
including the two tape monitoring circuits which are available at the rear panel. Rotary volume and balance controls
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come next, followed by dual concentric bass, treble and
mid -range tone control knobs, and a rotary speaker selector
switch which selects one or two pairs of speakers out of the
possible three pairs which can be accommodated by the TR 2075.

Completely separate preamplifier -equalizer circuits are
used for the Phono 1 and Phono 2 inputs, thereby avoiding
the necessity of switching at low-level circuit points. AM
and FM tuner sections are also completely independent,
with a 3 -gang tuning capacitor and an FET r.f. amplifier used
in the former. The FM front-end employs a pair of FETs for
the r.f. amplifier and the mixer stages and is electronically
tuned by means of four sets of back-to-back varactor
diodes. I.f. section interstage tuning is accomplished by
means of a pair of solid-state filters and a TCA-420A IC
is used as a limiter -quadrature FM detector. For optimum
linearity, a transformer is used as the quadrature element instead of the simpler single coil often used with this IC. This
detail insures extremely linear detection and results in lower
distortion under controls of 100 per cent FM modulation. A
Motorola MC -1210 IC forms the heart of the phase -lock loop stereo decoder section and a pair of steep bridge -T
notch filters effectively suppress 19-kHz carrier signals in the

The lowest section of the panel contains twin phone jacks
and a dozen more rectangular push buttons which take care
of such less -often used functions as tape copying (from either tape deck to its alternate), loudness compensation,
mono or stereo mode (including left or right only to both
channels as well as L+R mono mix), low -and high -cut filter
selection, and a most useful fuction called preamp record.
This circuit, also found on Tandberg's lower priced receiver,
enables you to pre -equalize recordings applied to a third
tape deck (connected via a ring -tip -sleeve phone jack nearby) by inserting the tone control circuits ahead of this particular tape output point. Finally, a twelfth button, located
near the phone jacks, converts the signal -strength meter to
a peak -reading power meter. A handy reference guide in
output of the mpx section.
the owner's manual enables the user to convert the arbitrary
Tone control sections are of the popular Baxandall nega0-25 secondary scale of the meter into actual watts deliv- tive feedback type and cut-off filters are two active and one
ered, depending upon load impedances (of speakers) con- passive RC network. Power amplifiers are fully direct
nected.
coupled and a differential input stage is used in each chanThe rear panel of the TR -2075, pictured in Fig. 1, offers a nel. Output transistors are operated at ±52.5 volts d.c. A dychoice of DIN or phono -plug connection for both phono namic time -delay circuit prevents accidental activation of
inputs and both tape in and out circuits. One of the phono the low -impedance, safety -cutout circuit when momentary
input pairs and both tape circuits are equipped with input signals occur at frequencies corresponding to low impedlevel controls to enable proper matching of phono cartridge ance points of the speaker's impedance characteristics. An
or tape deck levels to built in AM or FM levels. Plug-in electronic power limiting circuit is activated whenever loads
jumpers can be removed from the preamp-out, main -amp - below 3 ohms are presented but is unaffected by 4 ohm or
in jacks to permit separate use of these two sections of the reactive loads. The unit can safely sustain no-load or shortreceiver. Three sets of polarized speaker screw terminals are circuit conditions at the speaker output terminals. In addiwell separated from each other to prevent possible speaker tion, a thermal protection circuit protects against overcable shorts. FM and external AM terminals are also of the heating in the event of inadequate ventilation. Diode proscrew type and include 300 -ohm and 75 -ohm facilities for tection circuits are included as protection against transient
FM, along with an extra grounding terminal for the shield of feedback from inductive speaker loads. A center -zero voltan unbalanced 75 -ohm transmission line. A chassis ground age -sensing circuit activates a relay to protect loudspeakers
terminal is located near the three available convenience a.c. from subsonic oscillation or the presence of d.c. at the outoutlets, and a rotatable AM ferrite bar antenna is also pro- put terminals. Turn -on transients are prevented from reachvided.
ing the loudspeakers by means of a 4 -second time -delay cirThe unique internal layout of the TR -2075 appears in the cuit when the unit is turned on.
pair of photographs of Fig. 2. It is one thing to pile circuit
board upon circuit board into a receiver chassis in the inter- FM Performance Measurements
est of reducing overall size, but it is quite another to make
Figure 4 depicts some of the major performance characeach board as accessible for servicing as Tand berg has man- teristics of the FM section of the TR -2075. IHF sensitivity in
aged to do. The entire upper front section, including dial mono measured 1.8 µV (10.3 dBf), while stereo switching ocscales, can be pivoted out of the way to disclose pre- curred just below 15 µV (28.8 dBf) as claimed. The 50 -dB quiamplifier and tone sections, as can be seen in Fig. 3.
eting point in mono occurred with a signal input of 3.0 µV
(14.8 dBf), while in stereo that quieting was reached with a
signal input strength of only 33 µV (35.7 dBf). Best signal -to INPUT
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Sansui. The

turn the tables
Sansui now offers a complete line of turntables
for every taste and pocketbook. Sansui is now one of
the leaders it the manufacture of high quality
turntables. Sansui has it all. From belt to d'rect
drive, from stereo to 4 -channel capability, from 4 -pole
synchronous to 20 -pole servo -controlled brushless
motors. Ail in all Sansui, with these new turntables, lives
up to its reputction as creative innovators in sound
reproduction technology And Sansui's new tonearm
design and unique drive systems clearly represent a
major advancement in high quality turntables.
Here is the line-up:
Sansui SR -212' at under $130.00' Auto-return,
two speed, belt drive by 4 -pole synchronous motor.

Statically balanced S-shaped tonearm, skating force
canceller. Low capacitance cables.
Sansui SR -3132 at under $170.00' Two speed,
belt drive by 4 -pole outer-rotor synchronous motor.
S-shaped tonearm, advanced suspension, lateral balance, skating force canceller. Heavy aluminum alloy diecast platter. Low capacitance cables. Wow and flutter
less than 0.06%. Direct-reading stylus pressure scale.
Sansui SR -5253 at under $28C.00' Direct drive.
20 -pole DC brushless servo -motor. S-shaped tonearm,
special Sansui resonance absorber, knife-edge support
system. Low capacitance cables. S/N: better than 64 dB.
Pitch controls. Illuminated stroboscope. Heavy aluminum
die-cast platter.
Sansui SR -7172 at under $350.00' Direct drive.
20 -pole DC brushless servo -motor. Wow and flutter less
than 0.03%. Statically balanced S-shaped lone arm, one point/knife-edge support. SIN:
better than 66 dB. Pitch controls. Illuminated stroboscope. Direct read-out
stylus pressure dial.
Sansui FR -30802 at under $200.00'
Full automatic, two speed belt drive.
S-shaped tonearm with Sansui's DuclMagnet cartridge, Shibata stylus, skating
force canceller. For any 4-channel a
2 -channel record.

SR313
SR212

1.

Simulcted 'wainut gain base
Andes rose

2. Base cf si-rulcted
3. Metailc f rish

'The value st -own is for informational
ourposeE or Iy. The actual resale
Drive wil be set by the individual
Sansui

deale at his option.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Woodside, New `cork 11377
Gardena, California 90247
:TRIO CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan
Antwerp, Belg Ln
Canada Electronic Distributors
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turntables that
on all the others.

Stop in soon

at your nearest Sansui
franchised dealer to hear
any of the fine Sansui turntables,
designed so becutifuily they
make heads urn.

ChecR No. 26 on Reader
AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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5-Separation and distortion versus frequency.

noise ratio in mono was 76 dB, while in stereo, S/N measured 70 dB, as high as our test equipment is capable of
reading accurately. Capture ratio measured exactly 1.0 dB,
as against 0.9 dB claimed. Alternate channel selectivity was
82 dB, while adjacent channel selectivity measured 12 dB,
against 10 dB claimed. Image rejection was 70 dB as claimed
while i.f. rejection was an impressive 97 dB. Sub -carrier rejection measured 62 dB.
Figure 5 plots stereo FM separation, which reached 42 dB
at mid -frequencies. Distortion versus frequency is also
shown in this graph for both mono and stereo reception and
is seen to remain well below 1.0% even at the high frequency extreme in stereo mode. Frequency response in FM deviated by -2.0 dB at 15 kHz, a direct result of the 19-kHz
notch filter which so effectively suppresses sub -carrier
products at the output of the tuner section. This action, as
well as the response of the FM system when set to 25 microsecond or 75 microsecond de -emphasis, is clearly shown in
the sweep -frequency 'scope photo of Fig. 6.

rt

Y

Power Amplifier Measurements

Fig. 6-Response of FM section when swept with unpre-emphasized audio signals from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Upper curve
shows 25µS de -emphasis; lower curve is 75 µS de -emphasis.

Note steep

19 -kHz

rejection.

The Tandberg TR -2075 delivered 87 watts per channel, at 1
kHz, with both channels driven into 8 ohm loads for its rated
THD of 0.15%. At rated output of 75 watts, THD measured
0.05% and consisted mainly of a minute amount of second order distortion, as clearly seen in the spectrum analysis
photo of Fig. 7. THD at all other power levels down to 250
milliwatts was around 0.05% or even less, as shown in the
graph of Fig. 8. The same graph also plots IM distortion for
various power levels, and IM reached 0.2% at a power output level of 76 watts per channel. Tandberg's statement of
power band (20 Hz to 20 kHz), now required by the FTC, is
an extremely conservative one. As shown in the THD versus
frequency plot of Fig. 9, the power band extremes could actually have been rated as extending from 14 Hz to 32 kHz. To
put it another way, if one sets the power band limits as extending from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, the "FTC power" of the Tandberg TR -2075 might well have been rated at 81 watts instead of 75 per channel.

Preamplifier Measurements
Phono input sensitivity of the variable Phono 1 inputs
ranged from 2.2 mV to 9.5 mV RIAA equalization was ac 0.6
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Ten years
after the revolution.
,.
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1966

In 1966, Sony brought you
the world's first commercial y
available turntable with a DC
servo motor. This effectively
slowed motor speeds from 1800 to
300 RPM, producing the lowest
rumble figures measured till :hen.
The servo system also drastically
reduced wow and flutter, thus
giving you a chance to bear what
33-1/3 records sound like at
33-1/3. Quite a revolution,.
But we haven't been sill ng
on our laurels since then.
ntrod ucing the PS -4750.
Overlooking the fact that the
PS -4750 is so pretty we cou d sell
it through interior decorators,
here are its technical innovations.
It has a direct drive servo
motor that gives you incredibly
low rumble, wow and flutter levels.
Plus total immunity from line
voltage and frequency variations.
That's because the PS -4750 has a
unique system tnat, in essence,
I

1975
aboat tie resonance causec by
consists cf a sensitive magnet
head (with eight gaps instead of
warp in the record itself. Those
the normal one) which monitors
round doohickies on the platter
are rubber suction cups that
platter speed by picking up a
magnetic coaling on the outerside actually provide greeter contact
of the platter. This speed data goes su -face, reducing the longitudinal
vibration caused by warp. The end
through a small computer conresult is a cleaner sound.
nected to the motor, instantly
So, all in all, our engineers
compensating for variations.
think the PS-4750 is pretty nits.
The PS -4750 is also ultra
But don't take our word for t. Just
insensitive to outside Vibrations
stop n _o your Sony dealer and
(which causes intermodulatiodistortion and acoustic feedback). show your independence by
listening for yourself.
Sensitivity to outside vbration
shows as "Q" And the PS -4750 has
a platter and case made of SBMC,
a Sony developed compound
which has one third the "Q" of
aluminum or zinc.
©1975 Sony Corp. of America. Sony, 9 57 St., N.Y.. N 10019
We've even done something
SONY is a trademark of Sony Corp.
i

STONY
W.

Check No. 29 on Reader Service Card
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curate in both Phono 1 and Phono 2 to within 0.3 dB at the
high -frequency end and to within 1.0 dB at the low -frequency extreme. Overload input measured 52 mV at worst,
improving, of course, as input sensitivity was reduced.
While this figure is not as good as some we have measured
on competitive receivers in this price category, the presence
of the input sensitivity control offsets the overload limitation. Hum and noise referred to actual input sensitivity measured 68 dB for Phono 1 inputs and 72 dB for the Phono 2 inputs. Hum and noise for high-level (tape) inputs measured
exactly 82 dB as claimed (referred to a nominal 300 mV input), while residual amplifier hum and noise was less than 1
mV. The composite range of bass, mid -range, and treble
tone controls is depicted in the 'scope photo of Fig. 10,
while the action of the various cut-off filter combinations is
shown in the tracings of Fig. 11. Note that the two high -cut
filters can be used together to create yet a third roll -off
characteristic at the high -frequency end of the audio spectrum (most extreme cut shown). Figure 12 displays the action of the loudness control circuitry at various settings of
the master volume control and, as can be seen, Tandberg
elects to boost highs (moderately) as well as lows in affecting
loudness compensation.

Fig.

10-Tone control characteristics.

Listening and Use Tests
We used the Tandberg TR -2075 in our listening room for a
period of about three weeks after completing lab measurements. The receiver has enough power to drive our low -efficiency acoustic suspension speakers (used with all higher
powered receivers we test) to louder -than -life loudness levels without clipping. Controls on the TR -2075 are ideally arranged, as far as we are concerned, and our chief delight in
using this instrument was that record preamp facility used in
connection with the Tape 3 front -panel output jack. As
might be supposed from the previously described test results, FM performance was excellent and limited only by the
quality of broadcasts received. Transition from mono to
stereo is positive, and muting is overcome at signal strengths
of about 5 or 6µV (around 20 dBf)-just about ideal for this
receiver since signals that do overcome the mute circuit are
sufficiently "quiet" to be enjoyed. The inveterate "dx-er"
can always defeat the mute circuits if he wishes to seek out
those less usable signals of lower signal strength.
The power meter option was also worthwhile and, since
we seldom rely upon a signal strength meter for tuning, we
used that function during all our listening tests to confirm
power levels being auditioned. The peak -reading action of
the meter movement was such that we were able to read
very nearly actual peak power values on all but the shortest
bursts of musical transients. Having adjusted phono and
tape inputs by means of those input level controls, we fully
appreciated their inclusion and wished that less expensive
receivers could afford this luxury as well. It's comforting not
to have to grab for the volume control every time we switched from one program source to another. Clearly, the Tand berg TR -2075 is an example of a higher priced receiver that
should not be judged on a simple "dollars per watt" basis.
Admittedly, there are lower priced receivers that offer as
much or even more power per channel, but the TR -2075 has
so much more going for it than power output that we urge
interested readers to experience "hands on" auditioning of
this fine piece of equipment before deciding that its price
may be too high for a "75 watt per channel" integrated receiver. Actually, the receiver should be thought of as a top performing tuner and an equally good amplifier which happen to have been constructed on a single well -designed
chassis. Taken in that light, the Tandberg TR -2075 becomes
rather a bargain at its $1,100.00 suggested retail price.
Leonard Feldman
Check No. 90 on Reader Service Card
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Fig.

11-Low- and high -cut filter combinations.

Fig.

12-Loudness control characteristics.
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They're only 33/1 inches thin.
They range from only $129 to $499.
And they're the only true 360°
omnidiifectional speakers ycu can buy;
you hear the same wide -response,
distortion -free stereo sound wherever
you sit.

That means anywhere. Horizcntailu,
vertically or diagonally. In back, in front,
to the sides, above or below them.
Furthermore, these are speakers
without enclosures, without baffles,
without cones. And without equal.
It appears that Prof. Jose Benagni's
22 new U.S. and foreign patents have
created a rather dramatic new
technology.
Like everyone else, you probably
won't believe it when you see them.
So hear them.

The New B. E. S. Geostatic Speakers
Hear tkem. The excitement is gnawing

Bertagni
Electroacoustic
Systems
345 Fischer Street, Costa Mesa, California 92626
ßc,;9

by

Berzgn Electroacnustir

Check No.

Systems. Inc.

5 on Reader

Service Cad
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cause Marantz's Model 1150, an integrated amplifier that's
similar to the 1150D sells for that much less than the Dolbyized version we tested.
The front panel of the Marantz 1150D has a centrally positioned, vertically deflecting meter used together with the
built-in 400 Hz generator for calibrating record and playback of Dolbyized tapes. Above the meter is a pilot light and
flanking the meter are three slide controls on each side,
each with click -stop positions, for adjustment of bass, treble,
and mid -range response on an individual channel basis.
Symmetrically positioned pairs of rotary control knobs at the
left and right ends of the panel select Dolby operation
mode, tape monitoring (two tape monitor circuits are pro-

Marantz Model 1150D
Stereo Control Amplifier

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Amplifier Section
Rated Power Output: 75 watts per channel, 8 Ohm loads, 20
Hz to 20 kHz. THD: 0.1%. IM Distortion: Less than 0.1%.
Main Input Sensitivity: 1.5 V. Frequency Response: 1 watt, 5
Hz to 50 kHz ±1 dB.
Preamplifier Section
Rated Output Level: 1.5 V. THD at Rated Output: 0.05%. IM
Distortion at Rated Output: 0.02%. Frequency Response:
Phono, RIAA ±0.5 dB; Aux, 20 Hz to 20 kHz ±0.3 dB. Input
Sensitivity: Phono and Mike, 1.8 mV; Tape or Aux, 180 mV.
Phono Overload: 300 mV. Tape Out Level: 0.775 V. S/N Ratio: Phono re: 7.5 mV input, 78 dB; Aux re: 775 mV, 88 dB.
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions: 15 3/8 in. VV x 5 3/, in. H x 12 3/8 in. D. Weight:
33 lbs. Price: $499.95; $399.95 for model 1150, without Dolby
system.

Now that the Dolby noise reduction system has been
adopted by many FM and stereo FM stations, there are several ways in which you can take advantage of the greater dynamic range and quieter reception inherent in this broadcast system. You could, of course, purchase a new tuner
equipped with both Dolby decoding and the proper 25 pS
de -emphasis. If you already own a good tuner not so equipped, you could add a separate Dolby box plus a small accessory that converts signal output to the proper de -emphasis
(or you could rewire your tuner for 25 NS de -emphasis). Or,
you could consider Marantz's new 1150D integrated amplifier if you happen to be looking for a new control/amp unit
with just about every conceivable control feature plus Dolby
encode and decode facilities that can be used in conjunction with your tape equipment. Interestingly, all that
Dolby circuitry will effectively cost you only $100.00, be-

n
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vided), program mode (left, right, stereo, reverse, and
mono -mix), and adjust master volume level. The Dolby
Mode switch has positions for playing back Dolby FM, playing other Dolbyized program sources, non -Dolby listening,
making Dolby recording from "flat" program sources and
making "flat" recordings from Dolby-encoded program
sources. Six pushbuttons at the upper left of the panel select
program sources (including two phono inputs, the second
of which may be used for microphone amplification) and
tape copying (from either tape input to the other). Symmetrically placed pushbuttons at the upper right take care
of loudness compensation, low and high -cut filter activation
(two high -cut frequencies are available: 5 kHz and 9 kHz)
and select alternate turnover points for the bass and treble
tone controls (250 Hz and 4 kHz as opposed to the "normal"
mid -frequency pivot points).
The lower, gold colored section of the panel contains
push -buttons for the 400 -Hz test tone, left or right channel
level indications on the Dolby level meter, audio muting,
tone defeat, main and remote speaker system selection and
power on/off. Centered below the meter is a horizontally
moving slide lever control for channel balancing. Two pairs
of rotary controls adjust recording and playback level for
proper Dolby calibration. Microphone input jacks, dubbing
in and out jacks, and a 'phone jack complete the front panel
layout.
The rear panel of the 1150D, pictured in Fig. 1, has spring
loaded speaker terminals for two stereo pairs of speakers,
five convenience a.c. outlets (two switched, three un switched), two sets of tape in and tape out jacks (plus DIN
connectors for each circuit), preamp-out/main amp -in

$.
nit

Fig.

1-Reir

panel.

Fig.

2-Interior view.
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Reintroducing A World Standard...
CBS Laboratories' STR Professional Test Records
technical
ESSIONAL

Series

1,100

For over ten years, the original series of these high -precision test records
set a standard for the audio industry. Now the new series sets an even
higher standard. It's been revised, recut and expanded.
The new series consists of eight records for professionals and one for

non-professional audiophiles.
Each record contains a complete series of easy-to -use tests to help you
rapidly and accurately evaluate components and systems. Even one of
these records can eliminate the need for costly, additional equipment.
Each will find productive use and save you hours in the laboratory, on the
production line and in field testing.
Take a look at what this essential testing series contains:

SEVEN STEPS TO BETTER LISTENING -For only $6.98, you can improve your system with CBS Laboratories' "Seven Steps to Better
Listening." This high -precision test record enables you to make sure that your equipment functions properly
to tune your system to
your ears and your room acoustics. Included is a detailed 16 -page booklet by Audio's Edward Tatnall Canby explaining how to use the
record to improve the performance of your system. With the record you can perform the following "ears alone" tests: left -right
identification, phasing, loudspeaker balance, tone control setting, alternate phasing, buzz and rattle elimination, lateral tracking, and

...

vertical tracking.

*STEREOPHONIC FREQUENCY TEST RECORD STR 100 Designed for the
evaluation of pickups and systems. Provides a constant amplitude
characteristic below 500 Hz and a constant velocity characteristic above
500 Hz. Tests include: Sweep Frequency-with the sweep rate
synchronized for use with a graphic level recorder; Spot Frequency-with
voice announcements; Channel Separation; Wavelength Loss and Stylus
Wear-to pinpoint oversize or worn-out styli, and excessive pickup
tracking force; Compliance; Phasing; Vertical and Lateral Tracking: Tone
Arm Resonance-to check system performance at low and subaudible
frequencies and thus reveal undamped resonance which may cause
equipment overloading.

*318

*SQUARE WAVE, TRACKING AND INTERMODULATION TEST RECORD

*WIDE

STR 112 Enables detailed study of tracking capabilities of stereophonic

phonograph pickups. The square wave modulation allows a rapid appraisal
of stylus -tip mass, damping, and tracking. Low frequency compliance and
tracking are determined by means of 300-Hz bands of progressively
increasing amplitude. Intermodulation distortion measurements are made
possible by graduated 200-Hz intermodulation test bands. The Str 112 has
been cut with vertical angle approximating 15°, which is representative of
current recording practice.

* needs
BROADCAST TEST RECORD
of broadcast engineers,

STR 151 Developed especially to meet the
audiophiles, and other professionals
seeking a convenient signal source for the testing and adjustment of all
audio equipment. Tests include: phonograph pickup response and
separation, speed accuracy at 33 1/3 and 45rpm, wow and flutter, rumble
and hum detection, ballistic test of V.U. meters and many others."

*

RIAA FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST RECORD STR 130 Provides RIAA

frequency characteristics for the calibration of professional recording
equipment and for testing the response of professional and consumer
record reproduction equipment. This record is suitable for use with a
graphic level recorder to provide permanent, visible records for precise
evaluation. Spot frequency bands for use without automatic equipment are
included.

MICROSECOND FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST RECORD STR 170
Provides pickup designers and recording studios with a high-level,
easily -equalized signal for frequency response and channel separation
measurements. The STR 170 employs a 318 microsecond characteristic
corresponding to the "test" or "flat" mode common to most disc recording
equipment. Constant amplitude recording is employed in the region below
500 Hz with constant velocity recording in the region above. The transition
is smooth, in contrast with the STR 100 which employs a sharp breakpoint
at 500 Hz. The record is suitable for use with a graphic level recorder to
provide permanent, visible records for precise evaluation.
RANGE

PICKUP RESPONSE TEST RECORD STR 120 Makes

possible the measurement of pickup response at frequencies far beyond
the audible range, where elusive distortion elements can cause audible
distortion. The low -frequency range includes glide -tones at twice normal
level for the detection and elimination of arm resonance, loudspeaker cone
and cabinet rattles. Other tests include: silent grooves for measuring
rumble and surface noise characteristics; and standard level bands at O dB
for overall system S/ N measurements. This record is suitable for use with
a graphic level recorder to provide permanent, visible records for precise
evaluation.

* QUADRAPHONIC
verification,
adjustment of SO'"

TEST RECORD SOT 1100 Designed for calibration
and
decoding equipment. The record
provides test bands for pickup measurements, for adjustment of decoder
electronics and for channel identification and balance. Each band is
described in terms of recorded characteristics and its intended use.

*RIAA

PINK NOISE ACOUSTICAL TEST RECORD STR 140 Designed for
acoustical testing of systems and loudspeakers and for psychoacoustic
tests on reproduction equipment. With the STR 140 it becomes possible to
test loudspeakers in the room in which they will be used. Spot frequency
tones with voice announcements facilitate the testing procedure.
Continuous glide -tones in 1/3 -octave bands cover the frequency range
from 30 to 15,000 Hz and are synchronized with a graphic level recorder.

The original series has been unavailable for many years. Quantities of the
new and improved series are also limited. So make sure you have perfect
copies on hand for years to come by ordering duplicates. Fill out and mail
the coupon now for immediate action.
SO is a Trademark of CBS Inc.
Only a limited quantity are available. Be sure to order enough
for many years of use.

SEND TO:
AUDIO TEST RECORDS
401 N. Broad Street

Send me the following test records:

Philadelphia, Pa. 19108

Seven Steps to Better Listening (STR 101) $6.98 each. Quantity
Stereophonic Frequency (STR 100) $10.00 each. Quantity
D Square Wave, Tracking and Intermodulation (STR 112) $15.00 each.

Amount Enclosed $
(Payment must accompany order)

Quantity
H Wide Range Pickup Response (STR 120) $15.00 each. Quantity
RIAA Frequency Response (STR 130) $15.00 each. Quantity
L
RIAA Pink Noise Acoustical (STR 140) $15.00 each. Quantity
Broadcast test (STR 151) $15.00 each. Quantity
318 Microsecond Frequency Response (STR 170) $15.00 each.
ì

Quantity
Quadraphonic Test (SQT 1100) $15.00 each. Quantity

Name

Address
City
State

7ip
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3-Block diagram.

Fig.

jacks, 'scope output jacks (for connection to an oscilloscope
for observation of phasing, balance, and channel separation), and the usual program source input jacks. In addition,
there is a slide switch, for choosing 25 NS FM de -emphasis in
the event that your tuner is not equipped with this feature,
and a pair of Dolby FM level preset controls to permit adjustment of level from any tuner so that it will match Dolby
circuitry in the amplifier for correct decoding. A line fuse holder and chassis ground terminal are also located on the
rear panel.

Circuit Configuration
An internal view of the Marantz 1150D is shown in Fig. 2
and a block diagram of the system is reproduced in Fig. 3.
The phono amplifier section consists primarily of a differential input transistor pair, a constant current source stage
and a high gain stage. It is powered by a symmetrical bipolar supply to increase overload input capability. The tone
control amplifier consists of a unity gain stage using a continuously variable RC -feedback arrangement. From the pre amp -out terminals, signals are fed to the power amplifier
0.6

ALL CHANNELS DRIVEN
8 OHM LOADS

0.5

INPUT:

---

0.4

I kHz
THO

IM

0.3
0.2
0.1
-

°

0.1

1.0

10

POWER OUTPUT PER CHANNEL

Fig.

-

100

WATTS

5-Harmonic and IM distorion characteristics.

IK

section. A differential amplifier and pre -driver circuit amplify the signal to high enough levels to drive the output
stages. Each output stage consists of complementary symmetry transistors designed for high current and heat dissipation capabilities. The amplifier stages are direct coupled

throughout.
The 1150D contains electronic protection circuits which
sense excessive output current and voltage conditions and
limit signal to the driver stages to a safe, predetermined value, protecting output transistors and drivers from excessive
overdrive and short-circuits. Thermal compensation is also
included and a speaker protection relay is provided to disconnect speakers automatically in the event of transistor
failure. This relay is also activated by a time delay circuit
which keeps speakers disconnected for about four seconds
after turn -on to prevent audible popping noises from reaching the speakers during power supply stabilization periods.

Power Output Measurements
After one hour of preconditioning at one-third rated
power (25 watts per channel fed to both inputs, outputs
connected to 8 -Ohm resistive loads), the amplifier was measured for maximum power output capability. It delivered an
impressive 84 watts per channel at rated THD of 0.1 per cent
at mid -frequencies and an even more impressive 80 watts
per channel at the 20 Hz frequency extreme. With 4 -Ohm
loads, available power increased to 125 watts per channel at
mid -frequencies for rated distortion. Results of our 8 -Ohm
load measurements are plotted in Fig. 4, and distortion remains well under 0.1 per cent all the way from 250 milliwatt
output levels to rated output. IM distortion reached 0.2 per
cent at an output of 76 watts per channel, again with both
channels driven. Distortion versus frequency for a constant
75 watts output per channel is plotted in Fig. 5, and at no fre-
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quency did it exceed 0.07 per cent. While Marantz guarantees the full -power frequency range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, in
fact, the amplifier was able to deliver its full rated power of
75 watts at any frequency from 16 Hz to 29 kHz at or less than
0.1 per cent THD.
Much emphasis has been placed recently on the distortion content of an amplifier, rather than on the absolute
percentage value read by a single meter -type distortion analyzer. To investigate the spectral makeup of the distortion,
we used our spectrum analyzer to scan from 20 Hz to 20 kHz
while a 1 kHz signal was applied to produce full rated output
0.5

POWER OUTPUT: 75W /CH
8 OHM LOADS
BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN

0,4
0.3

0.2
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5-Distortion vs. frequency.
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6-Spectrum analysis of THD at the rated output of 75
watts per channel at 1 kH7
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damental 1 kHz signal), distortion product consisted almost
entirely of third -order harmonic, which was some 64 dB below full output. Second -order harmonic distortion was
down over 70 dB. Also of interest is the harmonic distortion
content of the signal produced by an amplifier when it is
driven well into clipping. In the case of the Marantz 1150D,
even -order harmonics (second and fourth) are seen, in Fig.
7, to be well below odd -order harmonic contributions,
while odd -order components decrease in amplitude quite
rapidly. Each vertical division of the 'scope presentation
equals 10 dB.

Preamplifier Section Measurements
Phono input sensitivity for the Marantz 1150D measured
just over 2.0 mV and phono input overload occurred with
signal inputs of 340 millivolts at 1 kHz (well beyond the
claimed 300 mV, which is in itself most impressive). Phono
hum measured 66 dB below full output referred to maximum input sensitivity. Translated to Märaritz's reference of
7.5 mV, the phono hum and noise figure would be -77.5 dB,
a half dB short of spec. RIAA equalization was accurate to within 0.5 dB from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with the
greatest error occuring at the high end. Overall frequency
response through the high level inputs was flat to within 1
dB from 10 Hz to 35 kHz, and hum level referred to maximum input sensitivity for high level inputs (188 mV) measured 85 dB. Again, translating these figures to the Marantz
input reference of 775 mV would give us a S/N ratio of 97
dB. Bass and treble control range for each of the selectable
turnover points was recorded on a storage oscilloscope
swept from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and is reproduced in Fig. 8. The
advantage of selectable turnover tone controls is clearly evident from this photo since, when the 250 Hz and 4 kHz settings are chosen, it becomes possible to adjust response at
the frequency extremes without seriously affecting musical
response in the mid -frequency region.
Action of the mid -range boost and cut control was photographed separately, using the same spectrum analyzer
sweep technique, together with the response of the single
low-cut and dual high -cut filters, all of which are pictured in
Fig. 9. Note the steeper slope of the high -cut filters (12 dB
per octave) compared with the more gradual attenuation

)kHz
50! 80

R
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(75 watts per channel). As can be seen in the 'scope photo of
Fig. 6, at rated output (the tall peak in the display is the fun-
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characteristic of the treble cut control which has been superimposed on the storage 'scope for comparison purposes.
Finally, we checked the action of the Dolby recording circuits for decreasing levels of input signal, after referencing
an input signal to the correct point of Dolby calibration by
means of the self-contained Dolby level meter. Results are
shown in the 'scope photo of Fig. 10 in which the familiar
Dolby action (attenuation of highs increasingly with decreased signal levels) is apparent.

Listening and Use Tests

Fig.

9-Action of mid -range tone control

and high -and

low-cut filters.

Our first reaction to the inclusion of all those Dolby options in an integrated amplifier was to question whether, indeed, Dolby belongs in such a product. After using the amplifier for a few days (hooked up to an FM tuner and a variety of cassette and open -reel decks), we began to appreciate
the idea and agree that if, indeed, the 1150D is used as the
heart of a system, then having Dolby facilities for all applications at that one central point in a system certainly simplifies things.
Tone controls on the amplifier work very well indeed and
are so precise in their action that we could detect no difference when they are set to flat as against listening to the system when tone controls are fully defeated. The Marantz
1150D had no problem with any of the low -efficiency speaker systems with which we auditioned its performance and
rarely clipped on program peaks even when we opened
things up to beyond reasonable listening levels. Continued
use at high listening levels resulted in only moderate increases of heat sink temperatures. The front -panel dubbing
jacks will appeal w recordists who like to copy tapes from
friends' machines.
In short, there's not much Marantz could have added to
this top -of-the -line integrated amplifier, and, in our view,
the 1150D is definitely in the Marantz tradition of excellence. The 'scope output jacks are obviously intended to
convince users to purchase the companion 150 Marantz
tuner (which happens to have a 'scope built in), but one
cannot fault the Marantz people for that, since the combination would make a truly fine high fidelity system.
Leonard Feldman

10-Dolby decode response at various signal levels
from Dolby calibration level downward.
Fig.

Information Terminals M-300 Cassette Gauge

Check No.

91

on Reader Service Card

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Plate
Thickness: 0.096 in. ±0.001 in.; 0.163 in. ±0.001 in. Flatness:
±0.002 in. overall. Parallelism: Within 0.001 in. Etch Markings: ±0.002 in. to mean Philips standard.
Bar

Thickness: 0.150 in. ±0.000 in., -0.001 in. Length: 1.500 in.
±0.001 in. Width: 0.25 in. ±0.005 in. Square end perpendicular within 0.0002 in. Price: $85.00.
Information Terminals are makers of precision cassettes
for data systems, and they originally made the M-300 gauge
for their own use but decided to make it available for other
potential users, not by any means confined to the computer
field. The gauge is made of high -quality tool steel in the
shape of a cassette and is placed in the deck with the heads
in the operating position. An angled bar is employed to
check the tape guide positions, head tilt, and depth of head
engagement, using etched reference marks on the gauge
plate. Thus, transport systems set to the gauge will have optimum head -to-tape contact and penetration. Not only that,
but the correctly aligned guides will not cause wow and flutter and possible tape damage. The gauge comes in a well made padded instrument box complete with instructions.
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At the price of $85.00, it is not likely to appeal to many audio enthusiasts but it is certainly an invaluable tool for service engineers and manufacturers-I know of several QC
departments that should definitely have one! No doubt enterprising dealers could run "cassette clinics" on the lines of
the Marantz or McIntosh affairs, and am sure some customers would be a little shaken. used it to check a Naka-

michi 500, Technics RS-676US, and a Superscope CD -302
and found them all within the Philips specifications, but a
"Brand X" portable, which occasionally chewed up tape,
George W. Tillett
had incorrectly aligned guides.

Thorens TD 145C Turntable

cue lift device. Although it sounds quite complicated, it really is a straightforward arrangement, though it does use five
transistors, three diodes, plus a 30V supply, and thus must
add to the overall cost of the unit.

I

Check No. 92 on Reader Service Card

I

Measurements
As previously mentioned, the arm is similar to the one
used on the TD 125 Mk II, and it is just over 9 in. long, with a
slide -on counterweight at the rear. The stylus -force fine adjustment is a thumbwheel mounted above the pivot, and it is
calibrated in '/,-gm. steps from 0.5 to 3 gms. The anti -skating
control is located to the right of the pivot, and it works by
applying a magnetic force to compensate for the inherent
tendency of the arm to swing towards the center of the
record. The dial is calibrated for elliptical and conical styli
with a provision for "wet play"-popular in some European
circles-a practice would not recommend! (Editor's Note:
For those interested in additional information on the wet
play system, we refer them to F. A. Loescher's article
"Record and Stylus: How Long Do They Last?" in the June
1975 issue of the British publication Gramophone, whose
circulation office is at 177-179 Kenton Rd., Harrow, Middlesex HA3 OHA, England.)
Motor speed is 450 rpm. The 4 1/z-Ib. cast aluminum turntable rests on a heavy flywheel. Both the motor and the base
of the arm are mounted on a sub -panel which is spring
mounted from the main topplate. This arrangement is preferable to the more commonly used suspension systems as it
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
is less susceptible to acoustic feedback, and there is no inSpeeds: 33-1/3 and 45 rpm. Wow and Flutter: 0.06% DIN dication of any wow when the controls are operated!
45507. Rumble: -65 dB, weighted, DIN 45539. Lateral TrackThe cartridge shell is easy to detach, and no trouble was
ing Error: Less than 0.2 deg./in. Bearing Friction: Less than experienced in mounting my standard ,cartridge, a Shure
20 mg. Arm Resonance: Less than 10 Hz. Cable Capacitance:
V-15 Mk Ill; with the hardware supplied. The alignment
200pF (standard). Dimensions: 17 -in. W x 13 '/z -in. D x 7 3/4 -in.
template was used to make certain that tracking was acH (including dust cover). Weight: 16 '/a Ibs. Price: $299.95.
curate, and then the arm was balanced with the counterDid you think that the Thorens TD 145C is merely a less weight and tracking force set. The Shure test record was
expensive version of Elpa's TD 125 Mk II? The answer is no. used for this adjustment, and the optimum force was found
Thorens TD 145C does incorporate individual features of its to be 1
gms. with the anti -skating dial turned to 1 1.
own, such as the motor top plate and pick-up arm which uti- Tracking error was within the 0.5 degs./in.-typically good
lize an entirely different method of suspension than the 125 for this kind of arm. Lateral and vertical friction were both
Mk II. This transcription turntable also has an ingenious too low to measure with any degree of accuracy. Wow and
electronic stop mechanism that lifts the tone arm at the end
of a record. The arm and cue lifts on both units are similar,
however, the 145C's 16 -pole motor is driven direct from the
X REPRESENTS THE PIECE OF FERRITE
power line instead of by a transistor generator. And, like the
MOUNTED ON THE ARM
125, the motor is coupled to the turntable flywheel by a belt,
Y IS THE SENSING COIL
but the speed change is made by a mechanical link which
moves the belt on the two-dimensional motor shaft. The
speed selector knob is at the front on the left and has three
positions-the center one switching the motor off. On the
right, a matching knob operates the pick-up cueing or liftTO RELAY
ing device, which uses a black plastic bar just in front of the
l
N1)
arm pivot. The lift also becomes operational at the end of a
record; first, as the phono stylus travels into the run-off
grooves, the arm rotates, bringing a tiny ferrite section near
SCHMITT
WAVE SHAPING
INTEGRATION
80 kHz
TRIGGER
NETWORK
NETWORK
a sensing coil, thus pulsing an 80-kHz oscillator. The pulse is
OSCILLATOR
and
operfigure,
in
accompanying
shown
the
as
integrated,
ates a Schmitt trigger circuit which causes a decrease in curthe
rent through a solenoid. As the lever springs back, it oper- Fig. 1-X represents the piece of ferrite mounted on
coil.
ates the motor switch and a microswitch which activates the arm. Y is the sensing
I

/

V
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flutter was extremely low

at 0.05% (DIN 45507), and rumble
was -65 dB (RRLL weighting) which is one of the lowest figures yet encountered. The stylus force dial calibration was
found to be accurate, certainly within 5%, and the arm resonance with the Shure cartridge came out at 8 Hz with a
rise of only 3.5 dB. The cue arm lift works easily and smoothly without sideplay with an almost instantaneous lift and a

gentle three -second drop. The motor is exceptionally quiet,
and speed on both ranges was less than 1 per cent fast. At
the end of the record, the motor is automatically switched
off and the arm raised from the record. However, the arm

Electro-Voice Interface: A Loudspeaker System

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
System Type: Vented, equalized system. Nominal Impedance: 8 ohms. Frequency Response: 32 to 18,000 Hz ±3 dB.
Dimensions: Speaker, 14 in. x 22 in. x 7-3/4 in.; equalizer,
2-3/4 in. x 8 in. x 7 in. Net Weight: Speaker, 27 lbs.; equalizer, 2 lbs., 10 oz. Price: $450.00 per pair with equalizer.
Standing only 56 -cm (22 -in.) high by 36 -cm (14 -in.) wide
and 18 -cm (7 -3/4 -in.) deep, each speaker of this system
promises to be that something which can be placed on any
reasonable shelf, a true bookshelf speaker. When it comes
to sound output, however, this small size is deceptive because the Interface: A is one of the newer breeds of loudspeaker designed for extended low -frequency response
through optimizing system parameters rather than brute
force methods.
The basis of this design is the fine work of the Australian
researcher, A. N. Thiele, who is a leader in describing loudspeaker low -frequency response in the same terms as used
in electrical network theory. This, in turn, has led to a much
more straightforward method of design than had been previously used by loudspeaker designers.
In the case of the Interface: A, the designers chose to use
a system response corresponding to that of a sixth -order
Butterworth high-pass filter with a 3 -dB frequency of 32 Hz.
Instead of using a vent to achieve this system response, Electro -Voice uses a passive radiator, which they prefer to have
known as a "vent substitute." Whether we call it a drone
cone, passive radiator, or vent substitute, the device, which
replaces the equivalent of a 6.1 -meter (20 -ft.) long air vent, is
a loudspeaker without a voice coil that is mass loaded by 400
grams to provide the equivalent volume of air.
In order to achieve the sixth -order alignment, auxiliary
equalization is needed, which takes the form of a boost at

does not return to the rest position, which can be disconcerting until you get used to it; this is minor, and there
are no other criticisms.
For those desiring Model TD 125 Mk II, but can do without the refinement of variable speed control, the TD 145C is

quite logical choice, as the difference between the two
models' basic performance is minimal. Incidentally, the connecting cables supplied are not suitable for CD -4 applications, but Thorens can supply low -capacity cables if reGeorge W. Thief
quired. The part number is LCC-1.
a
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about 36 Hz and is provided in a preamplifier accompanying
the two speakers. This is not a just simple bass boost to give
more low frequency kick, but is designed specifically as a
complement to the acoustic response in order to achieve
the desired result.
A 20 -cm (8 -inch) front -mounted woofer provides direct
output for frequencies up to 1500 Hz, as well as driving the
vent substitute. A front -mounted tweeter takes over for frequencies above 1500 Hz. In order to improve the total high frequency energy in a room without making the front response too hot, a rear -mounted tweeter carries frequencies
above 8 kHz and augments the response of the front tweeter.
The enclosure is walnut finished, with a removable black
grille. Loudspeaker connection is made to well -marked terminals on the rear. There is one possible point of user confusion present in the form of an additional set of connections directly below the two speaker terminals and
called "tweeter protection." These are provided for an optional protection device for the tweeters, but a hasty hookup could result in improper connection, particularly for the
"do-it-yourselfer" who relies more on touch than on the
written instructions when the rear of the enclosure is against
a wall and poorly lit.
The user who takes the time to read should have absolutely no problem with this system, however, because the clearly written set of instructions which accompanies the Interface: A covers virtually everything the user might need to
know. The Interface: A is warranted against malfunction
due to defects in workmanship and materials for a period of
5 years from the date of original purchase.

Technical Measurements
The electronic preamplifier is an essential element in the
reproduction properties of the E -V Interface: A since it not
only provides the proper bass equalization but also establishes the treble properties by means of three switchable
high -frequency contours. Figure 1 is the measured frequency response of the preamplifier for each of the three control
positions. The bass response is the same for all positions and
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Fig. 1-Frequency response of preamplifier in E -V Interface:
A system.
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corresponds to a 6 -dB peak at 35 Hz with a rapid rolloff below 25 Hz, which should keep the woofer out of trouble
with subsonic signals such as those due to warped records.
The high frequency response varies from a 5 -dB peak at 20
kHz for position 1, to an 8 -dB drop for position 3.
The preamplifier can be safely switched on or off without
causing a voltage surge in the output signal, which is important from the standpoint of speaker protection. There is,
however, a substantial signal that can pass through the preamplifier when its power is removed and cause a distorted
reproduction. For that reason the preamplifier should be
powered from a convenience outlet in the master system so
that it turns on with the other components.
The measured magnitude of impedance is shown in Fig. 2
for frequencies from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. This system uses a
passive radiator and technically has the characteristic impedance of a vented speaker with two bass resonance peaks.
The lower peak occurs at 18 Hz and is just below the lowest
frequency on this plot. The higher peak is at 68 Hz. The largest peak is around 1.3 kHz and is associated with the high
frequency drivers.
Figure 3 is the complex impedance plot corresponding to
Fig. 2. The lowest impedance is resistive and is around 5
ohms at 180 Hz. The frequencies of maximum phase lag,
corresponding to the greatest stress on a power amplifier,
are 80 Hz and 2 kHz. The low phase angle at 2 kHz indicates
that most amplifiers should be capable of driving the Interface: A to near clipping levels without breakup.

The anechoic one -meter on -axis pressure response with
one -watt average drive is shown in Fig. 4 for the magnitude
of sound pressure and in Fig. 5 for the phase. This response
was measured with the preamplifier set to position 2. The response shows a tendency to roll off smoothly below 50 Hz
with a trend toward a rounding off rather than a precipitous
drop from a flat plateau. The magnitude of sound pressure
extends quite uniformly through the important mid frequencies and has a slight overall downward tilt of about a dB
per decade of frequency. The extreme top drops off above
13 kHz but still maintain a respectable level at 20 kHz.
The phase response, Fig. 5, shows a small nonminimum
phase break at around 400 Hz and at the acoustic crossover
at 2.8 kHz, with another break around 9 kHz. The phase plot
is in two parts and is corrected for the acoustic positions at 1
kHz and 10 kHz. The acoustic position of the tweeter is 5.5
cm (2.2 inches) in front of the woofer. Both the woofer and
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Fig. 4-Anechoic, one -meter on -axis amplitude response
with one -watt average drive level.
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sponse.
Figures 8 and 9 are the horizontal and vertical polar energy response, respectively. The energy density of all frequencies from 20 Hz to 20 kHz is integrated for this measurement. Clearly the rear tweeter, which is handling half
the frequency range from 10 kHz to 20 kHz, walks away with
the energy honors. This gives a dipole -type response commonly found only in open -back electrostatic speakers.
For some reason not evident from physical inspection,

0dB
FRONTAL AXIS

Fig.

8-Horizontal polar -energy response.
TOP
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tweeter are phased at zero degrees, which means that a
positive voltage applied to the positive marked speaker terminals produces an in -phase pressure increase when the air
path delay is subtracted from the measurement.
One surprise is that the rear -mounted tweeter is considerably "hotter" than the front -mounted tweeter for frequencies above 10 kHz. The one -meter response on the rear
on the Interface: A is shown in Fig. 6 for the magnitude of
sound pressure.
The near -field pressure response of the Interface: A, with
the preamplifier equalization, shows a peak in response at
around 38 Hz for the passive radiator and a characteristic dip
at 30 Hz for the active driver.
The three -meter room response, corresponding to the
tonal properties to be expected in an average listening situation, is shown in Fig. 7. The speaker is mounted one meter
above the floor and the rear of the enclosure is 46 cm (18 in.)
away from a back wall. Two responses are shown, separated
10 dB for clarity. The on -axis response is measured three
meters directly in front of the enclosure and one meter
above the floor. The other position has the same distance
but is 30 degrees off -axis, corresponding to the response to
be expected for a left -channel stereo position. Equalizer position 2 was used for this test. The effect of the rear -mounted
tweeter is evident in the stereo position where the sound reflected off the wall carries the response to nearly 18 kHz. Except for a diffractive dip at around 2 kHz, the response is
reasonably uniform throughout the useful frequency range.
A second set of three -meter measurements (not shown)
was made for the condition where the rear of the speaker is
only 10 cm (4 in.) from the wall. The effect of this is to reduce the extreme high frequencies and to introduce a mid frequency rise at around A4or 440 Hz. I would recommend
pulling the speaker away from any rear wall for smoother re-

OdB

FRONT

there is a left -right disymmetry of the horizontal dispersion.
This implies that the speakers should be rotated toward the
listening area for a better balance in stereo reproduction.
Sound is launched slightly upward. The shape of the vertical response implies that the Interface: A should not be
mounted near a ceiling or immediately below a hard reflecting surface.
Harmonic distortion is shown in Fig. 10 for the tones E,or
41 Hz, A2 or 110 Hz, and A4or 440 Hz. The distortion at A4is
low throughout the power range. The mid bass tone A 2 begins to show stress above 20 watts, and the power handling
drops significantly for the low bass tone of E,.
These measurements were not made through the preamplifier, but were made with respect to the actual drive
power on the speaker terminals. In view of the 6 -dB pre -emphasis of the preamplifier at E,, and the fact that sonic distress occurs at levels above 40 watts (where we terminated
the measurement), do not recommend that this speaker be
used to reproduce such demanding material as Bach's Toccata and Fugue at loud levels, as it would not be musically
accurate and could lead to speaker damage if high -power
amplifiers are used.
The intermodulation of A 4 by E or 440 Hz by 41 Hz,
mixed one-to-one, is quite low, as shown in Fig. 11. The IM
starts at one -tenth per cent at an average power of one I

,

BOTTOM

Fig.
60

9-Vertical polar energy response.
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tenth watt and climbs slowly to a low level of 6.36 per cent at
100 watts. The nature of this distortion at its maximum level
is mostly amplitude modulation with approximately a one
degree peak -to -peak phase modulation. All in all quite
clean.
The Interface: A passes the crescendo test handily with no
measurable modulation of inner musical voices due to sudden incoherent signals 20 dB higher in average power, such
as applause. The measurements were made at levels up to a
peak instantaneous power of 200 watts.
The energy -time response is shown in Fig. 12. The first
sound at 3.1 milliseconds is due to the tweeter and has a
mean average frequency around 10 kHz. This 10 -kHz tone
persists at a low level until around 3.8 milliseconds. The mid frequency contribution of the active radiator comes 0.165
milliseconds after the first tweeter signal and appears as the
bulk of energy from 3.26 to 3.8 milliseconds in this plot. The
low level signals beyond 4 milliseconds are due to midrange
diffraction from the sides and top of the enclosure. With
reference to the frequency plots of Figs. 4 and 5, the dip in
amplitude at 2.9 kHz and the sudden phase slope change at
that frequency are revealed as due to the bulk of the midrange energy arriving slightly over one-third millisecond af-

ter the bulk of the tweeter energy.

Listening Test
In order to assess the listening properties of the Interface:
A, the units were mounted slightly less than one meter off
the floor and near a back wall. A number of positions were
auditioned and the configuration judged to yield the most
realistic acoustic illusion was with the speakers pulled out
about 18 inches from the wall and angled toward the listening position.
When the speakers were very close to the back wall, a mid
frequency peak in response began to be evident. And, a
speaker position pointing directly away from the back wall
gave, to my ears, a more diffuse space spread for single mu -

sical instruments than when the speakers were slightly an-

gled toward the listening position. Of course, different
rooms and different listening preferences suggest that each
user should experiment with speaker placement to satisfy
his individual needs.
After finding a speaker location, then began experimenting with the equalizer settings. Even though it definitely pulls the top end down the most, prefer the acoustic balance afforded by switch position 3. This gives less of a "high
fi" bite to the top end, but appears more realistic for musical
material recorded under natural acoustic conditions.
My overall impression is that the lower frequencies are
quite smooth without any apparent hangover, but sixth -order Butterworth alignment or not, the super low bass is just
not there. The middle frequencies, up to about 1 kHz, are
uniform and free from peaks, though above that range there
is a shallow dip in response until the very high frequencies
where the response comes up noticeably.
Stereo imagery is pulled forward and, in my opinion, is
spread on a two-dimensional screen passing through the
plane of the loudspeakers. also have the impression that
some musical instruments suffer lateral spread and appear
wider than they should. Transient response is very good and
complicated ensembles are reproduced quite accurately
with very little intermodulation smearing. Clean organ music, such as the Bach Toccata in D sample on the Acoustic
Research Demonstration Record, begins to sound, in my
opinion, very muddy at brisk volume levels. However, kick
drum and tom tom sound fine. Female vocals are realistic in
sibilant properties, but appear "ten feet wide" on the stereo
I

I

I

stage.
The place where the Interface: A begins to shine is in contemporary rock that is mixed "bright." These speakers can
carry quite a loud level for such vocals and instrumentals
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and do so cleanly. You need a good 100 watts or so to make
this material come alive, but watch out for dangerous overdrive on kick drum and bass if you have a high -power amplifier. The preamplifier's 6 dB of boost at 40 Hz can jam quite a
bit of power into the system.
The low -frequency rolloff in the preamplifier does an excellent job of preventing subsonic signals from getting to
the loudspeakers and causing problems, and even severe
record warp does not cause sonic distress. No rumble filter
is needed for this vented system.
I was hot favorably impressed with the accuracy of stereo
reproduction for classical music, primarily because of lateral
instrumental spread. However, the Interface: A does a darn
good job on other types of material, such as Jesse Colin
Young's Songbird album on the Warner label, and I can recommend this system for rock and contemporary music.

Richard

C.

Heyser
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Manufacturer's Comment: We are very pleased to see the
close agreement above 60 Hz between Dick Heyser's time delay spectrometry curve of the Interface: A (Fig. 4) and the
curve we ran ourselves of the same unit in our own 20,000
cu. ft. anechoic chamber. However, we are puzzled by the
roll -off in response below 60 Hz and would like to make the
following comments:
1. Although the Interface: A's low -frequency response in
our chamber is±1dB of that shown in Fig. 4, we consider this
coincidental because our chamber is not accurate below 50
or 60 Hz, as it is too small.
2. Therefore, we access the low -frequency performance
of our vented systems with R. H. Small's in -box microphone
technique, which does not require a chamber. Admittedly,
this technique indicates the total acoustic power output of

Souttd`/s.t@ni
t1(41lc,6pitLá

the system, rather than the free -field response at a single
point in front of the transducer. However, when the frequency is low enough (for the Interface: A's size, about 150
Hz), speaker output is theoretically and by measurement
omnidirectional. Therefore, the two different things being
measured end up having the same curve shape.
3. Thus, we find, to our own satisfaction, that the Interface:A does, indeed, provide both anechoic (free field) and
total acoustic power responses that are approximately 3 dB
down at 32 Hz relative to the 60 to 150 Hz average level.
These measurements have always seemed to be substantiated by subjective listening room reproduction of appropriate program material and sine waves as well as objectively by 1/3-octave random noise measurements made
in many of the same rooms.
Puzzling also were Dick's comments about maximum
power output ability at low frequencies. For us and others,
one of the most interesting aspects of the Interface:A has
been its combination of extended low -frequency response
and rather high acceptably clean output levels. Even where
the conversion efficiency is lowest, in the region of 32 Hz,
two Interface:A speaker systems in fairly typical listening
rooms routinely produce levels approaching 100 dB SPL with
about 40 watts total input.
These low -frequency levels seem consistent with the maximum output abilities in the balance of the frequency range.
Of course, there are a very few other systems available
which do manage to combine the extended low-frequency
response of the Interface:A with higher maximum acoustic
power output (our own Sentry 3 with SEQ equalizer would
be one example), but the systems we know of are both very
large and very expensive. Thank you for letting us com-

o

ment.-Electro-Voice

Sound System
Engineering
by Don and Carolyn Davis
A new, completely up-to-date book discussing
audio systems as a whole. The decibel notation system, loudspeaker directivity and

coverage, the acoustic enviornment, designing for acoustic gain, and Interfacing the electrical and acoustical systems are reviewed.
Circuit levels, grounding and shielding, servicing cable, useful wiring concepts, impedance matching, fundamentals of time delay,
and proofing the installed system are explained in
depth. The authors discuss equalizing the sound system,
instrumentation, sample design application, and specifications. The
many appendices give symbols and abbreviations, recommended installation practices, priority systems, definitions of terms, test questions and answers, and other valuable reference information.
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Canby's Capsules
Edward Tatnall Canby
Spaced -Out Bach II. Joseph Payne,
harpsichord. RCA ARD1 1042, CD -4

quadraphonic, $7.98.

John McCabe. The Chagall Windows
1974; Vars. on a Theme of K. A. Hartmann 1964. Hallé Orch., Loughran.

EMI (HMV) EST 3096,
quadraphonic, $6.98.

stereo/

Vol. II of a memorably entertaining series, musically sober and responsible
in spite of the title-Bach for keyboard laid out into four discrete channels-presumably via overdub and tape edit, most ingeniously. Big items
here are the Toccata & Fugue in D Minor, huge as any organ, the solo -keyboard Italian Concerto, grown to concerto size, a group of Goldberg variations-we could use all of them, please. An excellent stunt and "plainly enjoyable" as the liner notes say.

The first of the (imported) single -inventory EMI discs to come my
way-stereo and SQ quadraphonic. Technically it is uneventful-it plays a
fine stereo and produces a conservative big all-around ambience in SQ. Why
not? The music, conservative -contemporary, is vast, expertly complex, very
well written for large orchestra and, found, remarkably arid.
I

Carley Simon-Hotcakes. Steven Michael Schwartz. David Gates-Never
Let Her Go. (Not for sale-demo only. Commercial releases are on
Elektra.)

Bruno Walter Conducts and
Plays-Mozart: Piano Concerto in D
minor K. 466; Eine kleine Nachtmusik
K. 525; 3 German Dances, K. 605. Vienna Philharmonic. (Dec. 1936, May
1937). Vox Turnabout THS 65036,
mono, $3.95.

Mozart: Incidental Music to Thamos,
King of Egypt, K. 336a (incl. Symphony
in E Flat K. 184). Soloists, Rundfunksolistenvereinigung (chorus), Staatskapelle Berlin (orch.), Klee. Philips
6500 840, stereo, $7.98.

These three white -label CD -4 demos, not for sale, are too important not to
be mentioned; they are cut with the new RCA Quadulator equipment and
the Ortofon DSS-731 cutter head. No question, they are all that has been
claimed, though pop is easier to cut than most classical, and length is no
problem either. Impressively good-silent surfaces, clear sound, levels adequate to compete with stereo. When this processing goes commercial, CD 4 will have reached maturity, I'd say.

Now here is a model reissue, honestly and rightly documented-the only
recording of Bruno Walter as pianist with orchestra, and long famed as such.
Typical 1930s sound-you notice first the lack of space, the smallness; what we
have since learned about liveness!! Some very worn sounds-the masters
might well be worn, at that. Note that the piano sound is a lot better than the
orch. Piano always did well on electric 78, as voice did on acoustic; orchestra
is not so good.
Unusual Mozart in the later Beethoven -Schubert -Mendelsohn manner, an
imposing set of vocal/instrumental pieces to go with a stage play. As always,
this one was altered, expanded, even used for a diff. play; this is final version,
including a little Symphony as overture, the music clearly anticipating the
"Magic Flute," echoing the church works, too, with splended solos, big
chorus numbers. A solid Berlin performance, excellent except a slightly wobbly soprano solo-the rest (4) are tops, as is the chorus.
A remarkable piano disc. Gilels, now approaching elder -statesman status, puts

Grieg: Lyric Pieces (selection). Emil
Gilels, piano. Deutsche Grammophon
2530 475, stereo, $7.98.

The Tilberg Byzantine Choir. Dir. Frater Frederico Van Dongen. Philips
6830 194, stereo, $7.98.

Bononcini: Divertimenti da Camera.
Hans -Martin Linde, recorder. (With
continuo: gamba, lute, harps.).
Deutsche Grammophon Archiv 2533
167, stereo, $7.98.

AUDIO

aside concert strenuosities (like Rubinstein) for quietly mature musical exploration, a dedicated and first-rate penetration of Grieg's short pieces, written
intermittently through 30 years or so. Wonderfully sensitive playing, chronologically, through a lifetime of musical output, 1867 to 1901. Required listening for all Romantic -minded pianists. And listeners!!

The strange and wonderful Eastern rite in its Russian musical phase, from Holland via expatriates; memorable, unique church music combining Eastern
chant with Western harmonies of the Mozart period (Peter/Catharine the
Great) and a late -19th c. Romantic expression of mysticism. Music by turn -of the -century Russians including Tchaikovsky, Bortniansky, Archangelsky,
feelingly projected by these Dutch -based singers.
In spite of fancy title, these are typical Baroque sonatas of the Handel
in England by a resident Italian. Rich, lovely stuff, somewhere between Handel and Telemann and as good, beautifully played and superbly recorded. Lively continuo (accpt.) uses both lute and harpsichord for

type-composed
variety,

as

well

as

the gamba.
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Crown
POWER

Classical Reviews

J

a new

Dimension
in listening
Discover the five elements of Crown power that
makes hearing the DC300A such a unique listen-

ing experience.

Continous power:
155 watts per channel, minimum
RMS into 8 ohms stereo, 310 watts
minimum RMS into 16 ohms mono,
over a band width of 1-20,000 Hz,
at a rated harmonic distortion

level of less than 0.05%.

E xtreme

low distortion:

Maximum total harmonic and intermodulation distortion of 0.05% over o bandwidth of 1-20,000 Hz.
Such minute levels made it necessary for Crown to
design its own intermodulation distortion analyser,
now in use industry wide!

Complete protection:
The DC300A is fully protected against shorted
loads, mismatched connections, overheating and input overload as well as RF burnout. And this amp
will safely drive any type load, resistive or reactive.

Uncommon reliability:
DC300A's reliability is legendary. Leading big
name rock groups demand DC300A's because of
their rugged ability to withstand tour -long punishment and still produce flawless sound. And major
recording studios insist on Crown to keep time losses
at a minimum. The professionals know from experience Crown's unqualified dependability.
The

E xclusive warranty:
Crown's unique warranty covers not only parts and
labor but round-trip shipping for three years.
These shipping costs are an important factor in our
warranty, and it is not surprising that no other
amplifier manufacturer offers this service.
For color brochure, write Crown, Box 1000, Elkhart,
IN 46514. For the most sensational sound demo of
your life, take your best material to the nearest

Crown dealer.

Edward Tatnall Canby
Prokofiev: Peter and the Wolf. Britten: Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra. Will Geer; English Chamber
Orchestra, Somary. Vanguard VSD
71189, stereo, $6.98.
collect Peters. It's fun. The very
first recording of all, late 1930s on 78,
was my introduction to this lovely
little children's and adults' fantasy,
very shortly after it was composed
-the Boston Symphony did the
great, big sound, with the silkiest of
srings, and a very quavery -voiced
gentleman by the name of William
Hale spoke the texts from stage distance; it must have been a one -microphone job. You always quavered
when narrating to children in those
days. Sort of Santa Claus -like. Then
there was Eleanor Roosevelt
I

-grotesquely delightful! Betcha you
haven't heard that one. Eleanor's
voice tended to break when she got
too enthusiastic, as you may have
heard in the old rerun newsreels.
From there on, every aspiring kids'
man or woman had to have a try at it,
including, if remember, Arthur Godfrey. The one they missed that they
shouldn't've was Mayor La Guardia of
Noo Yowk. Too bad. He would have
shrieked pure falsetto when the wolf
I

came on.
So here we have Will Geer, an oldster who is the loveable grandpa in
"The Waltons" and who has appeared

in everything, including "Gun smoke." At first he put me off. Traditionally, the beginning of Peter is
done ad lib, explaining what each instrument stands for; Mr. Geer fumbled and bumbled this part, at least as
listened the first time. But his exI
cellent underplaying, his admirable
restraint, his mildly cowboy (movie
style) voice and a slightly rusty sounding basso, add a new slant to the old

story. Excellent engineering-for
once, the orchestra is out front as it

crown
WHET LISTEnInG BECOMES Rrl ART
Check No.

7

should be, the voice subservient but
always intelligible. Rare thing among
Peters! Too many engineers think
of the piece as a story with musical
background. It is exactly the opposite,
and never was there a more inter-

estingly detailed performance than
this one with Handelian (mostly until
now) Johannes Somary conducting.
Really splendid.
Britten's Young People's Guide,
Variations on a theme by Henry Purcell,

is

such

a

fabulous orchestra showby section through

piece, section

the orchestra, that it palls much
more quickly than the loveable
Peter music, which one can hear forever and never dislike. These two are
now traditionally paired (though the
Britten can be played without the
voice explanations in an alternative
version for orchestra alone) and one
pleasingly British pair featured-by
mixdown-Sir Adrian Boult conducting and reciting the text. Obviously not simultaneously. Here we
have a pleasingly American version,
vocally speaking, and it is a good companion to the excellent Peter.

Prokofiev: Alexander Nevsky. Betty
Allen; Mendelssohn Club of Phila.,
Philadelphia Orch., Ormany. RCA
ARD1 1151, CD -4 quadraphonic,
$7.98.

It seems likely that Prokofiev will
end up as the most important film
composer of our time in terms of
wider musical value. True, plenty of
the "big" composers have tried their
hands extensively in the medium,
from Shostakovitch to Virgil Thom-

don't count the in voluntaries, like Mozart in "Elvira"
and R. Strauss in "2001"). But how
many have written music strong
enough to live on its own outside the
film, recast into pure -music form?
will not forget my first view of this
great film, 'way back when it was
new. Who could forget that battle on
the ice? was, maybe, just too busy
keeping track of the fighting to notice the music in any positive way.
That merely shows what a good job it
was doing. The cantata for mezzo soprano, chorus and orchestra which
Prokofiev made out of the film music
is now a staple of the choral repertory, as witness this all-Philason (we

I

I
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delphia version (in mumbling Russian). Though it is not Prokofiev's
best music, always a bit more outwardly dramatic than the content
warrants (I am speaking of the cantata version minus the movie), it does
convey a macabre excitement that
reminds of Moussorgsky and the big

The Avid X03.
Few people would expect

more in a loudspeaker.

scenes in Boris. Russian voices, alas,
are really a prime requirement, those

For most people, the Avid Model

incredibly big, throaty, vibrant in-

103 really is the ultimate speaker.
Not that you can't pay more for a
speaker. You can. A lot more.
But, for most audio enthusiasts
any difference between the Avid 103 and

struments with their extraordinary Russian diction, marvelous
both as solos and in massed chorus.
Philadelphia, regret to say, sounds
just a bit thinnish and not even
RCA's massive CD4 can quite put enough beef into the large chorus with
the Mendelssohnian name. Nothing
wrong with the Philadelphia Orchestra. There's never anything wrong
with that orchestra so long as it
doesn't sound bored. It doesn't here.
Betty Allen, a good choice if you
don't have a Russian around, is at
least three-quarters pure Russian in
her solos. Good job! She is immense,
any way you look at her. Or listen.
I

more expensive speakers just isn't going
to justify the added cost. As it is, the 103
clearly outperforms speakers costing up
to twice their price.
The Avid 103.
You owe it to yourself to find out
why it is rapidly becoming the popular
new reference standard for 3 -way
systems. For your nearest Avid dealer,
please write:

CORPORATION
10 Tripps

Lane, East Prov., R

.

02914

Sound products for Avid listeners.
Beethoven: Symphony No. 5. Vienna

Philharmonic, Kleiber. Deutsche

Check No.

4

on Reader Service Card

Grammophon 2530 516, stereo, $7.98.
The "Fifth" was such a total fixture
in the old Music Appreciation classes
that for years could not bear to hear
it. Too much. Now, with so much
else to listen to, the old war horse is
mercifully diluted and, nice paradox,
is able to come back into its glory

Realistic?
Pioneer?
Marantz?

I

again, brand new. Such

is

music his-

tory!

liked this Kleiber version. So
many are merely show-off, the conductor putting forth his stuff like a
pianist playing the Revolutionary Etude (Chopin, and showy). Not so
Kleiber, not so the faithful Viennese
orchestra, direct descendent of the
original in the very same city. The
timing is classically strict and pure,
no fancy work, the tempo is quite
rapid but never rushed. Attention to
important details is very good, and
most of all, there is a dramatic sweep
which is in considerable contrast to
I

the old, bombastic "fate knocking at
the door" approach. Here, the first
movement is played straight and
clean, the lovely variations of the
second movement move freshly and
learned
quickly (much faster than
them and better for it), the scherzo is
properly wispy-and the great C maI

jor finale bursts out amazingly
strong, the focus of the whole per -
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Realistic STA -225
Stereo Receiver
About $400.
_
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Which one has Auto -Magic tuning?
Of the top three hi-fi receiver brands, only Realistic* makes
perfect tuning an instant electronic reality on the FM band. We call
our creation Auto -Magic' because "like magic" is how it works.
Now you only need a tuning meter to show relative station strength,
not for fishing around for optimum reception.
Realistic is also the audio brand that helped knock out the $20 to
$30 extra charge for wood receiver cabinets. By not charging extra!
Now you see why Radio Shack sold over 3,000,000 Realistics in
1975 and really merits your next "good music" purchase.

Sadie- ihaek

Over 4300 Stores/Dealers

A Tandy

Great

y.

soundCompan
since 1923

USA, Canada, England, Australia, Belgium, Germany, Holland, France

Check No. 24 on Reader Service Card
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Don't make a move
until you hear
the 3 new BOZAKS
-

For more than 25 years Bozak has been

providing discriminating music listeners with loudspeakers which have been recognized as representing the highest standards of integrity in
sound reproduction.
Now Bozak has applied its same principles of

Model919Audio

pushing the limits of the state of
the art without compromising the laws of
science
to two new electronic products and
a new monitor type speaker for the home
music systems of those who recognize and
demand "the very best in music."
design

Signal Processing Center
This mixer -preamplifier gives much of the flexibility
found in commercial sound studios. With it you can
mix and blend stereo sounds from records, tapes,

tuners and microphones with differing input levels
into a two -channel composite for recording or for
listening.

Model

929Audio

Power Amplifier
ultimate in an amplifier for the home music
system, the Model 929 has nearly identical circuitry
to Bozak's commercial Model CMA-2-150 which has
The

been selected for the most demanding applications

theaters and auditoriums. Each of
its two channels delivers 150 watts continuous
minimum sine wave power into 8 ohms from 20 to
in concert halls,

20,000 Hz at less than 0.2% total harmonic distortion. That is enough power for even the most important home music systems
those employing

-

Bozak's Concert Grand speakers.

Monitor C

Loudspeaker System

Monitor C has been specifically designed to reproduce modern music, with its heavy emphasis on
bass, with the greatest realism possible. You truly
hear each note as it was played; Monitor C spells an
end to "thump-thump" bass. Discotheques, as well
as homes, are taking it to their hearts.
You can hear these magnificent audio system components at selected Bozak dealers. We'll gladly send
you the name of one in your area.

Bozak, Inc.
Box 1166, Darien, Connecticut 06820

umpa umpa umpa bang, bang,
wham, seems to keep its place in the
whole and with dignity! A fine
recording.

Monteverdi: Vesperae Mariae Virgin is, Magnificat I/11, Missa In Illo

Tempore. Vocal soloists, Regensburger Domspatzen, Instr.
soloists/orch., Hanns-Martin
Schneidt. Archive 2710 017, 3 discs,
stereo, $23.94.
This immense collection of sacred
works, published together by Monteverdi in 1610 and a recent source of
endless musicological battles, here
seems to find its proper form and explanation-in a gorgeous book that
accompanies the album. This is one
of those new German miracles of

performing organization, combining
enormous research and planning,
the use of nothing but authentic instruments of the period-and even
the vocal sounds that are thought to
be appropriate-with a generally
lively and dedicated performance,
full of interest for the listener.
Not that Monteverdi is easy-his
music, if you have not heard it, is not
like anything else. It's a combination
of the showiness of Gabrieli, a near
neighbor in Italy, the beginnings of
Italian opera as applied to sacred music and, indeed, the solid beginnings
of the whole Baroque age, here appearing for the first time. Monteverdi
moved musical mountains; he was an
earth force, a one-man revolution and
an authoritatively great composer
too. And everything he did was drama
itself. If you can make sense of it.
But the idiom, so early -Baroque, is
difficult. All sorts of weird hiccupy
sounds in the voices, rows and rows of
fast notes, ornaments, trills, such that
a modern singer can barely encompass it all. But things are improving! In this recording there is
rarely any forcing of effect; it all flows
rightly and quite naturally, out of long
study and practice. You could well be
enchanted, if you like "old" music of
the sort. Other hurdles, though, may
slow you down. As of his time, Monteverdi writes in endless small segments, each in a different time, never
lasting more than a few moments,
with much repetition of short instrumental interludes. And there are sequences, then a new effect, repeated
patterns of harmonies and melody,
which can become redundant and
tiresome after too much-though at
that date they must have seemed
66
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strikingly new and exciting. By the
time of Bach, a century later, these
fancy effects were used much more
sparely.
The early -on Psalms and vocal
"concertos," for solo voices, are the
best performed here. The famous Sonata sopra Sancta Maria, a lively and
varied instrumental piece for colorful
orchestra over which a boy choir sings
again and again a prayer, Sancta Maria, seems to me a bit slack (there have
been other more intense recordings,
to better effect) and the little boys
aren't really too sure of their entrances. They are tentative, where
they should soar on wings of sonic

The

phono cartridge
that doesn't compromise
any
modern record.

AT15Sa
BEST FOR 1/2/4 CHANNEL

glory or something. Minor crabbing
on my part; the whole is too good to
be hurt by outside comparisons in detail.
Curious facet. The voices are all
male, according to the church dictum
that in church women are silent. Only
men sing. But (see photos on album)
in the orchestra there are women!
True, their voices are silent, if not

1

their instruments. Would women
have played in Monteverdi's church
orchestra?

Stokowski Conducts Brahms - Symphony No. 4; Academic Festival Overture. New Philharmonia Orch. RCA
ARD1 0719, CD -4 quadraphonic,
$6.98.

This quadraphonic recording with

the New Philharmonia has a less brilliant and lively sound than that of its
companions done with the London
Symphony-probably a different recording hall-but even so, what a
splendid and unique musical job! So
intense that the players can barely
keep up, there is, indeed, quite a bit
of raggedness here and there-no
matter. This is Brahms as he hasn't
been heard for decades. It sounds
new, it sounds modern, it is for real.

Stokowski, whose near -endless
conducting career began back only 13
years after Brahms died in 1897, has
that completely contemporary and
natural understanding of the music
which can only come from living in
that music's own high time-and, of
course, from being a greater interpreter, too. You will find this Brahms
Fourth very fast and, as I say, extraordinarily intense if you are accustomed
to our note -perfect but slightly soggy
and tired latter-day versions, Brahms
being now rather out of date, all in all.
It is a fact, in any case, that most
younger performers take their Romantic music more slowly than did
the performers of the early 20th cen-

it is one of our UNIVERSAL phono
cartridges. Ideally suited for every
record of today: mono, stereo, matrix or discrete 4 -channel. And look
at what you get.
Uniform response from 5 to 45,000
Hz. Proof of audible performance is
on an individually -run curve, packed
with every cartridge.
Stereo separation is outstanding. Not
only at 1 kHz (where everyone is pretty
good) but also at 10
kHz and above (where
others fail). It's a result
of our exclusive Dual
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Stress analysis photos show concentrated high pressure with elliptical stylus (left), reduced pressure,
less groove distortion with Shibata stylus (right).

The AT15Sa even helps improve the
sound of old, worn records. Because
the Shibata stylus uses parts of the
groove wall probably untouched by
other elliptical or spherical styli. And
the AT15Sa Shibata stylus is mounted on a thin-wall tapered tube, using
a nude square -shank mounting. The
result is less mass and greater precision
than with common round-shank styli.
It all adds up to lower distortion and
smoother response. Differences you
can hear on every record you play.
Don't choose a cartridge by name or
price alone. Listen. With all kinds of
records. Then choose. The AT15Sa
UNIVERSAL Audio-Technica cartridge. Anything less is a compromise.

Magnet* design that
uses an individual low -mass magnet
for each side of the record groove.
Logical, simple and very effective.
Now, add up the benefits of a genuine Shibata stylus. It's truly the stylus
of the future, and a major improvement over any elliptical stylus. The
AT15Sa can track the highest recorded frequencies with ease, works in
TM.

U.S. Patent Nos. 3,720,796 and 3,761,647.

audio-technica
INNOVATION

AUDIO

any good tone arm or
player at reasonable
settings (1-2 grams),
yet sharply reduces record
wear. Even compared to ellipticals
tracking at a fraction of a gram. Your
records will last longer, sound better.

Choosing an AT15Sa
can add more listening pleasure per dollar
than almost anything else
in your hi-fi system: First, because

PRECISION

AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC., Dept. 36A,

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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Shiawassee Ave., Fairlawn, Ohio 44313

tury, Stokowski included. (What went
on before we don't really know, there
being no accurate recordings.)
Moreover, the newcomers often
don't really understand the shape and
dramatic emphasis of this older music,
the newness of it in its own time, no
matter how outwardly passionate they
may make it sound. But here we have
it really right, the right emphases in
the right places, the right ritards and
dwellings -upon, the right climaxes
and, so to speak, musical detentes.
Surely right out of Brehms himself, the
living aural tradition preserved via the
ancient Stokowski in his nineties.
Such a powerful, ,driving, exultant
Fourth! Just superb, and especially the

rollicking, potently brassed third
movement and the fourth -movement
chaconne, a startling innovation in its
day. Everything is as it used to
be-lithe, youthful, triumphant, utterly modern. And the Academic Festival Overture, which usually sounds,
er, academic and a bit stodgy, is even
better-you can almost hear the
cheers bursting out after the tremendous blast of the last chord. A very
great recording and document, once
again, from the old man, even if it may
be imperfect in detail.

thought something was wrong. No
more need be said except that Glière
surely knew how to write for the Ro-

3 Ilya Murometz. The Large Symphony Orches-

Gliére: Symphony No.

tra, Moscow Radio and Television,
Nathan Rakhlin. Columbia Melodiya
MG 33832 2 discs, stereo, $13.96.

mantic big orchestra even if his ideas
sound bigger, and take longer, than
they are worth. You'll love it. Or you
will die of boredom.
Glière, by the way, died in 1956
-he would be 100 this very year. He
has to be rated as one of the Big Soviet Composers, along with Shosta-

Back in the early days of FM
broadcasting, Ilya Murometz was a

prime favorite among classical
broadcasters. Partly, of course, because, though composed in the 20th
century, it is a riproaring old-fashioned Russo -Romantic work of the
sort that turns a fair maiden's heart,
especially in a radio station. (I knew
such a one!) But also because it is so
to-ong, and fills up a huge hunk of

kovitch, Prokofiev and other
worthies.

program time with minimum effort.
haven't heard it since, until now,
though there are recordings (on one
disc) by Stokowski and Ormandy.
Columbia has put the monster
onto two discs, and there are some
I

very short playing times as a result-but at least the movements are

intact

Beethoven: Missa Solemnis. Price,
Ludwig, Ochman, Talvela; Concert
Chorus Vienna State Opera, Vienna

and the music uncompressed. Probably a good idea,

Philharmonic, Bohm. Deutsche
Grammophon 2707 080, 2 discs, ster-

a nicely
named "Large Orchestra" plays its
Glière with enormous pomp and circumstance and at a portentous snail's
pace-the introduction was so long

eo, $15.96.

all in all. Especially since

I

It isn't the sterling performance-it's the music. Almost impossible to perform, even today,
150 years later. This is late

some

Audio

Classified
Ads
Want to buy, trade or sell components? Want to offer or buy
a service? Want a--job in the audio field? Your ad belongs in
Audio. Rates are low-results high.
RATES: Commercial, so¢ per word; situation wanted or noncommercial, 350 per word. We reserve the right to determine
classification as commercial or non-commercial. Payment must
accompany all orders.

Place your ad today!
Send copy to:

Audio Magazine
401 N. Broad Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19108

Attn: Classified Dept.
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Beethoven, exalted, fanatic, superhuman, one of history's towering
works, etc. It just towers too high for
mortal singers; it is the last move-

COMMERCIAL DUPLICATING SYSTEMS

INSTALLATION AND PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE TRAINING
INCLUDED IN PRICING
Mid Atlantic Service Center

ment of the Ninth Symphony
stretched out for hours. Frankly,
have never been able to get through
it. The shrieking soloists, the painfully high (and ineffective) choral parts,
just jar one's sensitivities, and no
matter that Beethoven, being stone
deaf and almost totally removed
from life around him, could have
had no reason to hold back the urgings of genius in favor of human
practicality! It is a great work, unI

CASSETTE SYSTEMS
199 Davis Avenue
Woodstock, Md. 21163
Phone: (301) 922-8865
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Beethoven was always OK with the
orchestra, which he knew so intimately that no deafness could blur
his knowledge of how instruments
speak. But he had very little understanding of voices, except in his few
songs and the one big opera; once
beyond those areas, he went hog wild and wrote for some sort of angelic host, audible to him alone. If
you have ever tried to sing this Missa
(Mass), either as soloist or as chorus,
you will have to agree with me. It
makes very difficult listening, simply
because it is so obviously difficult to
produce with the human array of vocal -chord power.
This is again, a sterling aggregation
of performers, in the rich and somewhat heavy Viennese tradition, and if
you want a Missa, you won't find any
that are better-just some that are
maybe louder and faster and leaner.
That may, or may not, be your dish of
Beethoven tea and iron filings.
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For the demanding professional, some mike manufacturers furnish a frequency print out as proof of performance.
Unfortunately, when it comes to low cost mikes for home
use that practice is not only costly, but could prove embarrassing. Besides, you shouldn't expect a guarantee with
an inexpensive mike.
Or should you?
You can if you buy the new Beyer 550.
At only $42.50, the Beyer 550 provides authenticated performance at a price you can afford.
And what performance. In one elegant package
you get smooth, wide frequency response, omnidirectional pickup pattern, low distortion and high
signal-to-noise ratio.
Finally, you get the most generous warranty in
the industry and that's another way Beyer lays it
on the line.
Another innovation from Beyer Dynamic, the microphone people.
Revox Corporation, 155 Michael Drive, Syosset, N.Y. 11791
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The Column

The Hissing of Summer Laws: Joni

Mitchell
Asylum 7E-1051, stereo, $6.98.
Prisoner in Disguise: Linda Ronstadt
Asylum 7E-1045, stereo, $6.98.
If we are to believe what we read in
the newspapers, then the next musical
trend will most surely be the rise of
the female popstar.
don't.
like
women as much as the next guy
(maybe more than most), but find it
difficult to conceive of women coming into their own in rock 'n' roll, given that it is a musical form whose energies are derived primarily from sexual sources.
I

I

I

Unfortunately, most pop/rock
women are still hung up in trying to
prove something about their own
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abilities to be able to immerse themselves in the anti-selfconscious ethic
which rock is grounded in. There are
few exceptions-The Ronnettes were
uninhibited musical innovators, as
were the Crystals and a new band out
of Los Angeles called The Runaways
(five 16- and 17 -year -old girls whose
main roots are in British rock)-but
most rock women are too condescending toward non-intellectual
music to come up with something

artist, although Joni seems to be geting closer. Her latest, The Hissing of
Summer Laws, indicates a mild
amount of artistic growth, but there is

gutsy.
Asylum Records has their share of
female popstars. Both Linda Ronstadt
and Joni Mitchell sell a lot of records
and are fairly well respected. But both
fall very short of the mark which separates the rock singer from the rock

velops as a lyricist, but such is not the
mark of a great musical artist. And her
singing is the same as ever-you like it
or you don't. do, but not for extended periods of time.
Linda has always gotten by on (a)
her country leanings and (b) her

more development lyrically than musically. There's a moment or two when

Joni actually explores new territory-"The Jungle Line" is probably
the best example of this, a neat song
and interestingly orchestrated-but
most of the time she's covering the
same turf, musically speaking. She de-

I

75

looks, not necessarily in that order,
but she only achieved hits under her
own name when she stooped to incorporate r&b music into her repertoire. say "stooped" because this
is the easy way to sell out; she finally
gave up trying to make it on the basis
of her favorite music and started playing the dance music that seems to go
over well in 1976, and with her voice it
seemed a natural hit (it was). So she
sells a few records. So what.
So what indeed. Her new album is
even more vacuous than the last-she
sings without the looseness of her last
recordings, and sounds like she's
reading the words off a lyric sheet.
She might as well be-Linda doesn't
write any of her own material, so she's
forced to rely upon her Asylum/
Warners clique to come up with
suitable songs (Neil Young, James TayI

lor, Lowell George, J.D. Souther)
which are mostly their rejects. Or she
covers Motown faves (all inferior to
the originals, not to mention lifeless),
a

reggae standard (Many Rivers to

Cross-not very good, especially
when the Nilsson/Lennon version is
the definitive one), and a few country
songs on which Ms. Ronstadt finally
sounds at home. Even the guitar of
Andrew Gold can't save this album
from sounding like it was recorded at
a morgue.
So until women rockers start sounding like they've got some energy,
some viscera, and some identity other
than what's expected, I'm going to
pass. I'm waiting for the Runaways
(who sound like The Sweet and look
like teenage rock femme fatales
should look) myself-just as passed
on Bobby Vinton and waited for The
Jon Tiven
Who to come along.
I

Sound: B-

Performance: C

The Hissing of Summer Lawns: Joni

Mitchell
Asylum 7E-1051, stereo, $6.98.
It's tempting and intimidating to try
to dissect The Hissing of Summer
Lawns. In her notes Joni Mitchell calls
it "a total work conceived graphically,
musically, lyrically, and accidentally-as a whole." The gauntlet is
thrown at reviewers everywhere.
Her previous studio album, Court
and Spark, had been a milestone, a
commercial as well as an artistic
breakthrough. With that album's sophistication of melody and jazzy fingerpoppin' playing, she had left the
simplicity of her "folkie" days far be76

hind. It was the lyric themes that
made Court and Spark a dead end.
The blatantly autobiographical musings, soarings, and pityings were basically the same ones she had explored
from the beginning, finally made as
pretty and seductive as they were ever
likely to be.
The Hissing album deftly sidesteps
the predicament, bursting into completely unexpected areas. In France
They Kiss on Main Street is a deceptive opening gambit. Musically
very much like Court and Spark's Free
Man in Paris, it is a flashing neon slice
of disco and pinball society, and a
slinky, soothing number. By comparison The Jungle Line which follows
is a slap in the face with cold water. It
opens sharply with the Warrior Drums
of Burundi (taken from the Nonesuch
Explorer album H-72057) which is the
tune's rhythm track. The drums blend
with acoustic guitar rhythm and surprising Moog accents as the song
overlays imagery from Henri Rousseau jungle scenes on top of the Manhattan skyline. It is at once challenging and exhilarating. After Jungle Line
it is almost dangerous to listen lightly.
Edith and the Kingpin and Don't Interrupt the Sorrow glide by, seeming
almost effortless. Actually they just
sound so good that it is easy to push
the lyrics' meanings to the back of the
mind. Yet the words hold up when
they finally receive full attention. The
encounter of Edith, the available
dancer, and the powerful gangster type Kingpin are carefully chosen cinematic stills, conveying the whole story. Don't Interrupt the Sorrow and
Shades of Scarlet Conquering end
side 1 with two portraits of mounting
desperation, one of a decaying marriage, one of a strong and willful
single woman, "cast iron and frail."
Suburban misery set against inner
city life again dominates the second
side. The title piece and the Harry's
House/Centerpiece medley form a
scathing indictment of the golden illusion of affluence and commuter
marital bliss. The wife in Hissing opts
to maintain the creature comforts despite barren spirit. Harry's House depicts the sharp "rising executive"
picking up a classy gift for the wife
amidst the lights of Manhattan, drifting off to memories of his younger
wife some summer ago, and muses
the old Jon Hendricks jazz song Centerpiece, a corny old thing about how
"our happiness will never cease."
Centerpiece dissolves with a collage

of wifely sniping, climaxed with

"Nothing's any good-When you
gonna be home, Harry?-Nothing's

a return of the Harry's
House theme implying the final
breakdown of the whole relationship.
Between Hissing and Harry is The
Boho Dance. It's about the old, scufflwas
ing coffeehouse days "when
working cheap." She encounters an
old compatriot who never really graduated to her own glamour scene and
who chides her for the sham of it. The
song's final words are perhaps Joni's
most personal on the album:

any good" into

I

"Nothing is capsulized in me

On either side of town
The streets were never really mine
Not mine, these glamour gowns."
The finale Shadows and Light is another departure from the predictable.
It is an overdub tour -de-force of layered voices and Arp-Farfisa.
As the album's last word, it resolves
none of its themes, insteading summing the many dualities into a more
abstract thought, "threatened by all
things/man of cruelty ... drawn to all
things/man of delight."
For Joni Mitchell The Hissing of
Summer Lawns is a triumph on all levels. The music works on the superficial level of muzak, in that it sounds
great paying no attention to the words
at all, yet when scrutiny is applied, it
takes on depth and subtlety. Her writing seems turned outward as if she's
not writing primarily of herself for
herself, but about other things. Her
growth in the face of challenge is astounding. With Hissing Joni Mitchell
shows most importantly the confidence to take serious artistic risks,
and her artistry in pulling it all off.
Michael Tearson

Performance: A+

Sound: A

Ommadawn: Mike Oldfield
Virgin PZ 33913, stereo, $6.98.

The man who brought Tubular Bells
to us is back again, and although it is
unlikely that he will be the musical
phenomenon that the sales on his first
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album seemed to indicate, his third
long playing disc is certainly of a similar level of quality. He hasn't the benefit of Ommadawn being used as the
soundtrack of a film (yet) to help get
the music across to the most people
possible, he has never played a concert in America and has only done a
very limited series of concerts in England, and Michael doesn't keep a
particularly high profile in the music
papers except when his album comes
out, so it is too much to expect this album to sell well. Unless somebody
figures out a way to sell Ommadawn
as a test record or figures out a proper
campaign to link Mike Oldfield with a
psychedelic scene (a la Pink Floyd),
I'm afraid Oldfield will have to suffer
the same fate as other obscure artists,
with the compounding albatross of
having a first album which sold astoundingly well which he has to "live
up

ertheless, its very lack of emotional
substance makes it palatable. The
clocklike performance is overly professional, anemic but not antiseptic. If
it's exuberance you want, any polka
album would top this. Everybody
should be embarrassed by the way
this copy band rips off the sinews of
soul. If The Main Ingredient would
pick on material that they could
handle, their gloss plastic sound could
be acceptable. Only as soft background Muzak does Euphrates River

make it, simply because its oozing factory -made sound is devoid of clarity,
dynamics and other interest -giving
content.
The CD -4 recording is good enough
to encourage you to look for musical
substance. That something, the main
ingredient, is just not there. Not in
tour, nor two, nor one -channel. No channel music served up in good
lour -channel trappings. Fred De Van

Sound:

B

Performance: C

to."

Of course, this

is a

ridiculous situ-

ation. Musically speaking, there
wasn't much of a gap between Tubular Bells and Hergest Ridge, and Ommadawn is yet another extension of
the Oldfield style of composition. The
fellow seems to be vying for the
throne of King of Overdub, and he
certainly deserves the title-but what
is it worth? If he was any kind of smart
cookie, he'd join some needy rock 'n'
roll band (he's done it in the past with
Kevin Ayers' Whole World) and get in
front of audiences-maybe even do a

guest spot singing "The Horse
Song"-and finally become famous.
He's too talented a musical person to
allow himself to rot in musical seclusion, and I'd imagine it'd be annoying
to spend so much time and effort to
make a record like this only to be
remembered for writing the theme
song for The Exorcist.
Jon Tiven
Sound: A

Performance: B+

Euphrates River: The Main Ingredient
RCA APDI-0335, CD -4 quadraphonic,
$6.98.

Musically, it's as if some ill-conceived machine came over our ears and
processed the heavy cream of the
O'Jays, Isley Bros. and MFSB and
made it into some thick skimmed
milk, 99% fat -free, artificial product. If
the name of this aggregation means
anything at all, it points up precisely
what their music is devoid of. The
main ingredient of the music they are
attempting is soul, but their performance here is a gutless wonder. It's
pale, plastic, derivative froth! Nev-
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Initiation: Todd Rundgren
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Bearsville BR 6957, stereo, $6.98.
Behind The Eyes: Tim Moore
Asylum TE -1042, stereo, $6.98.
Two of Philadelphia's native sons
are attracting a lot of attention with
new albums of Rock 'n Roll, with differing perceptions of what music is
about. Both lads got their basic training with an outfit called Woody's
TruckStop and each went his own way
toward stardom. While Tim formed a
band with Darryl Hall (Gulliver), Todd
was racing through the charts with a
power -pop quartet called The Nazz.
Each ended up as a solo artist, although that's where the comparisons
end, for the Todd Rundgren definition of a solo artist differs dramatically
from Mr. Moore's. Tim Moore is the
more conventional of the two. He
writes exceptional pop tunes which,
more often than not, sound like hit
singles and bear a strong resemblance
to Elton John (on the quieter numbers) or Paul McCartney (when he
rocks out). Rock 'n' Roll Lover Letter
could easily pass for the next Wings
single in terms of both style and quality. Moore's melodic sense, his voice,
and even his guitar playing here remind one of Junior's Farm and Jet.
The producers, Paul Leka and Nick
Jameson, seem to share Tim's affinity
for the McCartney sound even down
to the way the drums are recorded.
Lay Down A Line On Me, on the other
hand, could be an outtake from the
first Elton album. How intentional this
is
don't know, but it doesn't detract
from the album's listenability. It's a
very strong album with a minimum of
waste material.
Tim Moore's future looks good; this
is his first real album, as all his other
recorded efforts were poorly produced and/or inferior content -wise.
With any luck, he'll have a good shot
at becoming a superstar. Todd, on the
other hand, has been an active solo
artist during the past half -decade,
building a sizeable following and taking his music in new directions. He's
not only an unusual recording artist
but an unorthodox human being, and
thus his recorded record is a bit erratic-he'll put out an album which is
not brilliant for its songs so much as
for its sound, being a man of style as
well as a man of breadth. In this album, Todd reaches out toward the
largest audience possible. Although
there are lots of quadraphonic
records out today, there are very few
schizophrenic albums on the market.
Initiation is one of them-two sides of
musics almost totally dissimilar from
one another.
Many of Todd's fans are displeased
with his forays into electronic music
I
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and prefer his beautiful songs like the

ones on Something/Anything (not
that far from what Tim Moore is doing
nowadays). I'm a great fan of that particular period of T.R. music. But side
two of Initiation is better than most of
his lyricless attempts of the past, and
though it gets a bit tedious in places,
find it most pleasing.
The first side of the album, except
for the useless Born to Synthesize is
extremely listenable, enjoyable, and
interesting. His guitar playing has
rarely been better (I'd suspect that
he's gotten a chance to toughen up
his chops while on the road with his
band Utopia), his production is wondrous as usual, and his songs have
rarely been as varied and as uniformly
well -crafted. The Death of Rock 'n'
Roll is his finest metal creation in a
long time, Real Man should've been a
hit for it's the best disco tune yet, and
even something as superficially silly as
Eastern Intrigue comes off well. The
general feel of the music on side one
is what Todd was moving toward on
his first psychedelic album, Wizard, A
True Star-a collection of songs which
make up one unit, rather than separate entities. It not only works out on
paper, it proves itself viable on vinyl.
Todd should be applauded for delivering not only quality, but quantity as
well-there are over 68 minutes of
music on this album, and in these days
of tight economics it's nice to find a
creative artist who can understand the
concept of value -for -money.
Some may complain that Todd's
music in the days of his "teenage innocence" was superior, but that's simply denying Todd his right to grow up.
Rundgren is not only a recording artist but a human being as well, and
those who listen to his music must be
willing to accept Todd for what he is,
not demand he stay what he was. Initiation is his best album in many a year,
and deserves many listenings to be
fully appreciated and judged, not as a
collection of tracks but as a single entity, split in two parts.
Jon Tiven
Behind the Eyes
Sound: B+
Performance: A
I

Initiation
Sound:

B

(too soft)

Performance: A

The Rock: The Frankie Miller Band
Chrysalis CHR 1088, stereo, $6.98.
There is underproduction, there is
overproduction, but rarely have I
heard an album with such a blatant
case of mis -production. You can't tell
that this album was made by a band.
You can't tell that this album features
possibly the greatest undiscovered
lead singer since Paul Rodgers (of Bad
Company). You can't even tell that
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Frankie Miller is a talented songwriter, because you can barely hear
anything on this album except what
some people call "teabag." A teabag
is a foreigner who takes something
American out of its musical context
and regurgitates it through his own
records, and that is what producer Elliot Mazer has done with U.K. resident Frankie Miller. This album might
even have been tolerable if they'd left
out the Memphis Horns and the Edwin Hawkins Singers, but this Limey
has become so Americanized he
smells of hot dogs and cheeseburgers.
Just look at the cover pictures and
you'll see no glam, glitter, English
class, or other Anglicisms here. You
see five lobsterbacks wearing American clothes-cowboy shirts, dungarees, and vests. You'd think it was the
Eagles.

The music is boring, uneventful,
and a tremendous disappointment for
me, because I think Frankie Miller is
one amazing talent (so does Jeff Beck,
I might add). He's made two albums,
one an amazing disc recorded with
fellow R&B Limeys and one atrociously dull, although produced by a great
American producer (Allan Toussaint).
Send this guy back to his home country, let him record with a producer
who at least understands where he's
at, and then unleash him upon the

American market. Not before.
Jon Tiven

Sound: D

Performance:

C

-

The Who by Numbers: The Who
RCA -2161, stereo, $6.98.
Extra Texture: George Harrison
Apple SW -3420, stereo, $6.98.
These two albums are guaranteed
to make any diehard fan of Sixties
rock cringe. Together, they're almost
enough to make me ashamed that
consider 1967 a golden year for music,
and make me wonder if what I heard
then was that stupendous.
Well, this writer brought out his
Beatles albums and his old Who albums, and yes, they were that good.
How any groups that powerful could
father two albums this bland, impotent, boring and downright bad is
almost a mystery. But then the Seventies seem to have spawned a new
rock consciousness which thrives on
an energy entirely contradictory to
the nature of rock: conformity and
complacency; and this mood seems to
have infected even the giants of the
previous decade.
Both albums suffer from mediocrity
and old age to the Nth degree. At one
time, George Harrison was seen as a
very interesting guitar player for a
I
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musically inventive aggregate, and
even his first few solo albums did not
reveal his musical weaknesses. But as
soon as his efforts got further and further from the fretboard and closer to
the cosmic plane, George's lack of
command in the musical world became more evident. This album
presents one of the weakest voices in
the history of the vinyl disc, sailing on
top of some backing tracks which are

well -recorded, occasionally interesting, but mostly ignorable. No one
but an ex -Beatle could get away with

sports

a neat cover, but Townsend's
songwriting abilities seem to be permanently on vacation. Although I like
Quadrophrenia in a way, The Who
seem to be plunging further and further into a land removed from music
and appear more interested in the

If you truly appreciate sophistication in sound
reproduction, you should know aboutAccuphase.
Uncompromising audio electronics for those
who have the ear for it.
To that end, TEAC Corporation of America has
reserved a free copy of a very informative booklet for you. In it, you'll find a comprehensive
collection of test reports on Accuphase equipment. In-depth, unabridged investigations and
conclusions by the nation's most respected
experts and testing laboratories. Reports that will
likely surprise even the most knowledgeable
audio enthusiast.
To claim your free copy, simply send us this
completed reservation. If you have the ear for it,
we think you'll agree that the critical acclaim is
as impressive as the product itself.
ccuP ase

Your name
Your address

TEAC Corporation of America
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putting out an album like this and
have people actually take it seriously,
not to mention buy it.
As for The Who, the best thing
about their records nowadays is anything but the songs. Like its two predecessors, The Who by Numbers
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philosophical questions which plague
rock 'n' roll stars who are rapidly approaching the age of mistrust. There is
a lot of bitterness, much in the way of
lost remembrances, and little in the
way of Who music on this record. do
not question The Who's actual talent
and abilities, but they appear to be
confused and lost. The guitar playing
is nice, the singing unrestrained, the
bass work faultless, and the drums of
Keith Moon as fine as always; it is the
spirit which is lacking. Townshend's
lyrics are wallowing in basic questions, and the general feeling is that
The Who are just cutting a disc because they feel they have to; they'd
be letting down their fans if they
didn't put out one record a year. As
far as this writer is concerned, The
Who is over; Daltrey can live out his
film fantasies, Entwistle can join Andy
Fraser as a member of the "What can
a brilliant bassist do except be frustrated?" club, Townshend can worry a
lot, and Keith Moon can make foolish
I

solo albums until he gets bored
and/or spends the last of his bucks.
Because as young as On Tour/Magic
Bus and Sell Out made me feel, The
Who by Numbers doesn't make me
feel much of anything but sympathy
for a bunch of geezers who seem' to
be caught in a time warp shouting,
"Well, know how got here-but
Jon Tiven
how do we get out?"
I

I

Extra Texture

Sound:

Performance: D+

B

The Who by Numbers
Performance:
Sound: B+

on your records
you've probably
never heard
before, because of compression and other compromises made by the
record manufacturer (for reasons we explain in our literature).
The dbx 117 expands the listening experience to restore the gritty
of
steel guitar, the incisive bite of brasses and the percussive impact of
drums and cymbals as you've never heard them before except in live performance. As a bonus, the 117 dramatically reduces record surface noise
and tape hiss, and adds a new dimension to FM listening.
To hear all the music you paid for, take your favorite record
or tape to your dbx dealer and ask him to play it through the dbx 117
dynamic range enhancer. You'll hear music you didn't know you owned.
For complete information and list
of demonstrating dbx dealers, contact:
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Is It Something I Said?: Richard Pryor
Warner Bros. MS 2227, stereo, $6.98.
If you hear this album and find it offensive, outrageous, gross, unbelievable, and otherwise distasteful, you
are perfectly normal. You probably
will have to fight with your own tastes

and the social conditioning that
helped form them. The reason why
you will listen is that your imagination
will take over for your will. This
record is the funniest thing have
heard in a long time. Pryor is so disgustingly funny that this record almost
out -strips his madcap stage performance. His delivery is totally ethnic. His
references are those of a portion of
the Black community. His concepts
are of a reality that only exists in his
I

own head. But his messages are universal and universally funny. As long
as you are familiar with American basic social elements and colloquial English, you will find Richard Pryor the
funniest man alive! It must be someFred DeVan
thing he said.
A
Sound:
Performance: A
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Jazz

Saxophone Colossus and More: Sonny Rollins.
Musicians: Rollins, tenor sax; Clifford
Brown, trumpet; Kenny Dorham,
trumpet; Tommy Flanagan, piano;
Wade Legge, piano; George Morrow,
bass; Richie Powell, piano; Max
Roach, drums; Doug Watkins, bass.
Songs: Moritat, Blue Seven, Strode
Rode, St. Thomas, You Don't Know
What Love Is, Kids Know, The House
Live In, I've Grown Accustomed to
Her Face, Star Eyes, I Feel A Song
Comin On, Pent -Up House, Kiss and
1

Run.
Prestige 24050, $7.98.
"Saxophone Colussus, the album
that made the jazz public ... aware of
the majestic talents of Sonny Rollins,
is combined here with seven other
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& Blues

great performances from the same
highly -creative period in the long career of this major artist." It would be
hard to find a more succinct, definitive statement about this specially priced twofer (two-record) reissue
than this statement from the cover of
the album.
These tracks were recorded in 1956,
before the first of Sonny Rollins'"sabbaticals" (when he dropped out of
sight to study philosophy and music
theory). He was "discovered" again,
habitJally practicing out in the open,
atop :he Williamsburg bridge.

Rollins' affinity for working over
standard tunes (like most great jazzmen) is well-known. But this album
contains none of the popular standards jazz musicians most often select

for this treatment; The House I Live In
is the nearest such here. There's also
I've Found a New Baby, an up -tempo
cooker first released on contemporary 7564 Rollins and the Contemporary Leaders. This is an excellent
recording, showcasing his fine intonation and full sound, capturing
one of his classic thematic essays.
Because he is a great creator, it
doesn't seem unusual for Rollins to
have composed tunes which have
themselves become standards. Best
known of these is the poplar St.
Thomas (also included). This is so
clearly

a

masterpiece that it's easy to

other tenor players held off
recording it for so long after the master did it, despite its attraction to all
who heard it. It is obviously among

see why
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the jewel -pieces for tenor, along with
Coltrane's Giant Steps.
Moritat is the alternate title for Kurt
Weill's Mack the Knife, which Sonny
rips and tears right through, while the
ballad You Don't Know What Love Is
shows another side of his musical
power. Although he doesn't do it
here, one of Rollins' trademarks is to
tag a ballad with a long cadenza full of
dynamic quotes and explorations
from standards and his own compositions. He did this on Mc Dowell's
To a Wild Rose(The Cutting Edge,
Milestone 9059) and on Hoagy Carmichael's Skylark (Next Album, Milestone 9042), and he often uses these
cadenzas in long, rambling explorations as an entracte in his club dates
while he decides what tune to do
next-walking around on stage, often

wandering through the audience
while blowing alone. In this exercise,
too demanding for any musician less
rhythmically and melodically fluent,
he'll suddenly come on a familiar tune
while rummaging around; like magic
the rhythm section, on stage, is cued
in, even though he may be many
yards away from them.
Side four features the late great
trumpeter Clifford Brown with Sonny
on three up -tempo numbers. Both
were inspired by Kiss and Run, each
giving it some greater -than -now, from
up-above musical -kiss, running the
changes with indescribable fleetness,
and before you can say Oleo, it's over.
Pianist Richie Powell (giant Bud's
brother) takes several swinging choruses on Sonny's own Pent -Up House.
Tommy Flanagan, the pianist on
sides one and two, is in top shape, especially on Kids Know and St. Thomas.
Flanagan, like Hank Jones and Barry
Harris, is one of those Detroit keyboardmen possessing a light, immediately -distinguishable touch. Currently
Ella Fiztgerald's pianist and musical director, Tommy is unique in having
been part of the insiring spring board
for the two most important (linear)
tenor statements of the past 20
years-with Coltrane on Giant Steps
(Atlantic S-1311) and here with Rollins, on St. Thomas (Coleman Hawkins,

"father" of the tenor, often
named Flanagan, along with Barry
Harris and Hank Jones, his favorite piano accompanists).
Max Roach, under whose name
most of these cuts were initially issued, was the leader of the historic
quintet which was destroyed in a few
terrible minutes on the Pennsylvania
Turnpike when both Powell and
Brown were killed. Roach, master
time -keeper that he is, is always in the
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dentifiable by his story -telling phrasing. Max's tales are always musically
consistent, regardless of whether he's
backing others or soloing himself. His
big ideas and phrases always have the
choicest little connecting words to
make things flow smoothly. His solo
on St. Thomas is a classic melding of
calypso and jazz rhythms.
Compared to these sessions of
nearly 20 years ago, Rollins more recent recordings (Sonny Rollins Next,
Milestone 9042 excepted) fail to show
what this master can do when he's at

distinguishable lows...but, don't expect a new 10 channel disc, in the
shape of a globe or a cube, as the cover statement may imply in its extreme.
Producer Ed Bland is probably just referring to some technical experiments
in the recording or mix.
Jones uses his current group on this
recording. Unlike other drummer leaders, Elvin has always surrounded
himself with extra percussionists. He is
well aware that his approach achieves

with the added
array of hands, sticks, beaters, etc. The
added reeds on various cuts make this
release similar to Mr. Jones (Blue Note
BN -LA -110F) and Merry Go Round
(Blue Note BN 84414), which .I consider Elvin's best recent release (1972)
in terms of audio reproduction and
primarily music.
an even greater sound

Anti -Calypso is anything but an
anti -calypso. In fact, Elvin puts more
calypso into this rollicking, frollicking

his best.

Saxophone Colussus and More is
old wine in a new bottle. Wine ages,
often improving with time, even as

these recordings.

P.S. to Milestone/Prestige: How about getting
Dexter Gordon, that other giant of the
tenor (one of the two surviving, along
with Rollins), into the studio with Sonny and a rhythm section. Ought to be
easy, since you have them both
signed. How about it, Orrin Keep -

news?

Sound:

B

Performance: A

New Agenda: Elvin Jones
Musicians: Elvin Jones, drums; Steve
Grossman, reeds; Roland Prince, guitar; Dave Williams, bass; plus the following musicians on certain cuts: Joe
Farrell, reeds; Frank Foster, reeds;
Azar Lawrence, reeds; Kenny Barron,
piano; Gene Perla, piano; Candido,
percussion; Guillermo Franco, percussion; Frank Ippolito, percussion.
Songs: Someone's Rocking My Jazz boat, Naima, Haraseh, Anti -Calypso,
Stefanie, My Lover, Agenda.
Vanguard
79362, stereo, $6.98.
If Elvin Jones had been

classical
composer he probably would have
been named Charles Ives (who by the
way was also a drummer). Can you imagine a drum battle between two masters of rhythm, whose thinking shows
time moving along in simultaneous
multiple layers of various and varying
meters? So much for a percussionist's
dream. Elvin is just a powerhouse of
polyrhythm who beats his sticks into
musical plowshares on New Agenda.
New Agenda, Jones' first LP for Vanguard, is meant to be the first step on
a "long new journey for both Elvin
and the art of recording jazz drumming." While the caliber of Elvin's pera

formance certainly renders true the
former statement, there isn't anything
revolutionary insofar as the audio
goes. It is an excellent recording,
good separation, crisp highs, warm,
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TDK AUDUA OPEN REEL
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
THE BIRTH OF A CASSETTE.
The TDK Audua Cassette. It has a lot of the big open reel sound of its illustrious parent.
And why not? The same technology which makes Audua
Open Reel "The Master Recording Tape" now delivers that
big beautiful sound on cassette.
The Audua Cassette replaces the famous TDK ED Cassette-with added high -end brilliance. It delivers outstanding
sound at normal or high bias settings. From TDK, of course.
The Audua Cassette is available in C 60 and C 90.
TDK Electronics Corp.,
755 Eastgate Boulevard,
Garden City, N.Y. 11530.
Wait till you hear
Also available in Canada. what you've been missing.

VTDK.

Check No. 32 on Reader Service Card

J. E. SUGDEN & CO. LTD.
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
OF BRITISH DESIGN

AMPLIFIERS AND TUNERS
AS WELL AS LABORATORY

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

by the QUALITY MINDED
for the QUALITY MINDED
WHY SETTLE.
FOR ANYTHING ELSE?
FOR INFORMATION WRITE:
AUDIO IMPORTS

EXCLUSIVE IMPORTERS
& DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. BOX 27345
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46227
Check No.

3

on Reader Service Card

SERVOLINEAR
New awareness
in audio perception

Carribean fantasy with his colorful
cymbal work than you'll ever hear on
the islands. Listen to him achieve a big
fat Latin sound by using his cymbals in
tandem with his other stick playing
the tom-toms and across the rim of
the snare drum. His Latin drumming,
as such, is a trademark. It's probably
been borrowed since as early as 1960
when Elvin recorded Buzz -At, a composition by brother Thad on Elvin (his
first LP, currently available as a reissue
in the Milestone Two -fer, The Big
Beat, Milestone 47016), on which he
trades some Latin four superimposed
over a swing feel with Frank Foster
and Frank Wess.
Elvin is notorious for having groups

without

a piano or a guitar player, in
favor of two saxes and percussion. Ed
Bland's Stefanie, however, features
some nice guitarwork by Prince as
well as Gene Perla, Jones' former bassist, on piano. Naima is a magnificent
tribute to John Coltrane, with whom
Elvin came into his own in the early

Sixties.

May recommend Elvin Jones-Live
I

at The Village Vanguard (Enja 2036) as
a performance you won't want to miss

either. George Coleman, who is outrageous, is featured in a set that takes
you to Elvin's home stomping grounds
in NYC. No matter who the sax player
Elvin chooses for inclusion, Elvin's
group sound always surfaces. This is
still the case on New Agenda despite
augmented instrumentation. This is an
album where the coming together of
old friends produces new ideas. The
sounds of this release are a must addenda for your record agenda.
Eric Henry
Performance: A
Sound: B+

-

THE SERVOLINEAR
MODEL SL VI
$600.00

Ella Sings, Chick Webb Swings: Chick
Webb & His Orchestra
Olympic 7119, mono, $4.98.
Sixteen -year -old Ella Fitzgerald was

immediate success when she
joined the Webb band in 1935 as a reward for winning one of the weekly
Savoy Ballroom amateur contests.
Gradually her vocals assumed more
and more prominence, and the little
girl (who was eventually legally adopted by Webb and his wife) became the
band's big attraction. Her 1938 smash,
A-Tisket A-Tasket, led to a record breaking, back -breaking tour which
contributed directly to the frail,
an

SERVOLINEAR
PERIPHONIC LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS*
Unequalled by any conventional
loudspeaker design.

Possibly the most fundamentally correct
sound reproducing system
yet developed.

your SERVOLINEAR AUDIO
PRODUCTS dealer for an ear opening
demonstration.
See

*patent pending
INTERNATIONAL SOUND CO.
P 0 Box 4276 Modesto, Calif
95350 Ph (209) 524-6968

Check No. 15 on Reader Service Card

hunch -backed, drummer -leader's
death in June, 1939.
Ella Sings, Chick Webb Swings consists of off -the -air AM broadcast
recordings (the main late -night radio
fare of the later 20s was remote pick84

ups from dance bands on location)
made several months after Webb's

death, when the band was under Ella's
nominal leadership (Ted McRae and
Eddie Barefield were the real musical
directors). In these performances the
power and driving intensity that characterized the Webb band under the
great drummer are still evident. You
can hear Ella shouting encouragement to the musicians in dynamic
renditions of Diga Diga Doo, Traffic
Jam, Swing Out, 'Tain't What You Do,
and Limehouse Blues.
Sonically this collection is dismal.
It's obviously not a direct transfer
from the off -air acetate recording
discs but a dubbing perhaps two or
three times removed from that. Even
so, it recaptures exciting moments
from one of the Swing Era's finest
John Lissner
bands.
Performance: A
Sound: C-

Flying Start: The Blackbyrds
Fantasy F-9472, stereo, $6.98.
The Blackbyrds is a group formed
from the music lab that jazz trumpeter
and musicologist Don Byrd conducted at Howard University, and
they cut their performance teeth as
his backup band. The group has already had a Rock & Roll hit on their
first solo record with a tune called Do
It Fluid. The five -man unit-Allan
Barnes, flute and saxophones; Kevin

Tooney, keyboards; Keith Killgo,
drums; Joe Hall, bass; and Perk Jacobs, percussion-is undoubtedly
one of the tightest, most innovative
bands around even though they are
still all students enrolled full-time at
Howard.
The tightness of the rhythm,
achieved through tireless practice, is
like a fingerprint of the band. The musicians convey excitement and enjoyment in every note that they play, and
the vocals get the attention they deserve. As a result the band is on its way
to another hit single with Walkin' in
Rhythm from this album. And Allan
Barnes' April Showers is a finite merger of lyric and Jazz Rock that should
not be missed. Hall and Killgo really
show off on Spaced Out. Kevin Tooney's Arp synthesizer is always finding
something new.
Flying Start picks up where the first
album left off (The Blackbyrds, Fantasy F-94444), and together they make
a tremendous two -record set. Donald
Byrd (A.K.A. Oscar Brash -Ear in the album credits) has proven himself to be
a producer of perfect records, the
sound is uncompromisingly right.
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Byrd had a winning fight with a lip disorder and could not play trumpet for
quite some time. Apparently his talent
migrated to his ears, and Flying Start is
as fine a production as the most dis-

your new Radio Shack catalog
at one of our 4000 stores today!

Get

Sound: A

Save! Our Prices
Are Within 1% of
Our July, 1974 Prices!

FREE EDITION

criminating audiophile could demand
from a recording of Mahler's 9th Symphony. Matrix decoding does more
than its usual improvement in the
sonic image. SQ gives a different image than QS, but both sound dead
right.
Fred DeVan

OVER 2000 PRODUCTS
EXCLUSIVES ON EVERY PAGE
BEAUTIFUL FULL COLOR
164 pages of the finest
in home and hobby

Hi-Fi CB Kits Parts
Phonos Recorders Tape
Radios Antennas Tubes
Auto Tuneup Much More

electronics

See what's really new. It's the most -

Performance: A

wanted, most popular catalog in
electronics, and loaded with our own

exclusive nationally advertised

Poum: Composer's Collective.
Musicians: John Fischer, piano and
voice; Perry Robinson, clarinet; Mark
Whitecage, tenor and alto sax; Lawrence Cook, drums; Mario Pavone,

-

brands: Realistic, Micronta, Archer,
Science Fair, others
you've seen
them advertised on TV. Come in for
your free copy today!

The BwentennL,n
Eeeryihing Syste.

-

AVAILABLE BY MAIL TOO
JUST SEND US THIS COUPON

bass.

Songs: Sinfonia; Apollo's Ragtime
Journey; t -e -e -t; Moon Walk; Poum;
Earthlings.
Composer's Collective 721. stereo,
$too expensive at any price.
guess I've been under the misguided impression that a composer's
collective is a group of musicians who
form an alliance to play and promote
each other's compositions and reap

®Q

$499

amem

4

I

I

...sound.
The collective claims "it has
brought together musicians whose
talents and originality are marked by a
commitment to excellence." They
don't quite prove this by me. Formed
in 1972 to produce music (Poum

is

anything but) that is not commercially
available, they have also cleverly produced material that is commercially
and otherwise unacceptable. The album is "Copyrighted" (so
guess
someone takes this seriously) and "All
Rights Reserved" (whatever they're
reserving it for eludes me).
Having already wasted more space
than this piece of recyclable vinyl
merits, just wanted to be certain that
anyone with only a few bucks to
spend on music makes a 180° turn.
Also look out for Newborn Light by
Urzula Dudziak (Columbia KC 32902).
They're both out to a long, long
lunch!
Eric Henry
I

Performance:

F
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(Please Pont)
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City
State

ZIP

Check No. 25 on Reader Service Card

HELP!
Anytime you have a
question about your
Audio subscription,

AFFIX
LABEL

please include a
mailing label to insure prompt service
on your inquiry.

HERE

CHANGE
OF ADDRESS
If you're about to
move, please let us
know approximately

four weeks before
the move comes

____/

___

about. Or, if there is anything wrong with
your current mailing label, please let us
know on this form also. Simply affix your
present label here, and carefully. print the
updated information below.

BMA

THIRD GENERATION MUSIC SYNTHESIZER KITS
from PAIA feature state-of-the-art design still at
Have you seen "POLYPHONY"?
The PAIA User's Group magazine. Information for

AUDIO MAGAZINE
401 N. Broad Street

FROM;
incredibly low prices.

PLEASE HELP US TO SERVE
YOU BETTER

musicians, from musicians. Write today for your
free sample issue.

Phila., Pa. 19108

24 HR. DEMO LINE (405) 843-7396

Name

(Please Print)

Company

FREE

Address
City

AUDIO

!lathe lhack

P.O. Box 1052, Ft. Worth, TX 76101
Rush me your 1976 catalog.

Street

mu

I

Sound: C

To

Name

economic benefits without giving
anything up to producers, corporations, etc. The musicians (?) here
come from a jazz background and
rely thoroughly on spontaniety. So
much so, in fact, that everything happens but music itself. Coughing,
chirping, random voice,
suppose
even flagellation is disguised in this
concoction of er
uh
um

I

State

Egua

-__Zip

ELECTRONICS, INC.

DEPT.
AU3

CATALOG

3-A

1020 W. WILSHIRE BLVD.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73116
Check No. 20 on Reader Service Card

Classified

J
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIO-

ANTI -SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counterweight design of nickel steel & aluminum construction. Install yourself in minutes. $7.00 postpaid. (Dealer inquiries invited.) AUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 137,
Ballardvale Station, Andover, Mass. 01810.

-

-

OTHER MOVING COIL CARTSUPEX
ORTOFON
RIDGE OWNERS; Send for free literature on our MicroHuntington
at $99.95.
performance
Preamp Superb
Electronics, Box 2009-A. Huntington, Conn. 06484

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS-ALL TYPES. Updated definitive booklet describes applications; how to improve speaker
systems: $5.00 postpaid, credited to first purchase. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A, Huntington, Conn. 06484.
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ANYWHERE on audio equipment. All major brands discounted. Write for quotes, K&L
Sound Services. 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown. Mass. 02172.

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount
prices for Shure, Pickering. Stanton, Empire, Grado and ADC.
Send for free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. A, Box
69 Kensington Station, Brooklyn, New York 11218.

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER PLANS: Novel circuit very effective/inexpensive, requires no inductors. Ten knobs (octave
bands) compensate your Hi-Fi/Tape providing better listening. Complete plans rushed only $3.49. GREEN BANK SCIENTIFIC, Box 100C, Green Bank, WVa. 24944.

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS CO. Low
noise-low distortion, stereo preamps. Why buy our preamps? Free info. write B.R.I.C., 1400 Gardenia Circle,

BAUMAN

Rosenberg, Tex. 77471

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF FT. WALTON BEACH
FT WALTON BEACH, FL 32548

652-D BEAL PKWY., N.W.,

DON'T LET VOLTAGE TRANSIENTS ZAP YOUR HI-FI.
Solid State Equipment Protector. Plugs into outlet. Check or
money order $6.95. Kopp Sales & Service, 1650 William St.,
Buffalo 14206. Free brochure-send SASE.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
# 6.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA
BELVEDERE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER,

1203 COLUMBIA DRIVE, DECATUR, GA 30032.
ONE STOP for all your professional audio requirements. Bottom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer Company, P.O. Box 8057,
Pensacola, Florida 32505.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE

OF

SARASOTA

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS AND SAVE UP TO 50%.
You can assemble your own high quality, multi -element stereo speakers in a few hours and save up to half the cost of
of

speaker kits, raw speakers and accessories. SPEAKERLAB,
N.E., Seattle, WA 98105.
Dept. A2, 5500

-35th

ATTENTION,,,
LUCKY OWNERS OF
DYNA STEREO 70
RABCO SLB(E)

Stax, TEAC, Technics, Thorens and many more (203) 348-

DYNA PAS -3(X)

3551 (Closed Mondays).

INFINITY 2000A
DECCA MKV AND "EXPORT"
DYNA MARK III
SHURE SME and
other tubular tonearws

STEREO TIMER AND ELECTRONIC DIGITAL CLOCK. P.C.
Board with instructions $9.95. Kit with box $99.95.
Assembled unit $149.95. Wake up and fall asleep to
strains of your favorite AM/FM, record, or tape. This
product will be an attractive addition to your stereo
equipment. Switches up to 1200 watts. Cosmos Electronics, Dept. A5, P.O. Box 33278, Seattle, Wash. 98133.

THE DKL LABORATORY, INCORPORATED HAS DEVELOPED

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS ENGINEERED SPECIFICALLY
NOW YOU CAN GREATLY IM-

FOR THESE COMPONENTS.

PROVE THE SOUND DUALITY TO

NEW VIDEO EQUIPMENT -LOW PRICES
PANASONIC -cameras, monitors, vtrs
RCA -cameras (low light), monitors

"ULTRA DEFINITION".
PRICED

FROM

GYYR-time lapse vrt

FOR MORE

ELECTRONIC EYE

-

OUR

MODI-

IMPROVEMENTS

DYNACO

COMPONENTS

En -Jay

INFORMATION CONTACT:

SEVERNA PARK, MARYLAND 21146
OR CALL: (301) 588-6257
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
SATURDAY 2-8 PM

(513) 891-9044

Write

$170.00,

DKL LABORATORY, INCORPORATED
BOX 683

9044 Eldora Drive
Cincinnati, Ohio, 45236

DOUS DISCOUNTS.

TO

AT REASONABLE COST.

Many accessories
Write or call your needs.

CANADIANS

$25.00

FICATIONS OFFER VAST AUDIBLE

AT TREMEN-

Sales. Hornepayne, Ontario.

DISGUSTED WITH AMERICAN RECORDINGS? Tired of
paying import prices? Join us at STEREOPHILE in mounting a
campaign to bring US record companies back to the view
that high fidelity means musical realism, not tick, boom and
screech. For information about this lively, literate publication
that is still leading the audio industry since 1962, write
STEREOPHILE, Box 49S, Elwyn. Pa. 19063, or send $7 for 4
issues.

WE SPECIALIZE IN ONLY THE FINEST SOUND COMPONENTS-ALLOW OUR STAFF OF AUDIO EXPERTS TO
HELP YOU CREATE YOUR "ULTRA DEFINITION" SOUND
SYSTEM. CHOOSE FROM THE WORLD'S FINEST COM-

PONENTS LIKE:

AUDIO RESEARCH -electronics and speakers
BGW-power amplifiers
DBX-noise reduction systems, dynamic range enhancers

"HAND -TUNED" DECCA MKV-cartridges
"DISPERSION BASE" FOR AR. KLH, ADVENT, ETC. Send
$2 for plans for simple -constructed floor base for AR -2, AR 3, KLH 5, Advent and other "bookshelf" speakers Acorn Enterprises, 7 Irving Road, Natick, Mass. 01760.
THE AUDIO AMATEUR: The quality constructor's quarterly
teaches, publishes tested construction projects: transmission
lines, electrostatics with 900w direct drive tube amplifier,
electronic crossovers, mixers, preamps, 9 octave equalizers.
Detailed equipment modifications, maintenance, kit reports.

$7 year. Free Prospectus tells all: Audio
176AU, Peterborough, NH 03458.

Amateur, Box

AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS
Long Island's finest audio dealer offers you the world's most
advanced audio components. JUST ARRIVED: Thaedra pre amp, Janis woofer, Koss electrostatic speaker, Denon black
cartridge, Fulton J's. Lux turntable, AGI preamp, Spendor

6564 GATEWAY AVENUE, SARASOTA, FLORIDA 33581

comparable speakers. Send for our free 32 -page catalog

WESTCHESTER AND FAIRFIELD COUNTY
PHILES TAKE NOTE! THE AUDIOPHILE. 231 BEDFORD
STREET, STAMFORD, CONN. specializes in equipment for
the connoisseur. Ampzilla, Koss Model One, ADC, Citation,
Crown, Dahlquist, Dyne, Epicure, Infinity, Philips, SAE, SME,

speakers, Levinson electronic corssover, B&W DM-6. AUDIOPHILE RECORDS: Sheffield, Fulton, Levinson, Audio Lab,

-

we have Magneplanar. Yamaha, Ampzilla, Transcriptors, B&W, Rabco, Decca, B&O, Paoli, Linn Sondek, ADC, Supex, M&K Super Wooand more in stock. THE LIST GOES ON

fer, Dahlquist, Grace, Fidelity Research, SME, Harmon Kardon,
KEF speakers and drivers, and more. Free delivery and instal-

OPERA TAPES. Historical performances of past 40 years.
Unbelievable treasures and rarities. ALSO LP RECORDS. Free
catalog. Ed Rosen, 66-33 Saunders St., Rego Park, N.Y.

lation in Long Island and New York City.
AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS
1681 Northern Boulevard, Manhasset, New York 11030

11374.

(516) 627-7333

DYNACO-tube electronics
FULTON-regular and MODULAR speakers
HK CITATION -amps, tuners

IMF -"MONITOR -ORIENTED" speakers, kits, sub -woofers
L I N N-S O N D E K -turntables
M AG N

EP

AN -speakers

M & K -sub -woofers, matrix systems
PAOLI-tube amplifiers
RABCO-turntables
RTR-electrostatic speakers

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN-pre-amps, equalizers
STAX-electrostatic headphones
"SUPER SHURE" SME-tonearms
TANNOY-turntables, speakers
AND SCORES MORE,

WASHINGTON D.C., MARYLAND, VIRGINIA
AREA RESIDENTS TAKE NOTEYOUR "STATE-OF-THE-ART" DEALER IS:
DKL SOUND LAB

943 BONIFANT
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20910
Hours: MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
SATURDAY 2-8PM FRIDAY BY

APPOINTMENT ONLY, CLOSED TUESDAY

(301) 588-6257

Rates: 35rt per word per insertion for noncommercial advertisements; 60¢ per word for commercial advertisements. Frequency discounts as follows: 3 times, less 10%; 6 times, less 15%; 12 times, less 20%. Closing date is the FIRST of the second month preceding the
date of issue. Payment must accompany all orders. Use the handy self-addressed, postage paid card at the back of this issue. When
replying to Audio box number ads, send letters c/o Audio, 401 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. For more information about
classified advertising, circle Reader Service Card #135,
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AMPEX TAPE -NEW 1800' on T' reel 12 for $18 POSTPAID; 1200' 12 for $13 POSTPAID -free list -WIDE RESPONSE, 6114A SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CA.
90038.

NOW ALMOST 14 YEARS OLD, STEREOPHILE has become the most widely -copied audio publication of them all. It
should be: We pioneered subjective testing (by ear), devised
a unique vocabulary for describing nuances of reproduced
sound, proved that a subscriber -supported magazine could be

ELECTROENCEPHALOPHONE: brainwave monitor, Professional biofeedback instruments. J&J 8102-A, Bainbridge,
WA. 98110.

blunt without being churlish, and led the industry by demanding higher standards of reproduced fidelity than it could

101/2' RECORDER SPECIALISTS: Fresh new Scotch L/N
3600 ft. on new 1/4" NAB metal reels five for $35.00. New
Ampex GRANDMASTER tape on 101/2" metal reel, six for
$73.00. New 4 channel 8 -track blank cartridge loaded with

minutes Scotch L/N tape, $23.00 per dozen. Reconditioned NAB metal 101/2" reels, $24.00 per dozen. 10%
on above for postage. Soundd Investment, POB 88338, Dun woody. Ga. 30338.

40

CENTRAL NEW YORK HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS-Britain's fidemonstration -THE IMF STUDIO
AND ALS40-as well as Marantz, Pioneer, Revox, Beyer,
Epicure (3 lines). Thorens, Ortofon, XLM, Discwasher ... THE
SOUND SHOP, 96 Seneca Street, Geneva, N.Y. 14456 (3151
nest loudspeakers

provide. STEREOPHILE is not for the neurotic compulsive
who must own the Best On the Block, but for the listener
who wants the most natural possible reproduction of music.
Only $7 for 4 issues, or write to STEREOPHILE, Box 49S, El-

wyn,

Pa.

SIGHT & SOUND LTD.
Catering to the audiophile who desires the absolute in sound,

19063 for details.

FULTON J -MODULAR speaker system, new walnut, also
ARC EC -3A. 919-449-4132.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE

OF ST.

CROWN, MCINTOCH, EPICURE, PHASE LINEAR, YamSoundcrahsmen, Dahlquist Magne pan, Frazier, Avid, Ortofon, Fulton, Tandberg, Harman-Kar don Rake, Stax, and many others. Bryn Mawr Stereo & TV,
1016 Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010. (215) 5256300.

-

BUILD THE WORLD'S FINEST
SPEAKER
KEF B-139 woofer,
plastic cone woofer, $28; B-110
range, $25.50; T-27 tweeter, $18.

aha.

AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS

OUR STAFF
Engineers. physicists, musicians, teachers

-

all devoted au-

patience and service.
OUR LOCATION
Campus Hills Shopping Center. Five miles northeast of Bel
Air, Maryland 21014 on Route 22. Phone 1-301-838-2100.

STATE-OF-THE-ART comes to NORTH -CENTRAL FLORIDA,
serving you with: AUDIO RESEARCH, Citation, Crown, Dahlquist, Denim, Dynaco, Fidelity Research, DBX, G.A.S. Co.,
Hartley, Infinity, Magneplanar, Mark Levinson, Ortofon, Rab co, Revox A-700, SME, Supex, Thorens, Transcriptors, and
$10,000 worth of test equipment for in-store audio analysis.
We maintain a mobile recording van and sell professional
recording equipment. AUDIO, ETC., INC., 1999 N.W. 43rd
Street, Gainesville, Florida, 32605. 1-904-377-4107.

ATTENTION
WESTERN NEW YORK AUDIOPHILES
The word is getting around!! Our personalized, honest service
a winning combination. In addition to the incomparable AUDIO RESEARCH line, (T-1 B's
black/natural in stock), we carry AMPZILLA. SAE, Phase Lin-

and quality equipment make

ear,

Yamaha, Quintessence, LEVINSON, B&O, IMF, MAGNE -

PAN, M&K Subwoofers, Hegeman, Infinity, RTR, ESS, DAHL-

QUIST, Fulton Music, QUATRE, Onkyo, Connoisseur, Technics,

Thorens,

Dynaco,

Transcriptors,

Cerwin Vega. Sound craftsman, Supex, Ortofon, AOC, Micro -Acoustics, Damped
SME, Linn Sondek, KMAL, Naim Audio, etc. The Stereo Emporium, 3407 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N.Y. 14217. (716)

874-3372.
AUDIOPHILES WANTED!! Put your knowledge to use, earn
an excellent spare time income. We need campus representa-

tives to sell name brand stereo equipment at substantial discounts in your area. No investment necessary. For information and application please write: ABCO, Dept. CR. 915
Grand Avenue, New Haven, Conn. 06511

CERWIN-VEGA PRODUCTS
(3121 581-7436

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF BIRMINGHAM,
123 ROEBUCK PLAZA DR., BIRMINGHAM, ALA 35206

FLORIDA AUDIOPHILES! Phase Linear, I.M.F., B&O,

K,
HP(

Marantz, Quatre, Thorens, Sony, Klipsch, Renos, Barzilay cabinets. Sales and expert repairs. INTERIORS PLUS SOUND,
3038 N. Federal Highway, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33306.
(3051 566-3511.

AUDIO
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TRANSMISSION LINE
$64 each; B-200 8 -inch
5 -inch

plastic cone midH-F2000

Also Celestion

super tweeter, $22. Free plans and shipping with purchase.

1681 Northern Boulevard, Manhasset, New York 11030

diophiles dedicated to providing the epitome in experience,

(516) 627-7333

FRIED LOUDSPEAKERS, incomparable Model

H

ready. Su-

subwoofers using Hartley drivers. Stax headphones, Stax cartridge/Demodulator. Discwasher products.
DBX, Burwen, Levinson, C/M, Futterman electronics. Rus sound Switching Patching Center. RTR 400E speakers, mint
$235 each. Sheffield, Amhiphon, Celebration recordings.
WANTED: Marantz, Futterman, McIntosh tubed equipment.
GOLDEN EAR, Box 5, South Rockwood, Michigan 48179.
per custom

(313) 379-9945.
FIRST
and

DEALER

AUDIO RESEARCH

Speakers,

also

Magnepan,

Wright, Mark Levinson, QUAD of England. Denon,

Dayton

KEF, Gale,

Rodgers BBC, Linn Sondek, ERA, FR, Lux, KMAL, SME, Decca,
Supex, Transcriptors, Lesson, CM Labs, Stax, M & K, IAD,
Grace, Fons, Shure, Naim, Discwasher, Uher, Ortofon, Satin,

Audiocraft, J.E. Sugden, and MORE.
AUDIO DIMENSIONS
794 N. Woodward
Birmingham, Michigan 48011

Pa

332-4252.
MAKING HIS MOVE

19090 (215) 659-

-

Mel Schilling, formerly of Willow

Grove, Pa., has taken his knowledge of music and sound
to California, where he will continue to serve a select

-

nationwide clientele devoted to ultra state-of-the-art stereo.
20929
All shipments prepaid and insured. Write or call
Blvd., Woodland

Ventura

Hills

Village.

Woodland

I

PRE -AMP, good condition, $300. (415) 864-

6018.
OTARI MX5050 OXH 4 -channel tape deck
432-2193

-

$1700. (402)

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2217, $295; Thorens 125 II, $210;
SME Improved, $90; Shure Type III, $25; ADC XLM II, $25
301-838-1398.

33/303, Stacked

QUAD

6705

-

ESL's (4), DBX 117.

1-203-227-

BEST OFFER.

THAEDRA,

a

significant advance in state of the art. SON

6013, after

5 pm.

AUDIO BEEPER -new low cost model for all audio-visual
systems. Call or write C-TRONICS, P.O. Box 84, East Brunswick, N.J. 08816. (2011 254-9487.
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
is a group of engineers and audiophiles
whose primary goal is to provide the discriminating listener
with the finest sound reproduction that current technology

Definitive Audio

can produce.
We are currently recommending the following products Mark Levinson
Audio Research
Dynaco (modified)
Fulton "J"

Dunlap -Clarke

Quatre
Yamaha

NO FEES, COMMISSIONS. Two month delays! Audiomart
prints your classified ad without charge or obligation! Subscribe
$5/12 issues. Box 821, Stratford, Connecticut

FMI 80

06497

Fidelity Research
SME (modified)
Linn Sondek

SUPEX/VESTIGAL PHONO SYSTEM for $200, Supex SD 900E Moving Coil Cartridge $60, Supex SDT-180 Transformer $100 (both for $150) and Vestigal arm $65. All for
8200 or separately as priced above. A. Balgalvis 193-15B
69 Ave. Flushing, N.Y. 11365 (212) 454-3205

20-12-$200,
-

Bose 1801

$330, Rabco SL8E

-

-

$750,

$100. All Mint.

Ralph Barnes, Jr., 32 School St., Burlington, VT 05401

OF

AMPZILLA incredible at under $400.00. AMPZILLA smooth,
detailed, effortless. Call for an appt. Creative Audio, 4572
Wintergreen Dr. N, Saginaw, Mich. 48603. Ph. 517-799-

Quad

-

Hills,

Calif. 91364. (213) 348-4600.

Magneplaner
Dahlquist

(313) 642-6383

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
Technics SP-10, Base

Willow Grove,

DEALERS!! CONSUMERS!!
Write for quotes on all medium and many High End lines. We
need campus reps and people seriously interested in hi-fi to
properly demonstrate a fantastic loudspeaker line. Liberal
compensation for qualified individuals. Write: ATTN: Andy,
1010 South Dunn St., Bloomington, Indiana 47401. (812)

SAE MARK

HIGHEST QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT: AR LST, $425
each; IMF Studio III, $260 ea.; IMF ALS -40A, $250 ea.;
Hartley Concertmasters, $300 ea.; Tandberg 9000X, $550;
Renos A71 Mk IV '/ tr., selsync, varispeed, $750; Tandberg
3000X, $270; Sony TTS-3000/Vestigal arm, $250;
McIntosh MX -113 w/case, $625; McIntosh MR -55, $150;
Marantz 3300, $280; Marantz 250, $350. All guaranteed 90
days parts and labor. Audio Consultants, 517 Davis St.,
Evanston, Illinois, 60201. (312) 864-9565

MICHIGAN'S
-Electronics

Ltd. 111/2 Old York Rd.,

PETERSBURG,

aha, B&O, Nakamichi,

equipment, service and professionalism.
OUR LINES
Ampzilla, ADS/Braun. AKG, B&O, Beyer, Bose, Crown, DahlLinn
Sondek/MAL,
Magnepan, McIntosh, Micro
quist, DBX,
Acoustics, Ortofon, Revos, Soundcraftsman, Tandberg, Yam-

TUNED ROCK P.A.'s. Customized high intensity touring/permanent installation sound systems, including narrow
band (5 Hz!) feedback suppression, detailed regenerative response. Aceusta-Voicing/environmental equalization (±1d8
at your ears), room design/measurement/treatment. >15%
articulation loss of consonants, 1000's of customized professional products including ... fiberglass horns, consoles,
comp/rms/peak limiters, 18db continuously variable electronic crossovers, digital/acoustic delays, omnipressors, phasors, reverb, echo, doubling/tripling effects. P.A. noise reduction, piano transducers, frequency shifters from ...
J.B.L./Altec Pro, Tascam, U.R.E.I., Eventide, Gately, Studer,
Beyer. Crown, Community Light/Sound, Mom's Audio,
McIntosh, Bozak, Allen Health, Gauss, Cetec, Scully, Multitrack, etc., etc. All shipped prepaid/Insured. Music & Sound

9251.

9151 Park Boulevard, North Largo, Florida.

on

781-0215.

FOR SALE

Audionics
Paoli

Stax
Denon

Radford

Nakamichi
Sequerra
Renos

Philips

Shure IIIG

DBX

Grace
ERA

Decca

Mk6

If you enjoy music and are interested in the finest reproduction. you will appreciate...

DEFINITIVE AUDIO
3414 N.E. 55th
Seattle, Washington

LEVINSON JC-1 MINT, Supex SD -900E brand new, two
Phase Linear 400's mint, IMF Model R/Series II, Fred Bash our, (313) 971-6153.

98105
(206) 524-6633
Tues -Fri 12-8 Sat 10-6 Appointments on Sun&Mon

87

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
CASSETTES/LABELS
Plain white cassette labels. Norelco cassette cleaners,
famous brand cassettes. Send for open reel and cassette discount catalog.
1-9 10-99 100 1000 10M
.01 .006
.02 .015
Cassette Labels
.50
.45
.65
.60
.55
Norelco Cassette Cleaner
.90
.80
.75
10" Metal, NAB, Used Reel 1.00 1.00
.40
.35
.30
hole
.50
.50
10" Fiberglass used W
Plus Postage by Weight and Zone.Minimum Order $5.00

Saxitone's Bicentennial Tape Shoppe
1776 Columbia Rd., N.W., Wash. D.C. 20009

-

ENGINEERED ENCLOSURE & CROSSOVER DESIGNS
free w/purchase of our J.B.L., Gauss, Altec, and Community
raw drivers and horns. Music & Sound Ltd., 11-1/2 Old York
Road,

Willow Grove, PA 19090 (215) 659-9251.
Loudspeaker Reconing Labs

PROPRIETARY CUSTOMIZED MODS reduce tone arm
friction, damp spurious resonances, minimize torsional forces,
improve tracking, and reduce hum and record wear. For
S.M.E's-$30.00' For Rabce SL -8(E)-$100.00. For

Transcniptors-free ("with purchase).
Audio Research

Fidelity Research
Mark Levinson
Connoisseur
Magnepan
Sequerra
Fulton

M & K

Quintessence

Gale

Techniques

KMAL
Supex

Dahlquist
Hartley

Yamaha
Win Labs

Quatre

Audionics
Nakamichi

Grace

SME
SAE

Linn Sondek

DBX

Braun

Stax

GARLAND AUDIO, INC.
2960 Stevens Crk. Blvd.
San Jose, California 95128

NOW

LISTEN to our calibrated Satin/Denon/F-R/Ortofon/Supex
moving coils. B&0/Grace/Micro-Acoustics. From the laboratories of Music & Sound Ltd., 11 rh Old York Rd., Willow
Grove, Pa. 19090 (215) 659-9251.

Levinson & Stax Cartridge Prsamps
NORTHERN N.J.'S FINEST AUDIO STORE, 20 minutes
from N.Y.C. Ampzilla, Avid, Bozak, B&O, Crown, Dahlquist,
DBX, Dual, IMF, Kenwood, Magneplanar, Micro -Acoustics,
Ortofon, Phase Linear, Pioneer, Quintessence, Thorens. Write
or call University Stereo, 57 E. Ridgewood Ave., Ridgewood,
N.J. (201) 447-5700.

(408) 244-6724
CYBERACOUSTIC LABS presents the new RTR DR -1 DIRECT DRIVE ELECTROSTATIC TRANSDUCER
SYSTEM!L
DRIVEN by its own internal servo -feedback amplifier!
MORE musical than any tube or fet system ever devised!
ITS uncanny realism is totally unequaled by any other
electrostatic system, including headphones!
THE first true nun -directional 1360°) electrostatic system!
GATHER your most revealing records or master tapes and
call for an appointment today!
Cyberacoustics by Barclay Philadelphia's Exclusive RTR Distributor
503 Haverford Ave., Narberth, Pa. 19072

1-215-667-3048
CUSTOM BUILT SPEAKER SYSTEMS, enclosures, kits,
foam grills, crossovers & parts. Raw speakers, veneers vinyl.
Warehouse prices. Info 13c. Custom Sound Service, Algonac,
Michigan 48001

413-569-5494.

ENGLAND'S HI-FI MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS! Save on B&O, Celection, Decca, Tandberg,
Jordan -Watts,

Lowther, KEF, Rogers,

SME. Ariston, HPD, Sugden, Radford, Neal, Ferrograph, etc.
Shipping lists free or send $3.00 bills to include literature.

Goodwin Ltd.,

7

Broadway, Woodgreen, London N.22. Phone

01-888-0077. Visitors welcome.
SURPRISE! SURPRISE! Digital Piano Tuning Device tunes
musical instruments Accurately! Perfectly! Inexpensively!
Construction -Instruction Plans Complete $12.95 Airmailed
Postpaid! Moonlighting quickly repays $40 electronics investment! GREEN BANK SCIENTIFIC, Box 100E, Green Bank,

WESTCHESTER AND

FAIRFIELD

COUNTY AUDI-

OPHILES TAKE NOTE! THE AUDIOPHILE, 231 BEDFORD
STREET, STAMFORD, CONN. specializes in equipment for
the connoisseur. Ampzilla, Koss Model One, ADC, Citation,

SOUNDAMERICA

Crown, Dahlquist, Oyna, Epicure. Infinity, Philips, SAE, SME,
Stax, TEAC, Technics, Thorens and many more (203) 3483551 (Closed Mondays).

-

Northern Minnesota's finest Audio

-

will ship prepaid. SOUNDAMERICA 2116 Maple Grove

Rd.,

Duluth, Minn 55811
new excitement to your listening
pleasure. Stereo One is at 1229 Post Rd., Fairfield, Conn.
06430. For the discriminating listener we offer: McIntosh,
Mark Levinson, Braun ADS, Quatre, Nakamichi, Revox, ThoLET STEREO ONE bring

a

rens, Supex, Dahlquist, Ortodon, B&O, Denon, F -R, JBL, Yamaha, Phase Linear, Jecklin Float, & Bi -Amplified Bozak Speakers. We ship pre -paid. For competent, professionally objective

advice call:

1229 Post Road
Fairfield, Conn. 06430
Phone

203-255-5939

MARANTZ 7C 8B (2) All in excellent condition with full
yr. warranty from owner $950. Harmon/Kardon Citation 16
amp new with blank warranty cards $700. Pair of IMF Model
R Series Two A $500 pair. Sony PS -PS -5550 Turntable
$165. Write Thom Detullio 45 -Sea Hill Rd. No. Branford CT.
06574
1

MINNEAPOLIS

-

High Quality Audio Has Finally Arrived!

Audio Research, Bang & Olufsen, Klipsch, Audionics, Radford,
Renos. Bozak, Crown, DBX, Sequerra and others ... THE
SOUND ENVIRONMENT, Butler Square, Suite 114, 100
North Sixth Street, Minneapolis, Minn. 55403, (612) 339-

4641.
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF JACKSONVILLE
1239 ARLINGTON ROAD & LONE STAR

NORTHWEST'S FINEST

-

Audio Research, Audionics,
Crown, Dahlquist, Dayton Wright, Decca,
Denon, Dunlop Clark, Fidelity Research, FMI, Gale, GAS,
Grace, Hartley, IMF, Linn Sondek, Magnepan, Mark Levinson,
Nakamichi, Otari, Quad, Quatre, Quintessence, Radford, Se querra. Stax. Supex, Tandberg, Technics, Yamaha, also
Custom Designed Superwoofers, and many more, HARTLEY
ELECTRONICS, 1502 Butternut, Richland, WA 99352.
(509) 946-4459 until 6:00 PM, Then 946-1529 evenings.

NAME BRAND RECORDING TAPE, custom loaded. Available in cassettes, reels, and cartridges. Huge savings direct
from manufacturer. MJS, 516 Brooks, San Jose, Calif.

95125.
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA

speakers &
headphones

ADS

electronics

ADS

FMI

GAS

M&K

Quad

Gale

Hervic

Polk

Quatre
Radford

Stax

DYNA STEREO 70 MOD KIT. Tighter bass, improved transient response, higher definition. Complete instructions, schematics, parts list, $5.00. With parts kit, including all new
tubes, $5800.
Audio Designers, Box 122, Ledyard, Conn.

Braun

Ampzilla

Beyer

C/M Labs

Fulton

Audionics
Cambridge

Quatre

06339.
McINTOSH MX 110 Preamp-Tuner, Mint, $350. (203)
877-2167.
LEVINSON JC-1 (AC) pre-preamp. $200 or offer. (202)
265-6229.

KLIPSCHORN-ILL. OR NEARBY RES. Model K -C -BR; 4
months old, in mint condition. Price-$1235.00 delivered to
St. Louis, Indianapolis area or Illinois. Reply Box A63-5 or
Phone Skip 217-429-9384.

STEREO ONE

Address all inquiries to: PARNASSUS AUDIO, INC.,
2918 Harper Street, Berkeley, California.

WVa. 24944

KLIPSCH HERESYS, walnut, new, factory sealed cartons,
$515.00 one pair Prepaid. MARANTZ 3300, new, walnut,
warranty, $285.00, (318) 868-1451/861-7174.

dealer. Crown, SAE Infinity, Yamaha, Ortofon, Shure, Thorens. Pioneer. Sony, Kenwood. E -V, Teac, Finest selection

distortion.
The difference in sound quality between this amplifier
and conventional amplifiers is easily audible, even to the
inexperienced.
We welcome requests for a descriptive brochure.
Dealerships will be limited.

Braun, Burwen,

BUY DIRECT FROM

Revox, Transcriptor,

AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
Parnassus Audio is now producing a full Class A
(not AB) stereo power amplifier capable of relatively
high output power.
The amplifier additionally satisfies the theoretical
criteria for completely eliminating transient intermodulation

JACKSONVILLE FLORIDA, 32211

McINTOSH MPI-4 INDICATOR 18 months old. $399.00.
Call after 6 PM,

FOR SALE

Magnepan

Parnassus

Quad ESL

Quintessence

Audionics
Cambridge
Dahlquist
Sennheiser
Beveridge ESL

Mark Levinson

SME
BSR

tape -recorders,
processors, &
accessories

ATTENTION DYNA OWNERS. Our Dyne Double 400 modification with 16 output transistors, front end bypass, and
80,000 mfd power supply is twice as fast and twice as
strong as a stock ST -400. Our Super PAT -5 has lightning
fast ICs and improved high gain phono section. With a Denon
DL103S straight in, these Super Dynakits show you just how

ARK
Dbx

record -playing
equipment

KMAL
Dual

Lamb

Grace

Beyer

Supex

Braun

Win Labs
Connoisseur
Keith Monks
Linn-Sondek
Mark Levinson
Fidelity Research

Revox

Sheffield
Vac-o-rec
Nakamichi
Quintessence

MARANTZ 10B TUNER, S/N 103033. Unused since 1970,
Perfect condition, no cabinet. $700. R.J. Eckerfield, Unocal

great our Fulton Js and Magneplanars will play. JENSENS
STEREO SHOP, where State of the Art is affordable, 2202
River Hills Drive, Burnsville, Minnesota, 55337. 612-890-

Corp, 23rd Floor Shaw Center, Singapore 9. (via airmail)

3517

DYNACO FM-3 TUNER, Factory assembled. Realigned by
factory April 1973. Reasonably priced. Paul Everett, Box
185, Medicine Lake, Montana 59247.

CYBERACOUSTIC LABORATORY is a research and development center combined with the most scientifically ad-

new hours
Tues -Sat

Sun -Mon

vanced audio acoustics lab: featuring Crown, IMF, Mark Le-

12-5 PM
6-10PM

closed

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE

OF

KNOXVILLE,

5710 KINGSTON PIKE KNOXVILLE, TN 37919

88

vinson, Nakamichi, Burwen, UREI, RTR, DBX, Ortofon, Decca,
HK-Rabco. AKG, and more. Crown tape recorder specialists.
Send for free catalog! 503 Haverford Avenue, Narberth, Pa.

19072. (215) 667-3048.

STEREO WORKSHOP

2985 College Avenue
Berkeley, California 94705
(4151 843-5836

open for browsing

private appointments for auditions & consultation

AUDIO

MARCH,

1976

FOR SALE

-

-

SHOP AROUND
Listen to every speaker available
then come to Cyberaceustic Laboratory and hear RTR's New
Direct Drive Electrostatic DR -1 speaker system at Philadelphia's exclusive distributor
by appointment
503
Haverford Ave., Narberth, Pa. 19072. (215) 667-3048.

-

-

CAR STEREO - all major brands. Lowest prices. Audio, Suite
47, 947A Dyer Avenue, Cranston, R.I. 02920.

NEW GENERATION Crown Amplifiers, Cleanest, Smoothest
sound ever produced - Crown Dl200/HP1200, on demo
only at Barclay Recording, 503 Haverford Ave., Narberth, Pa.

19072. (215) 667-3048.

-

SOUTH'S LOWEST QUOTES FOR DYNACO AND EICO
KITS. Allkits, Box 864, Destin, Fla. 32541.
YOUR ROOM IS THE MISSING LINK

typical poor
listening environment and therefore a rip-off. Our acoustical
consulting division will have a calibrated "reverberation
curve vs. frequency" measurement performed in your room,
and our engineering dept.'s plan of correction, loudspeaker
placement, and room equalization, all at no cost with your
purchase or upgrade. Music & Sound Ltd., 11 rk Old York Rd.,
A state of the art system is usually junk in the

Willow Grove,

Pa.

19090. (215) 659-9251.

CANADIANS: Best Hi-Fi discounts

FLORIDA'S LARGEST AUDIO RESEARCH DEALER. Full
Audio Research Systems on display SP3-A-1 Dual 76A/Dual
150/Dual 52/Magneplanar Tympani 1 C/Tympani IV. Plus AR.
B&O, Crown, Denon, Fulton, IMF, Magnepan, Marantz, Mark
Levinson, Nakamichi, Paoli, Phase Linear, Revox, Russound,
SAE, Satin, Sequerra, Sherwood, Shure, Stax, STR, Supex,

Tandberg,

on over 96 leading Hi-Fi

brands. Many exclusive factory closeout and special deals.

Quotations via return mail. Nationwide mailorder service.
FREE catalogs jam pack with bargains in: Hi-Fi equipment
tape and recording accessories, calculators, telephones and
accessories, kits, parts, etc. Hundreds of factory and government surplus specials too! American inquiries welcome. Rush
free catalog request to: ETCO, Dept. AUA, Box 741, Montreal
H3C 2V2.
AKG, ALTEC, BEYER, CROWN, DAHLQUIST, DBX, DECCA,
INFINITY, KLH 9s. Koss, Nakamichi, Ortofon, PHASE LINEAR,
PMI, REVOX, SAE, Sennheiser, Sequerra, Sony, Stanton, Stax,
Supex, Tandberg, TASCAM, Technics, Thorens, etc.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
OF

MOBILE

1770 BELTLINE HIGHWAY, MOBILE, ALABAMA 36609

our suppliers

CURRENT AND RECOMMENDED:
SONEX speaker. Originally developed as

a

a

a million conductive
need for liquids and reduce static. $15.
DECCA CLEAN-UP, The ultimate dust bug.
brush, conductive shaft and ground wire.
also: GAS Ampzilla, Dayton Wright, C/M
BGW, Audionics, Lesson, Revox, Otani,

DECCA BRUSH. Over

FMI,

Celestion,

IMF,

Linn Sondek,

219 main street

northampton

I.

(413) 584-6498

CONSIDER YOUR SOURCE FOR SOUND
Credentials
College instructors in audio /acoustics, Inventors/graduate electrical engineers, Recording & disc mastering engineers,MEMBERS:United Inventors & Engineers

II, Facilities
Anechoic Chamber: ".91r working floor
$50,000 research laboratory
Factory authorized "A" warranty stations
Loudspeaker Reconing Lab

bristles eliminate
Same bristles as

audio

Acoustical Society of America
Institute of Electronic Engineers

III. Our Distinguished Suppliers

$15.

Audio Research, Sequerra, Satin/Denon/F-R, Transcript ors, F.M.I./R.T.R., Linn Sondek, Nakamichi, Dayton Wright,
Dahlquist Crown, Infinity, I.M.F., London Dacca, Quad, Rogers, Spendor, Stax, B&0, Grace, Supex, Micro Acoustics,
Custom Rabco, Braun, Revox A-700, Ortofon, Damped
S.M.E., Scully, Mark Levinson, Koss-ELS, Yamaha.

Labs, Sony, Lux,

Nakamichi, Neal,
Micro 700,

ERA,

Shipped free anywhere in U.S. and Canada.
GREENWOOD SOUND, INC.
P.O. Box

INFRA WOOFER TM world's largest, deepest most powerful
sub -woofer system can be had only at Music and Sound, Ltd.
50 dB per octave crossover, bandpass 16 hz...$1495.

2069

DAHLQUIST, F.M.I., I.M.F., HARTLEY SUB -WOOFERS,
for the closest approximation to dipole definition $132 up!
Shipped prepaid/insured. Music and Sound, Ltd., 111/2 Old
York Road, Willow Grove, Pa. 19090 (215) 659-9251.
+ Free PassiveX-over Design w/Purchase +
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF TAMPA
1531 SOUTH DALE MABRY, TAMPA, FLORIDA 33609
For a

-

bunch of reasons you

especan't afford not to consider Infonics Duplicators
cially since factory installation and training are included in
the list price! INFONICS DUPLICATORS, 219-879-3381.

$500-Crown D-60, $200-SAE
$300-SAE MKI Preamp. $350-Sound-

DC -300A.

craftsmen 20-12, $225. Mint. Shipped prepaid. Les Borde Ion, 25 Daniel Drive, Sherwood, Ark., 72116, (501) 835-

2130 evenings.
IMF-TLS -80 MONITORS $1100.00, Dyna PAT -5 preamp
with case $175.00, Dyna FM-5 with case $150.00, SAE
MK -31B with case $175.00. All 5 months old. (202) 5544689

MARCH, 1976

1000's of PROFESSIONAL products (see Tuned Rock

Portland, Ore. 97202

503 235-1776
THE JANIS WOOFER IS ABSOLUTELY FLAT TO 30 Hz.!
The specifications can only hint at the effortless, ultra -clear
and detailed bass reproduction to the limits of hearing. Typical response 30 - 100 Hz. + 1/2dB, distortion about 1%
max. About 60 W is enough to drive this speaker. Elegant in

(22"x22"x18" high) and appearance. Full details: Janis
Audio Associates, Inc.; Box 88 Throgs Neck Station: New

P.A. ad).

Music & Sound Ltd., 111/2 Old York Rd., Willow Grove,

Pa.

19090. (215) 659-9251.
Whom Would You Trust?

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes.
Catalogue $1.50. House of Records, Hillburn, New York
10931.

size

AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIONICS, BANG&OLUFSEN, BOZAK,
CROWN, DBX, KLIPSCH, KMAL, LINN SONDEK, NAKAMICHI,

York, N.Y. 10465.

AUDIO

tripod

Dual, Dacca, Ortofon, Supex, Sennheiser, Beyer, Sequerra.

PROFESSIONAL BRAND NAME QUAD RECEIVERS and
dual performance turntables at one third wholesale cost. San sui tuner AU -9500. 80 watts RMS $275.00. Sansui tuner
AU -7500, 40 watts RMS $160.00. Send $1.00 for Fall preview catalog. Audio Smith 7225 S. Jeffrey, Apt 1A, Chicago,
Illinois 60649.

MKIIIA Amp,

include...dahlquist ampzilla
thaedra b & o allison
yamaha citation sonus
nakamichi advent ads
technics tandberg
phase linear stax denon

mix down mon-

peizoelectric has been added for dispersion.
The result is a very efficient, accurate reproducer with
very good power handling. $185 each.
DREADNAUGHT power amps by Dunlap Clarke. Absolutely
stable, superior protection. Despite other claims this is
the first solid state amp we have heard which is as
good o' better than the best tube equipment we have
heard. We used to have to specialize depending on what
the amplifier was to be used for. This is the amp for super -woofers or any part of a bi or tri amped system, or
for PA or band use. Models 500 and 1000, $800 and
$1200. These amps will also be available under the
Sequerra name with different cosmetics.
SUPEX SMM5 moving magnet cartridge. Not the best but
exceptionally smooth. Nothing can touch it for $50.
GRACE 940 oil damped, uni -pivot tone arm. $149.
FIDELITY RESEARCH cartridge and transformer. The best
moving coil yet. Highly regarded even by resident Decca
freak. Great depth of image and detail. Also variety of prepreamps. Cart. $130, Torodial transformer $150.
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO P50 and P140 integrated amplifiers
with toroidal power supply and state of the an preamp.
$350 and $550. Also TL 200 transmission line speakers,
itor,

201-249-5130

CROWN

tripod audio offers you advice
on & demonstrations of the
finest equipment available. our
emphasis is on giving you the
best sound/dollar value we can.

Transcriptors, Uher, Yamaha. SOUND

Technics,

33432, (305) 391-1843.

HI -Fl HAVEN
28 Easton Ave.
New Brunswick, N.J. 08901

INFONICS DUPLICATORS!

massachusetts

AND SIGHT, INC. 20 N. Federal Highway, Boca Raton, Florida

THIEVES WAREHOUSE

ROCKFORD'S APPLE TREE STEREO ®
Audio Research Magnaplanar Speakers and Electronics, Crown, Denon. H/K Rabco, Linn Sondek, Micro -Acoustics, Ohm, SME,
Sony, Technics, and many other fine audio components.
1645 N. Alpine Rd., Rockford, III. 61107, 815-226-9826

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

PHASE LINEAR, RADFORD, REVOX, SEQUERRA, STAX, TAND -

HONG KONG, TAIWAN, JAPAN, Asia Directory. World
products information. Mail -orders, bulk -orders. Listings. Di-

rectory and Information $1.00 today. World Trade Inquiries.
Box

6224, Spokane, Wash. 99207.

YOUR DOLLAR BUYS MORE IN BRITAIN. Whether you
are visiting or require export shipment UPL will get you more
component value per dollar. UPL, 35 High Street New Malden, Surrey. Phone 01 942 9567/8.
THE BOTTOM END, as reviewed in the April Stereophi/e.
A new compact super bass speaker that retails for around
$200.00. A no -compromise performer with smooth response below 20 Hz. Ideal for use with Magnaplanars,
Quads. Dahlquist, ESS, or any system deficient in low bass,
because

of room placement.

BOTTOM END CROSSOVERS

BERG, BEYER, SENNHEISER, and other fine instruments for

the reproduction of music. Send for list of used equipment
AUDIO SYSTEMS AND DESIGN, 5421 South 84th St., Lincoln, Nebraska

68516 (402) 489-9888

...

and

4408 Capi-

tal Ave., Omaha, Nebraska 68131. (402) 556-7559.
PROTECT YOUR LPs. Poly sleeves for jackets 8C round bottom inner sleeves 6c Poly lined paper sleeves 15c White

jackets 35c Postage $1.25. House of Records, Hillburn, New
York 10931.

McINTOSH C-28 - $425; Soundcraftsman 20-12 - $185;
Advent 100A - $165; Stax phones - $80; used Scotch 2061" tape, bulk erased - $10 ea.; Thorens 125 MK -111
w/Rabco SL -8E; all excellent: 618-457-7823 ask for 'JB'.

permit the use of one woofer, no bi-amping, one amplifier
does it all. Model X1 fur all Magnaplanars, Model X2 for
all others. Literature and information available upon request, dealer inquiries invited. Consumers write for the
name of your nearest dealer. M & K Sound Inc.. 8719

ESS TRANSTATIC

Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90211.

Fla.

I Speaker (Rosewood pair) $600. Ess
500 power amplifier with meters, $350. Crown DC -300,
$400. ESS electronic crossover, $60.00. Revoc A-76 tuner,
$250.00. Dynakit PAT -5 $175.00. Marantz 500, $800.00.

All in excellent condition. M. Ginnis, Box

I,

Pompano Beach,

33061 (305)942-8584
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

PORTLAND. OREGON
HAWTHORNE STEREO

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF NORTH TAMPA
1441 EAST FLETCHER AVENUE, TAMPA, FLORIDA 33612

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES

An uncommon Hi-Fi store serving Portland for

with the finest

thirty years

in products, service, and people.

Audio Research

Radford

Crown
Harmon-Kardon

Quad

Quatre
Sony V-FET

Yamaha

McIntosh
Mangeplanar
Fulton

Manantz

Dahlquist
Beveridge
Polk

Advent

Audionics

Phase Linear

Technics

SME

Grace

Denon

Mark Levinson
Nakamichi

Stax

Fidelity Research
Philips
West: 8680 S.W. Canyon Rd., Portland, Oregon 97225.
East; 3580 S.E. Hawthorne Blvd., Portland, Oregon 97214.

G.AS.

-

503-292-4401.

TWIN TANDBERG RECORDERS: 9000X modified for professional service with halftrack heads and exact timing. Cost
$1.715. Sell $1,195 together or $645 singly. Also a 9100X,
same modifications. Cost $990, sell $745. Phone Hartford
547-1281 nights 8PM-Midnight.
SEQUERRA Tuner all features 2,100 Dyna FM3 tuner 50.00
Shure SME (Damped) Non -Detachable $135.00 (8-5) 1-216-

NEW YORKERS - THE CHOICE IS YOURS!
Consult with us about your individual audio needs. IMF, BGW,
SAE, OHM. INFINITY, KLIPSCH, ORTOFON, THORENS, LINN
SONDEK, KEITH MONKS, SME, LEVINSON JC-1AC, STAX,
ADS -BRAUN, DECCA, TANNOY, DBX, REVOX, CROWN. PIO-

THIEVES WAREHOUSE

OF

PENSACOLA

3731 NAVY BOULEVARD, PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32507

MINT USED EQUIPMENT.

ESS amt -3 speakers

$650: Cit-

ation 11a preamp w. case $290; Audio Research D -51A amp
$500; Audio Research Tympani III T/M speakers $550; Audio Research EC -4 crossover $240; Audio Research SP -3A-1
preamp $600; Infinity Monitor speakers $650: Teac A-4010
GSL tapedeck $350; Crown IC -150 preamp $265; Marano
2245 receiver $345; Rabco SL8E tonearm $110; Shure SME
non -detachable tonearm $100; Dynaco PAS 3X modified by
Audio Research $225; Acoustic Research 4ax speakers $90;
Acoustic Research 3a speakers $325. Also demonstrator specials, Audionics TL -30B speakers $275; Audionics TL -50
speakers $415; Radford H022 preamp $375; Audionics .03
amp $325; Citation 12 amp $225. SOUND ADVICE, 536
State Road, Emmaus, PA 18049. (215) 967-4418.

Call For Appointment

N.Y.

10038

AUDIO RESEARCH 0-76 (2) $750, each. Ampzilla $650.
All mint with warranty. Wolfe, 509-547-9361.
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ORLANDO,

1915 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE, ORLANDO,

FL

32803

WESTCHESTER HEADQUARTERS for the great sounds in
the world. Quad, Cambridge. Dahlquist, Bose ESS, Braun,
SAE, EPI, Crown, Phase Linear, Tandberg Thorens, Yamaha,
Nakamichi, Technic. BGW, Dual Revoz, Leak B&0, DBX,
Burwen, We stock Ampzilla. The listening Room, Inc. 590
Central Ave. Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583 (914) 472-4558.

90

-

Write for quote - Answered in 24 hrs. SOUTHBOUND SOUND
P.O. Box 52508 Atlanta, Georgia 30305
Ampzilla, Burwen, Dahlquist Decca, Denon, Dynaco (Modified), Ferrograph, Fulton E and J Systems, Grace, IMF, Koss
Speaker, Lecson, Lux, Magnepan. Mark Levinson, Fons. M &
K, Quad, Quintessence, Quatre, SAE. Satin, Stax, Sonus, Technics, Transcriptor, and many others. All equipment pretested
and guaranteed to meet specifications, and shipped prepaid

and insured in continental U.S. AUDIOPHILE'S SOUND STUDIO 7459 Elmwood Ave. Middleton (Madison). Wisconsin

53562 Phone 608-836-3807

-

land 21211

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA

2769 LAKEWOOD AVE S.W., ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30315
COMPLETE LINE of disco systems and professional sound
equipment. CMG SOUND INC., 12020 Milton St., Wheaton,

DISCOUNT PRICES on stereo components. All major
brands. Write for quote. Seashore Stereo Sales, 204 Wood crest Ave., Absecon, N.J. 08201.

SAN FRANCISCO

MD. 20902 (301) 942-8665.

At last a source for truly superior audiophile products. Accurate advice, unsurpassed service, and incomparable com-

IMPROVE YOUR AUDIO SYSTEM!! PROMINENCE, the
supplementary piezoelectric supertweeter, greatly enhances
the high frequency performance of most speaker systems. At
$75/pair, PROMINENCE is the most cost effective means of
upgrading many stereo systems. For complete information,
send a self-addressed long envelope to: FSC, 7033 Benjamin
Street, McLean, Virginia 22101

ponents from: THE SOURCE, Box A512-2, c/o Audio, 401
N. Broad St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
19108.

THE CONNECTION

20-60% Discounts on Thorens, Stanton, Altec, Dual, Pioneer,
and other brand names. For your free quote on any model or

System write THE CONNECTION,

35 Congress St., Bldg.
Shetland Park, Salem, Mass. 01970. Get on our Mail list!

I,

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA
4166 BUFORD HIGHWAY, N.E., ATLANTA GEORGIA 30345

UNBELIEVABLE -UNBEATABLE-PRICES! !
All Major Brands Discounted! Krasco Stereo, 623 Campbell
Ave.. West Haven, Conn. 06516.
DECOURSEY ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS
Complete with plug-in Butterworth filters of your specified
frequencies and with 6, 12, or 18 db./octave attenuation.

Regulated power supply. Bi -amp or triamp for monaural, stereo, or quadraphonic systems. Other options; Electronic summer for single woofer stereo; VLF noise filters. For OEM and
home builders; Series 500 and 600 Hi -pass and Low-pass
filter pairs. Also regulated power supplies. Write for brochure. DeCoursey Engineering Laboratory. 11828 Jefferson
Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230

ARP SYNTHESIZERS!
New Rock Bottom Prices

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES. WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA
CHEROKEE ROAD. SMYRNA, GEORGIA

30080

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF MONTGOMERY

3386 NORMAN BRIDGE

RD., MONTGOMERY, ALA.

THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA, 4162 JONESBORO
RD., ZAYRE CENTER, FOREST PARK, GA.

30050

MICHIGAN AUDIOPHILES
MICHIGAN's ONLY HIGH END DEALER PROUDLY PRESENTS:
DAHLOUIST
KOSS ESL
AMPZILLA
ORTOFON
MARK LEVINSON
REVOX
LINN SONDEK
KMAL
RABCO

FIDELITY RESEARCH

S.A.E.

CITATION

SOUNDCRAFTSMAN
MAGNEPAN

ESS

M&K

SME

BURWEN

DBX

TECHNICS

JBL

THORENS

and much more!

GALE

ABSOLUTE SOUND, INC.

12400 Morang
Detroit, Michigan
(313) 527 2244

Explorer. AXXE $730; Pro -Soloist $875; Odyssey $1165;
String Ensemble $1315; Model No. 2600 $2260. Dickstein
Distributing, 1120 Quincy Avenue, Scranton, Pennsylvania

18510.

36105

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES

Audio Hi-Fi Handbook, 401 N. Broad St, Phila., Pa. 19108.

CARBON FILM RESISTORS -YAW, 5% from 10-4.7
megohms for 31c each. Fifty per value $.85. Discounts
available. FREE samples/specifications. Other quality components. $1.00 postage. Components Center, Box 134A. N.Y.,

SAVE ON SACRED COWS
BOSE, JBL, SAE, Thorens, Philips. Over 50 Top Brands

practical recorder for the audio amateur at a sensible price $85.00 post-paid. Write for information. POWER RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, 1401 Clipper Heights Avenue, Baltimore, Mary-

reference guide to over 1,000 components, in-

cluding prices and specs. All arranged in tabular form for
easy comparison. Plus over 30 outstanding articles on audio
topics, trends and advances. State-of-the-art reading for audiophiles. Only a limited quantity available. Over 200 pages.
Send $3.95 (includes shipping and handling) to: Jean Davis,

chined. Silicon damped. American made. $16.00. postpaid.
Lyrelih 582 Franklin Street Cambridge, Mass 02139

sponse curves on amps, cartridges, speakers, etc. Uses chart
or adding -machine paper, generates markers, etc. The first

(212) 596-0888

1030-3

AUDIO'S HI-FI HANDBOOK
Complete

30303

Precision ma-

AUDIO STRIP CHART RECORDER KIT
Uses your amplifier and function generator. Run frequency re-

129 DeGraw Street
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11231

Mc 275; DYNA PAT 4. Call Tom Hill, 716-484-9191; 716962-3941.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES

KEF, INNOTECH,

INNOVATIVE AUDIO
"THE FACTORY"

8413 Beverly Blvd., LA, Calif. 90048. (213) 651-3652.

HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS WANTED!! Earn more than just spare
money in your spare time. We need campus representatives
to sell name brand stereo components at discount prices in
your area. High commission, no investment required. Serious
inquiries only, please. Contact: Alan Weisberg, K&L Sound
Services Co. 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. 02172.

C/M LABS,

CELESTION & many others.

JBL PARAGON, walnut $1800. Mark Conrad. 1004 Havelock Dr., Taylors, S.C. 29687. (803) 268-6840.

ATLANTA

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES

617-924-0561.

Gasman

OF

RD., N.E., ATLANTA, GEORGIA

AR TURNTABLE OWNERS. Add cueing.

733-7924.
DEALERS: We will buy your excess stock. ALL lines, no
quantity too large or small. Cash paid immediately. Call M.

NEER, KENWOOD, MARANTZ.

REVOX OWNERS
Factory authorized service, parts & accessories for the Western states. Beverly Stereo Audio Clinic,

THIEVES WAREHOUSE

3164 PEACHTREE

BRAUN TG -1000-4, (2) AKG 200E, 200' cable, Switchcraft
3OTTR Mixer, (2) AR -3A, (2) AR-2AX, SX-626, SL -65B, PRO
4AA. Mint. (419) 448-0225, Kessler, 3031/2 N. Washington.
Tiffin, Ohio 44883.
NOW AVAILABLE
FAMOUS REFLECTING SYSTEM'S 41/2' REPLACEMENT
DRIVERS. $7.98 POSTPAID. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS.
FREE SPECIFICATIONS. AURATONE, Box 580-29A.
DELMAR, CALIFORNIA 92014.
THE AUDIO RESEARCH ROOM. The complete line of Audio Research equipment on display under ideal listening conditions. AUDIO SYSTEMS & DESIGN, 5421 South 84th St.,
Lincoln, Nebraska 68516 (402) 489-9888.

SAE MARK 1M preamp with cabinet, mint.
(518) 783-6890, evenings.

$410. Call

JANSZEN ELECTROSTATIC speaker systems. $120 to
$700. Melvin C. Heinz Audio, SAC certified audio consultants.
1006 Alabama Avenue, Selma, Alabama 36701. (205) 8757221.
RABCO SL -8E with Music & Sound Ltd. modification
$125.00 (513) 325-2681

AUDIO
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

'AUDIOGRAM'

FORMULA 4 PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY TONE ARM
Only viscous pivot damping with low effective mass can ensure natural sound without 'listening fatigue' enabling all
cartridges to reach their 'Linear Region' of best performance,
absolutely essential for perfect Stereo and Quadraphonic
transcription due to the suppression of instantaneous track-

Impact of the "quarterlies' at a fraction of the price per
word, and at least 3 times the publication frequency. Ever
heard of the DB Systems preamp, Berning EA 2-150 power
amp, Formula 4 tone arm, IAD BC3 preamp, CM Labs 912
power amp? With solid state finally coming into its own, can
you afford to be 6 months behind the latest developments in
the exciting, fast moving world of audio? Clear, concise and
AUDIOGRAM will not leave you in doubt as
to what a component sounds like or what our collective opinion is concerning it. Rates: $10.00 per 12 issues. Write: The
Audio Advisor, P.O. Box 40094, Washington, D.C. 20016

FOR SALE

ing force extremes which reduce record wear and H.F. playback distortion. Viscous silicone damping means better track-

comprehensive,

ing even of warped records, the sound having exceptional

REVOX A77 Tape Deck,

definition with rich full and clean bass plus a tape -like consistency with steady stereo image and near pinpoint localization. Jewelled unipivot friction below 0.005 gm Effective
mass 4.50 gm. Bias control. VTF 0-3 gm. stylus/pivot 224
mm. Optimum performance with ultra high or low compliance
cartridges weighing 2-10 gms. Leaflet $1 bill deductible from
purchase price (certified checks) $89 including Airmail. Formula 4, 15 Heather Walk, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9TS Eng-

Mint

Year Old

-

$550. (212) 761-

8486
DO YOU OWN expensive stereo equipment? Protect it

with

our unique ACL system. Allows your equipment to draw exact current necessary. Extends life of all electronic components. No fuse is sufficient enough. Plugs into AC line of
your amplifier. For free brochure call 301-253-8542 or 301-

874-5800.

Or

write to: INVENTORS UNLIMITED
21754.

CO.,

144-E2

Fire Tower Road, liumsville, MD

land.

- TIC's, Dual 76. Call

1", 1"

315-423-0765.

CURRENT 8 -TRACKS FROM $3.95! FREE Catalog! Music
Wholesalers, 1611 Capitol, Des Moines, Iowa 50316.

VANSOUND-THE ULTIMATE MUSIC MACHINE - Truly
"state of the art" reproduction in an automotive system.Send
$1 for stereo and P.A. discount catalog...Phase Concept
3975 Omaha Drive, Norcross, Georgia 30071
CROWN CX-722-$1150.
Road, Ypsilanti, Michigan

579

George Bourke,

Harris

48197

Shipped prepaid, insured. Greg Trimble, R.D. #
Pa.

1,

Kirkwood,

17536.

INTO BROADCASTING -become disc jockey, engineer. Start own station. get free tapes -records. Free details, EGW, Box 5516 -ML, Walnut Creek, CA 94596.

& 2" Factory fresh. Best Prices. TECHNIARTS,

8555

97401, (503) 485-1262.

PRO DEALERS to handle high end multi -channel consoles on exclusive basis. Designed to augment
J.B.L. pro line of speakers and amplifiers. Theatre Sound, Inc.,
P.O. Box A.O., New Haven, Conn. 06525.
- A UNIQUE MOVING COIL PREAMPLIFER THAT
VIRTUALLY WILL NOT ALTER SOUND. VARIABLE IMPED-

-

FOR

Rd.,

PREAMP,

IN STOCK & ON DEMONSTRATION: Audio Research Tympani 1-C, SP-3a-1, Dual 76a; Dayton -Wright XG-8 Mk Ill,
DO -10; Gale GS

401 A; Luxman;
Sequerra; Yamaha B-1, CT -7000, NS -1000; Dunlop -Clarke;
SAE; Stax; I. M. Fried; Nakamichi; Revox; Magnepan; ADS;
BGW; RTR; B & 0; Crown; Advent Video -Beam; Tandberg;
Citation; IAD; R.B. Audio; Denon; Sopex; Satin; Grace 707;
Decca; Rahn; Connoisseur; Thorens; Transcriptor; others...
THE GRAMOPHONE, LTD.
757 ASP SL, Norman, OK 73069

405-364-9477
East 51st, Tulsa, OK 74145

918-663-1511

-

SOUNDCRAFTSMAN frequency equalizer model 20-12
immaculate condition, $135.
(215) WI 5-7185.

-

ORTOFON

OPTIMUM

-

YELLOW PAGES OF AUDIO -Comprehensive reference to
professional as well as consumer audio products and manufacturers. FREE classified advertising: information and copy
form available with each issue. $3.95, Box 94, Colmar, Pa.

18915.
SAN DIEGO
Audio Research, Fulton (FMI). Paoli, Decca, Win, Shure VI 5-G
ERA Grace,
Connoiseur. Dr. (Johnson, by appointment,

714/274-6613
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF PANAMA CITY, 5220 W HWY. 98,
SUITE D, PANAMA CITY, FLA 32401.

MARCH, 1976

-

SUPEX

FIDELITY RESEARCH ETC. CARTRIDGE

PERFORMANCE.

MELD DRIVE, CANOGA PARK, CA.

$229.00

-

DEALER

IN-

7205 PO 91307 (213) 348-4600
ENTERPRISES,

NEW ENGLAND AUDIOPHILES
Visit our showroom in Framingham for the finest sound in
New England. Hear the incomparable Fulton J -Modular System, the finest speakers in the world on some of the world's
finest transistor equipment the DB systems ultralinear preamplifier, the Thaedra, and the Ampzilla, and one of the
world's finest tube amplifiers, the Paoli 60M. Hear them with
the Denon and Promethean-Grado cartridge on the newly acclaimed ERA turntable. Hear the new Fulton E -Modular system

a smaller version of the J. The E system consists of an
FMI 60 or 80 (which in its own right is one of the most mu-

sical speakers available) and the E subwoofer. Upgrade your
SP3a-1 with the Paoli Modification. Call us for advice or a
quote. We accept trades. Preowned equipment: Magneplanar
Illa, pair Dual 76s, pair of Marantz 8bs, several Dynaco 400s,
EPI 202s. NATURAL SOUND, 401 Worcester Road, Framingham, Mass.

-

FIDELITY RESEARCH FRT-3 Toroidal Transformer Mint
$55 Postpaid, Rabco ST -4 Good Condition $25 (212) 7243268 Eve

AUDIO

EMT

QUIRIES INVITED. MEL SCHILLING

CITATION 3X TUNER, DYNA STEREO 70 AMP, FM -3 TUN
PHILIPS GA -212 TABLE/W AUDIO TECHNICA AT -14 CARTRIDGE. CALL 1-203-488-7908 ANY NIGHT AFTER 8 PM.

b

SME

AUDIO TECHNICA

SUPEX

EPICURE

ORTOFON

DAHLQUIST

FIDELITY RESEARCH

AUOIONICS

REVOX

B&0

CROWN

TEAC

QUATRE

TRANSCRIPTORS

PHASE LINEAR

DBX

SAE

BEYER

CITATION
MARK LEVINSON

STAX
AKG

NAKAMICHI
SEQUERRA

MAGNEPLANAR
MAGNEPAN

BURWEN
HARTLEY WOOFERS

THORENS

& MORE

FRED LOCKE STEREO

Newington

Greenwich

203-667-2277

Orange

203-637-5439

203-795-0701

New Haven

Avon

Springfield, Mass.
413-782-7111

203-678-1797

203-757-9296

East Hartford

203-366-5246

Stratford
203-377-1771

203-528-9479

Waterbury

Fairfield
New London

203-443-1835

MASI

Pleasantville, NY 10570.

6568

TECHNICS

ACCUPHASE

203-787-0183

WANTED-J.B.L.

ALTEC 604C SPEAKER & corner cabinet (some scratches).

535; Dahlquist

AUDIO RESEARCH

ESS

$100 plus shipping. Andrew Wittenborn, 152 Mountain

SPS, SPL,

14-36

CONN. AND WESTERN MASS.'S
LARGEST STEREO DEALER

TOAD HALL HI -FL "QUALITY WITH THE ASSURANCE
OF QUALITY!" Some of our fine brands include: Audio Research, Burwen, DBX, Magneplaner, Magnepan, G.A.S., Sony
V-FET, Nakamichi, RTR, Dahlquist, ADC, Radford, Audionics,
Polk Audio, Yamaha, SME, Advent, Reims, Klipsch, and Tear.
Shipping charges pre -paid anywhere in U.S. TOAD HALL HIFI, 922 Northwest Kings Boulevard, Corvallis, Oregon,
97330, (503) 752-5601 and 150 West Broadway, Eugene,

ANCE SWITCH EXACTLY MATCHES YOUR DENON

1

RECORD CLUB

DEPT.
DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB, INC.
dim 650
Main Street, New Rochelle. N.Y. 10801

SOUNDCRAFTSMAN

GET

MCINTOSH MC -240 AMP, H/K CITATION

KIND

Discounts up to 73%, no "agree -to-purchase" obligations.
All labels, Schwann catalog of thousands of titles; classical,
pop, jazz, country, etc. Discount dividend certificates. Newsletter; accessories; quick service. 100% iron -clad
guarantees. Write for free details.

Fenton St., Silver Spring, MD 20910. (301) 585-1118.

Oregon,

McINTOSH MA6100 w/cab. Excellent $350. Spendor BC l's, Teak. w/trolleys. New $600. Advent 201. New $150.

details

dB SYSTEMS

McINTOSH MA-230 Integrated amplifier - last clinic November '75. $250.00 1-919-942-8416.
AMPEX TAPE
Ampex Audio Studio Mastering Tapes, 631-641, 406-407,
and "GRANO MASTER" in stock for immediate shipment. r/é',

AUDIO RESEARCH

FREE

01701, (617) 879-3556, and NATURAL SOUND,

1021 Claremont Street, Lincoln, Nebraska 68508, (402)

475-3325.
MARANT2 4430 QUAD RECEIVER, WITH SQ DECODER
and cabinet Mint $400. Roberts 770X -SS Tape Recorder
(similiar Akai M9) built-in speakers, Excellent $175. Mitchell
Arney, CNFJ N2 Div Box 12, FPO Seattle 98762.
NEW color telephones, wiring details, accessories, schematics. Details tree. QUEENS VILLAGE TELEPHONE SUPPLY,
P.O. Box

29002-I, Queens Village,

NY

11429

SAE MARK 8 FM TUNER with 41á year transferable warranty, $500; Braun PS600 changer, mint $200; Dynaco stereo 80 amp, factory wired, $100. Jim Reynolds, 2144 S.
Walnut, Spriingfield, Illinois 62704. (217) 523-7581.

CONNECTICUT: Yamaha, Advent JBL, Bose, Citation,
McIntosh, Tandberg, B&O, Harman/Kardon. Ortofon, Epicure.
Will ship prepaid. Sounds Incredible, 226 White St., Danbury,
Conn.

06810. (203) 748-3889

ENGLISH HI Fl
Radford, Rogers Export Monitor, I.M.F., B.M.W., Celestion,
S.M.E., Decca MK -5, Tannoy, Garrard, other continental prod-

ucts also available. Please write or telex, your quote will be
returned by airmail.

Southern Audio Services Limited, 43 High Street Kingstonupon-Thames, Surrey. England. Telephone 01-549-3194 or
telex 929679 AEL

G.

THE ABSOLUTE SOUND, in its eighth issue, will be examining in depth the Lux Audio tube equipment Audio Research's 300 watt tube amp, the EMT cartridge, Peter Prit chard's new cartridges, the Sequerra loudspeaker, the Infinity
switching amp and FET preamp, Bongiornó s preamp
(Phaedra), the Koss electrostatic, the Stax Class A amp, the
Luxman turntable, the Win Labs cartridge. In other words, we
are preparing a powerhouse issue. And, to put icing on the

2500 basic amp; the Dahlquist bookshelf
speaker; the ADS 810 speaker. The nation's foremost audiologist will also be on hand to tell you why very loud listening levels irreversibly destroy your hearing (and it's about
cake: the SAE

time someone said it). Subscriptions (four issues): $10 by
third class mail; $12 by first class mail; $13 foreign. The Absolute Sound, P.O. Box 5, Northport, New York 11768.

MAGNECORD MODEL M-90 AC. Portable with M90 ACX
mixer. In excellent condition. Used very little. Best offer. Reply Audio Box A63-1.
DYNACO RACK MOUNTS for pre -amps, tuners, integrated
amps. $24.95 postpaid, $22.50, three or more. AUDIO BY ZIMET, 1038 Northern Blvd., Roslyn, N.Y. 11576 (516) 621-

0138
TAPE CLOSEOUT - "Reel" Bargains. Mitchell, Box 132A,
Flushing, New York 11367.
Up to date. Top

-SPEAKER CATALOG quality drivers. Hop -up the speakers you

have or build new ones. Transmission -line speaker plans

$5.00 -Foam damping material. E & E Audio, 2816 Church
Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11226. (212) 462-0984
CROWN SS824 - completely rebuilt by Techniarts,
year
warranty, $1000.00 - Techniarts, 8555 Fenton St., Silver
Spring, MD 20910. (301) 585-1118.
1
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RADIO PROGRAMS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NEEDLES AND CARTRIDGES -ADC, Audio
Technica, B&0, Empire, Grado, Micro Acoustics, Pickering. Ortolan, Shure. Santis, Stanton. Supex, BSR, G.E., RCA. Sony,
STEREO

AUDIO'S HI-FI HANDBOOK
Complete reference guide to over 1,000 components, including prices and specs. All arranged in tabular form for
easy comparison. Plus over 30 outstanding articles on audio
topics. trends and advances State-of-the-art reading for audi
ophiles Only a limited quantity available Over 200 pages
Send S3 95 (includes shipping and handling) to: Jean Davis.
Audio Hi-Fi Handbook, 401

Broad St.. Phila., Pa. 19108

N.

McINTOSH MA-230 Integrated Amp, Si 65. PHASE Linear 400, $360. (518) 585-6551
THE AUDIBLY SUPERIOR ORTOFON DSS-731 disc cutting system is now installed and making believers out of the
entire city of Nashville. Neumann VMS -70 computerized cutting lathe, Dolby, DBX, and complete EU, compression, and
echo facilities makes NRP the foremost disc cutting installa-

tion available for custom work. Call or write for complete information. Nashville Record Productions, 469 Chestnut St.,
Nashville, Tennessee, 37203, (615) 259-4200.

TOURING SOUND SYSTEMS,

2, 4, and 8 Track Studios,

Panasonic and others. For FREE CATALOG, write: NEEDLE IN
A

HAYSTACK, INC.,

P.O.

Box

17436, Washington.

D.

C.

SOUND ADVICE MAGAZINE - with audio equipment reviews that don't pull any punches. Disgusted with the "one
of the best" type of reviews that really tell you nothing about
how products sound and perform? Discover Sound Advice
with subjective listening evaluations conducted "blind" so
that no panel member is aware of the product being tested.
Prejudices, pre -conceived notions and favoritisms are elimi-

GEAR PROPERLY

SHIP US YOUR

PACKED AND

$13.50 overseas sent air mail). 225 Kearny.
Francisco, California 94108.

A

200C, San

SUPERIOR PRODUCTS AT LOWER PRICES: B&W, Decca,

Reel,

Decca,

SME,

Hegeman,

Klipschorn,

Technics,

TEAC, Marantz, Harmon Kardon on demonstration.

Vickers Audio

210 West Franklin St.

WISCONSIN'S

ONLY

AUDIOPHILE

DEALER.

ATTENTION: RESIDENT OF SOUTH FLORIDA

Specialists in components by Dahlquist, Transcriptors, SAE,
Nakamichi, Epicure, Bozak, Citation, Ohm, SME, Ampzilla,
DBX, Infinity, Revox, RTR, Phase Linear, Quintessence, Advent, Tandberg and over 50 others. Wisconsin's first Audio
Research dealer with the complete product line on demonstration. PLUS -one of the truly largest display of tape decks
in the entire country. Over 130 machines on display. WACK
ELECTRONICS INC. 5722 W. NORTH AVE. MILWAUKEE

LOUDSPEAKERS

-

SPENDOR

search Corporation Magnaplanars. Quads, Magnepan, Allison
and II Bowers & Wilkins, FMI including the J System, Gale,
M&K Sub -Woofers, Dayton Wright XG-8 Mark III, IMF Small
Monitor, IMF Studio IIIB, IMF Super Compact
I

TURNTABLES - Linn-Sondek, The Michell Engineering
Transcriptors, B&O 3000-2 and 4000-2, and Yamaha

Co.

PICKUPS AND TONEARMS - Ultimo DV38/20A, Denon
103-S, Satin M15 Conic, Supex 900 and 901, Ortofon SL 15E Moving Coil Pickups, SME, Audiocraft, KMAL, Grace 707
Tonearms. Dayton Wright 535 Infranoise Cartridge Pre -pre amp, Denon Transformers, Ortofon Transformers, and Hoffman Transformers
ELECTRONICS - Audio Research, Lecson, Quad, BGW, Ampulla, Dayton Wright, Paoli, Yamaha, B&O Citation, Stax, Radford

RECORDINGS

-

A range of selected British, French, and Ger-

MICHIGAN AREA AUDIOPHILES: Win

CALIFORNIA AUDIOPHILES: Allison Acoustics, BGW, Dayton Wright, DBX, Decca, Dynaco, Gauss, Hartley, RTR, Quad,
Sonus, Soundcraftsmen, Stax, Transcriptors: AUDIO TECH-

NIQUES, 351 South Baywood, San Jose, California. 95128.

(408) 984-6655
pairs, mint, will sell together or single

pairs. Supex cartridge with JC-1 Levinson Headamp, Audio

All of the above products are in stock and on demonstration
in our 110 sq. ft. showroom.

Research EC3A, Denon 1035, Decca Mark 5 919-449-4132.

- 6 Monday through Saturday
We accept Master Charge and Bankamericard
Will ship mail order in continental U.S.. prepaid

Sound Components, Inc.
2710 Ponce de Leon Blvd.
Coral Gables, Florida 33134

Telephone: 305-446-1659

TWX: 810-848-7627

Superb Products For The Discriminating Audiophile and
Music Lover

1974 ELECTRO -VOICE integrated 15" three-way speaker
system in walnut cabinets, (46H o 30W x 20D) Five year
guarantee, $485 pr. John Moyer, 113 Chippewa Street,
Buchanan, Mich 49107.
CROWN SX-824 w/walnut case, mint, $1200. AR -3ás, like
new, $300/pair. Ramey Salyer, 3110 Greenwood Dr., Johnson City, TN

37601. (615) 929-7297.

DAHLQUIST OWNERS! Attractive stands specifically designed for DQ-10. Proper placement yields considerable improvement in bass depth and detail. Audio, Box A63-2.

AMPZILLA

-

THAEDRA

Sound Advice, 536 State Road,
Emmaus, Pa. 18049. Hours: Daily

92

6-9:30: Sat 10-6.

St. Louis, Mo,

P.O. Box

3786,

63122.

GOLDEN AGE RADIO - your best source for radio tapes.
Box 25215-D, Portland, Oregon 97225.

SPEAKERS
SAVE 50%. Construct speakers and save money. Send for
free catalog and instructions. SpeakerKit, Box 12A, Men-

MUSICAL SPEAKERS REPAIRED
ALTEC WARRANTY STATION

Hughes Electronics Service
45 Dunn St., Asheville, N.C. 28806

SHORTWAVE
HEAR POLICE FIRE Dispatchers. Catalogs show receivers:
exclusive directories of "confidential" channels. Send Oc
stamp. Communications,

5

KENWOOD DENOISER KF8011, $125; JVC Reverb
ECA102, $65; JVC Oemodulator 4005, $70. Ron (315) 4585019, after 5.
DYNACO FM -5/A TUNER, 2 Months Old, Mint, $165.00.
ADCXLM-MKII cartridge, never used, warranty cards, $60.00.
Reply Audio Box A63-4.
THE AUDIOPHILE, home of the renowned OB preamp, the

excellent), Win Labs, KMAL, Revox, ADS, and
the Sleeper of the Month
the Promethian Grado, obscure but offering exceptional clarity at only $95. Sales and service. 582 N. Frederick Ave., Gaithersburg, Md. 20760. (301) 948-2999. Ask for Gene, Bob,
or Albert.

Commack, New York

HIGH FIDELITY
NOW AVAILABLE
FAMOUS REFLECTING SYSTEM'S 41/2' REPLACEMENT
DRIVERS. $7.98 POSTPAID. BIG QUANTITY DISCOUNTS, FREE SPECIFICATIONS, AURATONE, BOX
580-29, DEL MAR, CALIFORNIA 92014.

DYNAKITS, DYNASPEAKERS

- Lowest Prices IAD,
IMF Displayed. Underground HiFi, 324C Broadwater Road, Arnold,
Md. 21012. (301) 647-0919.

-

COMMUNICATION
EQUIPMENT

-

-

LINEARS Buy Below
CB
MARINE
SCANNERS
Wholesale! Save up to 50%. Buy Direct From Factory Warehouse! Guaranteed Lowest Prices Anywhere! Catalog $1.00:
WHITLOCK INTERNATIONAL, P.O. Box 131, Westland, Michigan 48185.

CITIZENS BAND, at America's lowest prices! Catalog 50c.
OHIO C.B. OUTLET, 1040 Meadowbrook, Warren, OH

little black boxes everyone has heard about and nobody's
seen, is happy to help with your search for musical excellence - offering products which, even if not the most
widely known, provide musical honesty: Dayton -Wright loudspeaker, CM Labs amplifier, Dunlop -Clark, Fulton J. ERA, I.M.
Fried, Power Research loudspeaker, Paoli, Quad - including
the exciting new 405 amplifier, AID, Denon (expensive but

Box 56AU,

11725.

MUST SACRIFICE! UREI 527-A: Gately SM -6; EQ-6;
JBL 2130 Monitors; Crown 060. 804-295-1588, 804-293-

8294 After

package or

OLD TIME RADIO PROGRAMS on cassette. Catalog $1.00.
MB/JO Enterprises. Box 724, Spencer, Iowa 51301.

333, Grandville, Michigan 49418.

man pressings. Also, the Fulton and Sheffield discs.

Hours: 10

discs. Our

1

Labs, Denon, Paoli,

Ampzilla, Transcriptors, Magnepan, Fulton, KMAL, Linn Sondek. Available at Equinox Systems, (616) 457-2117 or Box

2

Custom

omonie, WI 54751.

53208. 414-442-3441.

MAGNEPAN MGII,

Rag time. Honky-Tonk, etc. others.

list $1.25, Refundable. Nostalgic Enterprises,

(919) 929-4554
&

-

Cartridge,

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

MILWAUKEE

BCIII, Audio Re-

Cassette.

recorded to your order from our library. Sample cassette and

MIAMI AREA

BCII and

ON TAPE AND CASSETTES. THOUSANDS
AVAILABLE, 6 HOURS $8.00. Immediate Service. Catalogue
50C. Nostalgic Radio, Box 29K, Peoria, IL 61601
OLD RADIO

RADIO AS IT WAS

cuphase,

50C per reel

P.O. Radio

many others. THE SOUND AFFAIR, 364 Mission Court St.

63130 (314) 863-6037

as

week.

EMT, Leak, KMAL, Naim, Quad, Linn Sondek, Spendor, Stax,

4419 JOHN MARR DRIVE, ANNANDALE, VIRGINIA 22003.
(703) 941-5707.

SOUND COMPONENTS, INC. is THE place for state of the
art stereo. Some of our products include

RENT OLD RADIO PROGRAMS as low

Lone Pine, Calif. 93545

INSURED.

ATTENTION: LATIN AMERICAN AUDIOPHILES
ATTENTION: VACATIONERS VISITING THE

YESTERDAY'S RADIO PROGRAMS ON TAPE. Reels, cassettes - fast reliable service. Catalog 81.00 refundable with
first order. ADVENTURES, 1301-A North Park Avenue, Inglewood, California 90302.

erable. With the high price of today's audio equipment, you
need Sound Advice - four issues 510.00 ($12.00 first class,

CAROLINA'S ONLY AUDIOPHILE CENTER - Infinity Servo-Statiks la, Switching amp, Mark Levinson Products,
Ampzilla, Dahlquist Magnepan, FMI, Ortofon, Crown, Ac-

STEREO SOUND LABS

Make your own copies or just lis-

-

build your collection reasonably Catalog
$1 refundable. OTR Rental, Box 1146, Livermore, Ca. 94550

GOOD OLD RADIO

North Beacon At., Watertown, Mass. 02172, (617) 787-

FACTORY SPECS OR BETTER BY 10% ON ALL REPAIRS ON
MAJOR BRANDS. WARRANTY 90 DAYS PARTS AND LABOR.

RENT RADIO SHOWS

nated with results that are quite astonishing. Check our reviews before you buy. The money you save could be consid-

Louis, MO

Ken Berger.

SURES, Box 192 AU, Babylon, New York 11702.

ten. Great way to

20041.

Disco Sound, Cerwin Vega BGW, Ahec, Shure. AKG, Tapco,
Dyna, Revox, EV, Beyer, Cetec, etc. K & L Sound Service, 75

4072-Att:

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS, Reels, $1.00 hour! Cassettes. 51.00 show! Mammoth catalog $1.25. AM TREA-

44484.

PLANS & KITS
CONSTRUCT YOUR OWN speaker enclosure. Send $2.00
for drawing to: Creightney Sounds, 140-25 169th Street, Jamaica, N.Y. 11434.

COMPUTER freaks, we have parts, kits, boards, C8080,
C8008, P2101, P2111, Cl 702A. 91L02A. Write for catalog.
A.R.B., Ltd. PO Box 1392, Scottsdale, AZ 85252
GUITAR synthesizer creates new sounds with your electric
guitar. Send $5.00 for plans to: ELECTRAX, Box 149, Tarzana, CA

91356

AUDIO
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RECORDS
RISA, 3700

NEWSLETTER!

S.

--

Plaza Drive, Bldg

FREE

F/211,

Santa And, California 92704.

FREE LP SALES LIST

- immediate shipment on all orders
Platter World, Box 234, Garfield, N.J. 07026.

06829.

-100

SURPLUS Records, Tapes
new LP's
major labels $65.00; 60 8 -track prerecorded, all major
labels $90.00; 40 prerecorded cassettes, major labels, new
$50.00; 25 open reel prerecorded, all major labels, new
$49.50. Catralogue available $1.00 refundable with first
order. Surplus Records & Tapes, Box 496, Lone Pine,
Calif. 93545.

-

PERFECTLY CLEAR'" ultra hi-fi record Burwen Laboratories
BL -2. The East Bay City Jazz Band
Big Bear Stomp. Oriental Strut. Louis-i -an -i -a Blues My Naughty Sweeties Gives to
Me.

Dans Le

rue d'Antibes, etc.

$70.00 postpaid

$10.50 each postpaid

in lots of 10. Send check or money order

Massachusetts residents add 3 sales tax Dealers wanted.
Burwen Laboratories Inc. 209 Middlesex Turnpike, Bur-

lington, Massachusetts 01803 617-273-1488.

Blues, Indicate which list from: Ray Macknic, (or) Theó s,
P.O. Box

7511, Van Nuys, Calif. 91406.

F,

Newton, NH 03858.

TAPE RECORDINGS

Not sold in stores. Not listed in Schwann's. Highest quality!
Budget label prices! Available only by mail. MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY, Box 932 AU, New York, N.Y. 10023.

RECORD COLLECTORS' CONTACT GUIDE. Dealers, magazines, societies, Handbooks and directories listed. $3.00.
Jackson, 1506 W. Barker. Peoria, II. 61606.

-

45 RPM Original hits. Catalog 50c C&S Record
Sales. Box 197, Wampsville, N.Y. 13163.
OLDIES

WHILE YOU WERE LOOKING for out -of -print records, you
should've been looking for us. DISContinued, 216 N. Rose,
Burbank, California 91505.

FILM -STAGE SOUNDTRACKS. Large free list.
P.O. Box 557342, Miami, Fla. 33155.

A.

Lutsky,

CATALOGS. Broadcasts, soundtracks. Personalities of
Thirties, Forties. Box 225, New York, N.Y. 10028
DISCONTINUED RECORDS, CLASSICAL, OPERA. POPULAR,

JAll, ALL

CASSETTE LIBRARY 2000. Gain extra hours listening
while working, driving relaxing. Educational, motivational,
nostalgic tape cassettes. Sales, rentals. Catalog $1.00 refundable. Deawer 2871-A. Springfield, Mass. 01101.

SONAR'S OPEN REEL TAPES. Duped one-to-one from the

master. Quad and stereo; Ye, 1 track; 71/2, 15 ips; 7", 101/2"
reels. Highest quality anywhere! Sonar Records Corp., P.O.

CLASSICAL 78's: Cortot, Gieseking, Hess, Kapell, Rosenthal,
Schnabel, Beecham, Busch, Kleiber, Mengelberg,

Toscanini,
Caruso, Chaliapin, Gigli, Heifetz. Menuhin, others. List 35c.
Dr. H.S. Friedman, 206 Ranch Valley Drive, San Antonio,

Texas 78227.
- sold.

Junker, 705

-

tape Player/Recorder.

Two

CULTURAL EXCHANGE: Swap tapes, one for one, F.M.
Broadcasts. Greek and/or Turkish for English, Spanish, or
Japanese broadcasts. Write, stating format and preference. E.
BENNETT, 6349 Sokak 14/1, Bostanli Karsiyaka, Izmir, Turkey.

HISTORICAL Live
sent

-on

Opera Performances -Past and Pretape. Free Catalog. WCS, Box 42445,' LA, Calif.

90042.

GOVT. SURPLUS
MANUALS FOR GOV'T. SURPLUS Radios, Test Sets,
Scopes, List 50c, Books, 7218 Roanne Drive, Washington,
DC

20021.

BOOKS
STEREO OWNERS HANDBOOK, a stereo consultant and
technical advisor, $4.50 or stamped envelope for details. ECE
P.O. Box 2074 Virginia Beach, Virginia 23452

SITUATION WANTED
FORMER DJ would like to return to radio in a similar position or as a Program Director. I have a third class broadcast
endorsed license, 2 years college.

2

SANDBLASTERS - S39.50-$839.50. Free Catalog. Truman,
1330A Market, Youngstown, Ohio 44507.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
EARN

$100.00

COTHEQUES ARE

NIGHTLY

PLAYING

RECORDS.

IN. COMPLETE DETAILS,

PHOTOS, DESCRIPTIONS,

ETC. SEND

$5.00

DOS,
TO

DIS-

DON'TS,

"DYNAMIC

CANADIAN DEALER looking for American or British trade
connections willing to work on cost plus basis (for cash
quantity purchase) on closeouts and regular stock. Interested
JBL, Thorens, Shure, BASF, TDK, Scotch, Watts, Marantz, etc.
Replies held confidential. Electronic Shoppers World, 278
Havelock, Toronto, M6H 3B9.

$100 WEEKLY POSSIBLE! Clipping newspaper items.
Stuff/address envelopes. Information - send stamped envelope. Income Opportunities, Box 721

32210. (904) 771-7386.
HELP! Light and Sound tech looking for job with studio or
band. Have on -road experience with P.A.S. Worked in Midwest for 4 years. Give me a chance. You won't regret it. Call

912-986-6901 or Kan. 913-696-4434.

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS! Design and understand Digital

PROFESSIONAL HI-FI COURSE -Instructors include Len
Feldman, Julian Hirsch, Larry Klein, and Larry Zide. Home
study course also available. Send $1.00 for audio primer and
full information or visit HI-FI EXPO, Dept A. 393 5th Ave.,
New York City 10016
OPERATE Collection Agency. "Little Gold Mine!" Franklin
Credit, Roanoke, VA 24004.

AO,

Lynbrook, N.Y.

TRAVEL
INTERNATIONAL TRAVELERS -business or pleasure

-

very useful monthly "On The Go". Trial subscription - four issue, two dollars. Martin Publications, 2120-D 28th St. Sacramento, CA 95818.

HELP WANTED
AUDIO IS EXPANDING its editorial staff and is seeking
knowledgable audiophile with editing and writing experience.
Must he good writer and have magazine production experience. Position is in head office in Philadelphia. Send resume

with salary requirements,

in confidence, to Frank Nemeyer,
North American Publishing. 401 No. Broad St., Philadelphia,
Pa.

INSTRUCTION &
EDUCATION

-

11563.

years experience. Con-

RARE 78's. State Category. Record Lists, 3238 Stoddard,
San Bernardino, CA 92405.

MARCH, 1976

95150.

AUTO
ACCESSORIES

tact: Doug Galliher, 3907 Angol Place, Jacksonville, Florida

Circuits. Increase technical competence. Complete and guaranteed course is highly effective. $10.00. Free literature.
DYNASIGN, Box 60AM, Wayland, Mass. 01778.

AUDIO

CA

UNO." P.O. Box 8116, CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS 78412.

COLLECTORS: Songs/Week, chronological top 52 each
year, 1950-1975. Only $5.95 ppd. Info 10c. Hydra, Box
792, Palatine, IL 60067.

QUADRAPHONIC RECORDS AND TAPES - World's largest selection - all labels, over 1000 titles - at discount
prices! For your free illustrated quad catalog, write: SOUND
CONCEPTS, 8510 N. Mt. Hawley, Dept. C3, Peoria, Illinois
61614.

6509, San Jose,

Transistorized Pre -amps. Ceramic microphone. Direct radio/phono ,acks. Auto shut off.
1408 So. Central Rockford, III. 61102. (815) 962-3205

5th Ave., San

45 RPM AUCTION: rock, pop and vocal group "oldies." Free
list: Don Mennie, P.O. Box 23, Essex Fells. New Jersey
07021.

CARTRIVISION-Color video tape recorders, TV cameras,
face plates, heads, blank tapes, spare electronics. Send SASE
for price list. PHOENIX SERVICES, Dept. A2, P.O. Box

10463

43728.

Ga.

CLASSICAL LPs bought
Francisco, Ca 94118

MAXELL RECORDING TAPE. All widths. Lowest prices.
N.A.B. Audio, Box 7, Ottawa, Illinois 61350.

TAPE PLAYERS, Recorders, Stereo Amps Repaired -units
returned C.O.D. Stereo Labs, Box 150, Chesterhill, Ohio

SPEEDS, LISTS. STEINMETZ, ONE SEAVIEW,

$1.25. Record Boxes and 78 sleeves available. Cabco A5,
Box 8212, Columbus, Ohio 43201.

with anything available. Sample C-46 with brief recorded
message one dollar post paid. 12 C -90's 27.00 dollars post
paid. R.S.I. P.O. Box 1678, Los Gatos, CA. 95030

55343.

MASSAPEQUA, NY 11758

PROTECT YOUR ALBUMS. White cardboard replacement
jackets 35c. Gray plastic lined inner sleeves 15c. Postage

BASF, Memorex, Maxell, cassettes, reels, 8 -tracks.
Lowest Prices, Guranteed, New. S&S Audio P.O. Box 56039
Harwood Heights, II. 60656
TOR,

TRY OURS, R.S.I. FERRODYN CASSETTES. Compare them

RENT Open Reel or Cassette Prerecorded tape. All labels.
Catalog $1.00. Tape & Time, P.O. Box 740, Hopkins, Minn.

COLLECTORS RCA Cartridge

FREE 200 -PAGE CATALOG. 1,400 New Stereo Recordings.
Renaissance. Baroque, Classical, Romantic, Modern Music.

SCOTCH, CAPITOL. Blank cassettes, cartridges, reels. Discount prices. Lawson's, Box 510, Livermore, CA 94550

MUSIC SYNTHESIS MODULES: Designs,
kits, plans & parts. For info: send SASE or 25c in coin, CFR
ASSOCIATES, POB

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices TAPE CENTER
Box 4305B, Washington, D.C. 20012.

ELECTRONIC

Box 455A, Kingsbridge Station, Bronx, NY

SOLD @ AUCTION: COLLECTORS RECORDS, LP's; Jazz,
Soundtracks, Personalities, Original Casts, Country/Western,

-

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS

SHOW ALBUMS -Rare. Out of Print LP's. 52 page list
50c Broadway/Hollywood Recordings Georgetown, Conn.

5,000,000

TAPE &
TAPE RECORDERS

RECORDS

SOUNDTRACKS/OC, JAll/PERSONALITY

19107.

I AM LOOKING for an individual with the equipment capable of producing first class duplications on cassette cartridges. Reply Audio, Box A63-3.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
REVOX WANTED. Used high speed, half track A-77. 212585-2717 weekdays.

MARANTZ 7e PREAMP-Perfect running condition. Katsuya Dogen, Post No. 664, Koya Tutumigauchi 24-1, Itami
City, Hyogo, Japan.

WANTED-JBL HARTSFIELD. State condition
Dan Nelson

and price.

1033 South 9th East, Salt Lake City, UT 84105

(801) 531-8258

93

EQUIPMENT WANTED

Try
Audio's
Classified

Ads...

CASH FOR Mint Ips & prerecorded reel tapes. Records, Box
323, Hillburn, New York 10931.

RECORDS

WANTED

-

LP's -"Odessa' & "Cucumber

Castle" by the Bee Gees. Near new condition. Wm. J. Riese,

3429

S.

Nude Way, Aurora, Colo. 80013.

Miami, Fla. 33142.

701, any audio
equipment. Louis Sonier, 139 Dawes Road, Toronto, Ont.
M4L 501.

WANTED - Info

Condition

on BOSE 4401 Preamp, Oval

- R.

Schwend, 65 Drake Rd., Somerset, N.J. 08873
7 PM or during day 212-889-8000,

the move comes

___!

a----

10017. Call 212-722-2181.

STEREO MASTERS, RECORDS AND ALBUMS. Check our
prices. Newest type high level cutting equipment featuring:
Neumann VMS 70 Computer control lathe. Parametric Equalization, Dolby, DBX, and the new SX74 Cutting System by
Neumann. Special package prices on pure vinyl album and

single record production. 1000 45 RPM stereo singles
$273.00 including mastering. 100 LP albums $436.00 including printed jackets. Write or call for brochure. A & R
Record Manufacturing Corp., 902 N. Industrial Blvd., Dallas,
Texas 75201. (214) 741-2021.

TAPE RECORDER HEADS brought back to spec. Wear removed. Brilliant finish. $10.00 each. One day service. E.
Maher, 5 Evans Place, Orinda, Calif. 94563.

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED
AMPRITE SPEAKERS SERVICE

655 Sixth Avenue, New York,
212-CH3-4812

QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES. SEND
FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC
MASTERING.

JBL SG -520 (gold and silver panel); SE -400S, SE-460;
Marantz 7C and 9S (pair); SME 3012. Kazuo Takishima, 337-1421, Takashima-Daira, 2-chome, Itabashi-ku, Tokyo 175,

CANVAS PHOTO TOTE BAG. Your favorite color or BW
picture. We'll blow it up in full color on our 12x14 canvas
tote bag. Send $2.50 for catalog and price list. Refundable
with your first order. Write to: Giensova Marketing Assn.,
P.O. Box 4991, Washington, D.C. 20008.

Japan.

WANTED: CRAFTSMEN 500, JBL 5120, McIntosh A116,
Marantz 20-40W Monaural power amplifiers. Old models.
Must be repairable - no bad transformers! Westronix, 3312
Silverton Rd. NE, Salem, Ore. 97303.

QUALITY WOOD FURNITURE
for your components in a wide selection of styles. Finished,
unfinished, and kits. Sold in fine stores and direct. Send 50c
for all new full color brochure.
AUDIO ORIGINALS
S. Meridian St. "A"
Indianapolis, Ind. 46225
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NEW IDEAS UNVEILED LTD.
OWNER John Dudley Gallaher
Our Ideas Yield Fortunes
2628 South Tennyson Way, Denver CO 80219
CROWN INTERNATIONAL
Complete repair, overhaul, and rebuiding service for current
and early model CROWN tape recorders. Used machines
bought and sold. Techniarts, 8555 Fenton Street, Silver

Address

469 Chestnut St, NASHVILLE TENNESSEE

37203.

HARD TO FIND. component stereo accessories. free catalog
ECE P.O. Box 2074 Virginia Beach, Virginia 23452

YOU BETTER

10010

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS HIGH

YOU CAN'T SOLVE? CONTACT:
Sound Advisory Service, P.O. Box 34045, Bethesda, Md.

AUDIO PROBLEMS
20034.

Spring, MD 20910. (301) 585-1118.

-

IMPROVE YOUR CARTRIDGE
Proprietary modification greatly improves definition, impact,
smoothness, and clarity throughout the frequency range.
Does not alter original integrity of the cartridge. You must be
satisfied or we restore your cartridge to its original state at
no cost. Write for information or send us your cartridge.
$7.50 - 48 hour service. POWER RESEARCH PRODUCTS,
1401 Clipper Heights Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21211

AUDIO DEALER
PRODUCTS

SERVICES
PLEASE HELP US TO SERVE

N.Y.

7581.

CABINETS

about. Or, if there is anything wrong with
your current mailing label, please let us
know on this form also. Simply affix your
present label here, and carefully print the
updated information below.

- -

Details about meetings and
membership available. Write Box 5889 Grand Central P.O.;

Be In Good

H/K CITATION 14 FM TUNER -new. Jim Reynolds,
2144 S. Walnut, Springfield, Illinois 62704. (217) 523-

CHANGE
OF ADDRESS
If you're about to
move, please let us
know approximately
four weeks before

-

Record
COMPLETE CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE
location recordediting
pressing, cassette duplication
ing. Omega Audio, 25520 Graham, Detroit, Mich. 48239.

P.O.

201-846-3015 After
Ext. 220
-

1-fERE

quality at

these sessions as our guest.

WANTED: WHARFEDALE W70 Speaker Must

on your inquiry.

2819

High

MARANTZ 7C,9. State condition and price. J. Fong, 1238
Green St., San Francisco, CA. 94109

SAE MARK XXV POWER AMPLIFIER, Model 2500, Garrard Z2000B, Marantz Imperial (9) FLOOR -STANDING
SPEAKER SYSTEM, Aubrey Brown, 56-21 NW 30 Ave.,

sure prompt service

rates.

pressings.

THE NEW YORK AUDIO SOCIETY INC. is a unique, nonprofit, member supported hi-fi club featuring interesting
monthly meetings about sound and the latest audio techniques. We invite all N.Y. area audiophiles to attend one of

WANTED: CASE (CS -343) for TEAC A-3340. Also, need
an AX -20 and two AX -10's; condition of these units must
be good and in original boxes. Also desire good, used TEAC
AX -300 or used Sony MX -16 or MX-18 mixer. SSgt. Douglas
Dildine, Box 408 7551 ASUPS, APO New York 09601

AFFIX
LABEL

reasonable

Giovanelli, Audio -Tech Laboratories.

Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. IN9-7134.

N.Y.C.

HELP!

and

Joseph

WANTED: USED Tandberg 9000X or 9100X. Indicate
condition and price. Gary Niedenthal, 1231 Perrysburg Rd.,
Apt 1, Fostoria, Ohio 44830.

CASH FOR 2 KLIPSCH LA SCALLA'S J. P. Robillard
Box 189, Haynesville, La. 71038 318-624-0105.

please include a
mailing label to in-

CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE, Tapes, discs, and cassettes. Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing. Masters

WANTED: Reel to Reel Tape Deck, Cassette tape deck with
speakers and headphones by Soundesign. Write: Hubert
Woods, 162 Curry Court, Talladega, Al. 35160.

FISHER K-1000 Power Amp. Don't care condition. Berrrnger,
1513 Alamo Dr., Apt. No. 17, Vacaville, Cal. 95688

They
Pull!

Anytime you have a
question about your
Audio subscription,

SERVICES

AT LAST! DEPENDABLE, LOW COST Component Switching Devices for A -B comparison of speakers, amplifiers, and
A. Kunz
tape decks. Write for information and prices to
Electronic Equipment, 12111 La Padera, St. Louis, Mo.

-B.

63033.

PHOTOGRAPHY
12 EXPOSURE Roll Kodacolor Film developed -printed jum$1.50. Capri Color, Box 831, Laredo, Texas 78040.

bo,

AUDIO MARCH,

1976

"The Sony TC -756 set
new records for performance
of home tape decks:'
(Stereo Review, February, 1975)

Hirsch -Houck Laboratories further
noted, "The dynamic range, distortion,
flutter and frequency -response performance are so far beyond the limitations of conventional program material
that its virtues can hardly be

appreciated:'

The Sony TC -756-2 features a
closed loop dual capstan tape drive
system that reduces wow and flutter
to a minimum of 0.03%, logic controlled

transport functions that permit the
feather -touch control buttons to be

each of the two reels;

a record equal- three-head configuration; and symphase
ization selector switch for maximum recording that allows you to record FM
record and playback characteristics with matrix or SQ* 4 -channel sources for
either normal or special tapes; mic playback through a decoder-equipped
attenuators that eliminate distor- 4-channel amplifier with virtually nontion caused by overdriving the micro- existent phase differences between
phone pre -amplifier stage when using channels.
sensitive condenser mics; tape/source
The Sony TC-756-2 is representmonitoring switches that allow instan- ative of the prestigious Sony 700 Series
taneous comparison of program source -the five best three -motor 101/2 -inch
to the actual recording; a mechanical reel home tape decks that Sony has
memory capability that allows the ever engineered. See the entire
machine to turn itself on and off auto- Sony 700 Series now at your nearest Superscope dealer starting at
matically for unattended recording.
In addition, the TC -756-2 offers 15 $899.95
and 7Y2 ips tape speeds; Ferrite &

operated in any sequence, at any time
without spilling or damaging tape; an
AC servo control capstan motor
and an eight -pole induction motor for Ferrite

2-track/2-channel stereo

SONY

Brought to you by

SUPERSCOPE.

'SQ is a trademark of CBS, Inc. ®1976 Superscope, Inc., 20525 Nordhoff St., Chatsworth, CA 91311. Prices and models subject to change without notice. Consult the
Yellow Pages for your nearest Superscope dealer.
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